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Introduction: Innovation and technological economics 

The analysis of innovation contained in this thesis differs 

considerably in both scope and aims from most analyses of innovation. 

It is important to discuss why the approach taken has been adopted, and 

to justifY its usefulness. 

There is no absence of analyses of innovation and associated 

invention. Individual inventions have been examined, notedly by Jewkes 

and his co-authors (1); analyses have been made of innovation in selected 

industries, and this has been related to international trade in these 

industries (2); the detailed antecedents of individual technolQgical inn0-

vations have been traced back in time, both for weapon systems and for 

civilian products (~); the spread of important new techniques, nO:I'Dlally 

associated with large-scale capital investment, has been analysed (4). 

Much of this work has been done, either directly or indirectly, to answer 

specific questions of science policy, and these works have been influential 

factors in the formulation of science policy. 

The questions which may be answered by such approaches are important. 

Is money aimed at producing inventions (and, by implication at least, 

innovation) best invested in establishir:g large research centres, or in en

couraging with suitable fiscal measures individual inventors (5)? What 

is the relationship between the concentration of an induetry and its 

propensity to innovate? Should government finanoe be oonoentrated in 

closely targetted oontracts, or in university research? What should the 

government attitude be towards industries, such as the ~oeutioals 

industry, in whioh suooessful products enjoy what ~ appear super-no:I'Dlal 

profits while overall heavy research expenditure is incurred (6)? 

These questions of soienoe polioy are weishty and of orucial impOrt-
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anoe to a series of essentially politioal deoisions that must be made , 

When there are already suoh varied snalyses of innovation, answering 

such important questions, it may appear strange to introduce a fUrther 

type of analysis. The justifioation lies in the questions whioh this 

thesis attempts to answer. 

For in addition to the questions of soienoe polioy, there are 

questions on a different soale. These are the queries and problems of 

the aotual innovator within an organisation, the problems of the innovat

ing organisation in gaining aooeptanoe for its new products or prooesses. 

Traditional eoonomios treats muoh of the internal aotivity of the fiDm as 

a blaok box, about whioh oertain simplifYing assumptions are made. It is 

a feature of teohnologioal eoonomios that it is oonoerned with deoision

making within the firm, and with the prooesses by which this oocurs (7). 

The present treatment of innovation oonoentrates on the problems of dev

eloping new produots from the point of view of one aotually involved in 

the innovative prooess. 

The questions raised by such an approach are different from those 

whioh are traditionally oentral to science polioy. Yet the questions 

raised are oruoial for the soientist oonoerned with innovationa how can 

an invention be reoognised? What sort _, of soreen should be ueed to separate 

those ideas whioh are promising from those whioh are unlikely to sucoeed? 

What may be done to avoid waste, either in time devoted to projeots which 

fail, or in projeots whioh are rejeoted before they are evaluated adequately? 

What infol.'Ulation should be acquired to define the eoology and enviromDBnt 

in whioh the innovation must survive? How can the survival chanoes of 

new produots be inoreased? In particular, this theaia ia oonoerned with 

problems . of, and barriers to, innovation, so that the reaearch aoientist 

may at an early atSBB in a projeot 'a life antioipate the direotion in, 
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and problems 868inst, which he may move. 

The answers to these questions may be relevant to some questions 

of science policy. For instance, detailed analysis of the problems 

encountered with individual innovations may well suggest conclusions which 

affect the setting up of industrual or government research establishments. 

:But the main usefulness of the approach adopted is that it is aimed at the 

problems of the practising scientist or technologist, whose considerable 

knowledge of science and engineering is seldom matChed by an understanding 

of the phenomena of innovation. The aim of this thesis is to analyse 

innovation, to examine some innovations in detail, and to draw conclusions 

which may guide those concerned with the movement of projects from research 

to innovation. The performance of laboratories established to promote inn

ovation has been severely criticised (8); it may be hoped that the perf01'lD

ance of at least one such laboratory may be improved if more is known about 

the innovative process in which they take part. 

Necessarily, the different questions raised require different inf01'lD

ation. The reader expecting answers to certain questions - the relationship 

between successfUl and unsuccessfUl research projects in the pbazmaceutical 

industry, for instance - will be disappointed, since it is not the aim of 

this thesis to discuss these questions. The approach adopted, limited 

though it is, is believed to be sufficiently important, and so neglected, 

to justify ignoring other possible types of analysis. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

The work to be described ie submitted to meet the requirements of the 

Ph. D. degree in Teohnologioal Economios at the University of Stirling, at 

whose Department of Induetrial Soienoe the author apent one academio year 

of' his research prograDDe. The reaearch for thia work has been aided by 
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ively, halothane, the bipyridyls and phthalooyan1ne. He is also indebted 

to the Petrochemical and Polymer Laboratory for generous support throughout 

his research, and for the opportunity to develop in a practical situation 

the ideas embodied in this thesis. Most of all, he wishes to record his 

thanks to his supervisors, Professor F.R. Bradbury and Dr. C.W. Suckling, 
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Chapter 1 

INNOVATION - a literature survey 

1. The model adopted: 

Despite much discussion, and general agreement on its importance, 

innovation is a subject defined in a variety of W8¥s. To avoid ambig

ui ty, it is important to define the sense in which innovation is used 

in the present account: 

"Innovation orig'inates with the recoBDi tion that an opportunity 

exists or that a problem ~ be resolved. The process of elabor

ation which produces a practicable and adopted solution to the 

problem, or continues until the opportunity originally perceived 

has been grasped, comprises the innovative process". 

This definition f'ocuses the area of study considerably. First, by 

concentrating on the actual process of' innovation, it leaves unexamined 

those factors in the economic environment which are of'ten related to 

innovation - the relationship between capital investment, the trade cycle, 

the concentration of' an industry and innovation. The studies made here are 

concemed with the particular pattem of innovation as it has occurred, 

rather .than with the ef'f'ect of' aggregates. 

S~cond, innovation as defined here does not necessarily involve 

scientif'ic advance at any moment. This is compatible with the recent 

description of innovation aSI "in a general sense the teohnioal, 

industrial and commercial steps which lead to the marketing of' new manu

facturing equipment or any technioal measures to improve methods of' 

production; at the other it might mean the whole sequenoe of scientific 

research, market researoh, invention, development, desisn, tooling, f'iret 
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production and marketing o£ a new product" (1) • Despite this, each 

o£ the three case studies examined in detail contains a considerable 

input of science and technology, and most studies o£ innovation trace a 

pattern that includes scienti£ic intervention at some point. There are 

methodological reasons £or this. It has been remarked that innovation is 

probably not a directly observable phenomenon, since in order to observe 

it, it is necessary to isolate those funds available to £inance innovation 

f'rom total investable funds, an impracticable undertaldng (2). Because o£ 

this di££icul ty, that part o£ innovations whose mea.urement is moat easy 

is studied, and this leads to study o£ inputs in general, and o£ patent 

statistics in particular. It is there£ore important to re-a££i:rm the 

distinction made by Schumpeter between invention and innovation, and to 

emphasize that innovation as here de£ined need not include either new 

science or new technology (3). 

Third, the de£inition o£ innovation adopted here, with its emphasis 

on innovation as a process spread over time rather than as an event, makes 

innovation much more comparable with other processes £or problem recognit-

ion and problem solving. Pounds, £or instance, has described the ws:y in 

which managers in an American company de£ine problems. He postulates 

£our types o£ models - historical, planning, other people's and extra-

organisational models - any o£ which may present the manager with a discern

ible di££erence between the existing state o£ a££airs and a desired state 

suggested by the model. This di££erence is the trigger which initiates a 

process o£ search £or, and implementation o£, a solution (4). The analogy 

between general manaeerial decision-making as desoribed by Pounds 

(1) Teolmologioal Innovation in Britain (lIMBO, London 1968),1. 

(2) E. Ames, 'Researob, invention, innovation', Americas Econ. Rev. '51. 
(June 1961), 380. 

(3) J.A. Schumpeter, Bwlineas CYoles (New York 1964),59-10. 
(4) ';i.F. Pounds. 'The prooess o£ problem £inding', Ind. Map.Rev • .ll. (Fall 

1969), 1-19. 
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and innovation as here defined makes us turn to consider what character-

ises innovation. lihat distinguishes innovation from the other problem

recognising and -solving activities of a JIIBll86'8r? 

1.1 Characteristics of innovation 

Typically, an innovation IIIIQ" involve severa1 different organisations. 

The initial recognition of a difference between a perceived state of a1'faire 

and the state which it is believed could occur may be made in various places. 

Simple examples of where this recognition IIIIQ" occur include the following:-

1. By the end user - e.g. the farmer who uses existing polyethylene 

sheet to retain moisture and kill weeds. 

2. By the manufacturer, or potential manufacturer, of a product -

e.g. the manufacturer of polyethylene sheet 

who persuades a faJ:DlElr to use them for 

agriculture. 

3. By equipment manufacturers - e.g. the manufacturer of machinery 

for shrink wrapping polyethylene film. 

4. By manufacturers of intennediate products - e.g. introduction of ~lon 

and terylene into the textile industry. 

5. By raw material suppliers - e.g. the development of new boilers by the 

National Coal Board. 

6. By suppliers of ideas - e.g. the inventor of cats' eyes, or research 

associations. 

This IIIIQ" be smply represented by figure 1.1, from which it IIIIQ" be 

seen that the only instance where an innovation may be implemented without 

involving ~ need is when the innovation originates with the end user. 

Thus the farmer who retains moisture and kills weeds by spreading black 

polyethylene round his crop has to pH"Suade no-one other than himself 

that this is useful. It IIIIQ" be observed that even the end user often has 

t o persuade othere. First, for a need which is not met by any existing 

product, the end user DlUst set up a chain of innovation I the need for 
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better finishes for aluminium products, first reoognised by fi1'lllS in 

the airoraft industry whioh were the end users of aluminium produots, 

involved equipment manufacturers and primary aluminium producers (5). 

Second, even when the innovation IIIB¥ be oompleted without azq other f1l:m 

beooming involved, in a large organisation the man recognising the initial 

opportunity is likely to have to influenoe others before the innovation 

can be implemented. 

Sinoe innovation typically involves several organisations, its success 

depends on the reooncilibility of the objectives of the different fi~s. 

Each fi~ possesses its own objective, or set of objectives, which are un-

likely to be the same as those possessed by 8ZJy other organisation involved, 

and each will fo:mrul.ate its own criteria to judge the innovation. Even 

when the criteria adopted by each organisation are silll1lar, the languase 

in which these criteria are expressed mq be very different. Thus the 

manufacturer of polyethylene film and the producer of wrapping equipnent 

share a cOlllDon interest in promoting the spread of shrink-wrapping, yet 

the fo~er ~ define his problems in tems of polymer chemistry and 

physics, and the latter in te1'lllS of engineering improvements. There are 

thus likely to be at least 11ngu1stic differences between different or,gBD-

isations, and ~ be considerable differences in objectives. 

In order for the innovation to succeed, the targets of each organis-

ation involved must be achieved, either by altering the initial idea so 

that it matches successive targets encountered in the innovation ohain, 

or by altering the targets to make the idea suitable. '!bus whereas a 

decision made within a single fi~ ~ be viewed as a single cycle of 

decision and oontrol, an innovation is likely to involve IDII.ny such cycles. 

(5) M.J. Peok, 'Inventions in the post-war .American allDinum industry', in 

The Rate and Direction of Inventive Aotivitzl e0OD9l!!1c and sooial tactors 

(Pr1noeton 1962), 285. 
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The differenoe is not absolute, however. The behaviour of a finD has 

been explained as the result of oompromise between differing and oon-

fl10ting objeotives, which result in :re-adjustment of projeots as they 

progress between departments (6). The innovative prooess thus represents 

a more extreme example of the reoonoiling of objeotives which are likely 

at the very least to be expressed in different te:mlS, and may differ 

strongly. 

2. Innovation: invention and development. 

The model whioh has been adopted here lays emphasis on innovation as 

a developing prooess, prooeeding in time far beyond the prooess of invent-

ion. Suoh a model makes analyses of invention alone appear inoomplete 

and it is important to examine in some detail whether studies oan be just-

!fied that examine invention alone. The justification olaimed for studying 

inventions is two-fold. First, patent data are neoesaarily publio, and 

so provide good source material; and second it is olaimed that invention 

represents the initial point leading to innovation. This is stated either 

explioi tly, as by Sohmookler - "The invention of a new product or prooess 

is but the first link in a . long, poorly-understood ohain of events" - or 

implioitly, as by Jewkes and his oo-authors who open their discussion 

of invention with the sentence I "Future historians of eoonomio thousht 

will doubtless find it remarkable that so little systematio attention was 

given in the first half of this oentury to the causes and oonsequenoes of 

industrial innovation" (7). 

(6) R.M. Cyert and J .G. March, . A :Behavioural Theory of the PiJ:lll 

(London 1963), 99-102. 

(7) J.Sohmookler, in Rate and Direotion, 228, and J.Jewkes, D. Sawers 

and R. StilleDlaD, The Sources of Ipyeption (London 1969), 19. 
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2.1 The .tudY of invention as a separate phenomenon 

The justifications advanced for the study of invention alone are 

open to at least two criticisms. Can invention be meanillgf'ul.ly and 

appropriately separated from development, investment and manufacture? 

And is it true that in studying invention one is studying the cause of 

innovation? The distinction between invention and developaent is made by 

Jewkes and his co-authors as one of three presuppositions necessary for 

their discussion, and they claim the distinction is crucial. Invention is 

defined as: " the confidence that something should work, and the first 

rough tests that it will, in fact, work"; development as: " ••• the St8B8 at 

which known technical methods are applied to a new problem which, in wider 

or narrower terms, has been defined by the original invention •••• the st8B8 

at which the task to be performed is more precisely defined, the aim more 

exactly set, the search more specific, the chances of final success more 

susceptible to measurement than is true at the St8B8 of invention ••• the 

phase in which cODlllElrcial considerations can be, and indeed must be, more 

systematically examined ••• " (8). 

Yet Jewkes found that the distinction thus described was impossible 

to observe, and states that his examination of inventions necessarily led 

him to examine development. Once this is done, however, the conclusions of 

his study are seen to be very different. Table 1.1 shows the oase studies 

described. Jewkes originally described in detail fifty inventions, of 

which twenty seven were said to be "individual" inventions . against some six

teen which had their origin largely in the research laboratories of manu

facturing companies. Seven inventions were not ascribed to either oatesory. 

Of these seven, all but one (continuous casting of steel) may reasonably be 

placed as either the work of manufacturing oCDpanies, or of sovermDent 

(a) Jewkes et al., 28-29 
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research establishments. The balance thus becomes twenty eight 

"individual" inventions aeainst some twenty two "non-individual" invent-

ions. When the more recent inventions considered by Jewkes are added to 

the original list, the total number of inventions described rises to sixty, 

of which thirty three belong to Jewkes' "individual" category, and twenty 

six to the "non-individual" category, with one remaining \Ulcategorised (9). 

Various objections ~ be advanced against the original list: it appears 

somewhat chronologically \Ulbalanced, and examination of inventions dating 

from after 1928 (the midpoint year) shows a predominance of corporate rather 

than individual inventions; and the selection of inventions studied is sus

pect (10). These objections apart, the invention which remains uncategorised 

- electronic digital computers - illustrates the problems of looking at 

invention alone, for it is impossible either to identity a single inventor, 

or to disentangle invention from development. And when development is con-

sidered as well as invention, Jewkes' emphasis on individual effort becomes 

less convincing. For example, the hardening of liquid fats was invented by 

Dr. W. NoI.'IIIaDD, but "Crosfield's finally discovered the 'know-how' which 

made the process workable"; air cushion vehicles would have languished but 

for the development effort financed by the NRDC; continuous hot strip rolling 

required much capital to transform the invention into an innovation (11). 

Yet Jewkes claims each as an "individual" invention. Inventions IIIB¥ indeed 

be "the beginning, without which the other is' of no avail", but equally with

out development the invention IIIB¥ languish. Conclusions based on the study 

of invention alone IIIB¥ be very different from those based on study of iDvent-

ion and development. The need to commit resources beyond those available to 

the individual inventor, the cOlIID8roial ability to establish a business, and 

the ability to transform an idea to reality are all unexplored in a study of 

(9) Jewkes et al. (1958 edition), 263-410; and (1969 edition), 329-356. 

(10) C. Freeman, 'Science and eco~ at the national level' in lrob1!18 of 

Science Polioy (OEeD Paris 1968), 61-64. 

(11) Jewkes et al. (1969 edition), 256,330,242-243. 
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invention alone. It is clear that the conclusions based on a study of 

invention m&¥ be very different from those based on study of invention 

and development. 
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TABLE 1,1: List of case studies described by Jewkes et al. 

Automatic Transmission 

Bakel1te 

Ballpoint Pen 

Catalytic Cracking of Petroleum 

'Cellophane' 
* Cinerama 

Continuous casting of steel 

Continuous hot strip rolling 

Cotton Picker 

Crease resisting fabrics 

Cyclotron 

DDT 

Diesel electric ra11~ traction 
* Electric precipitation 

Fluorescent lighting 

* Freon refrigerants 

Gyro compass 

Hardening of liquid fats 

Helicopter 

Insulin 

Jet engine 

Kodachrome 

Loll8'-playing record 

MaBnetic recording 

Methyl methacrylate polymers 

Neoprene 

Nylon and Revlon 

Penicillin 

Polyethylene 

Power steering 

Radar 

Radio 

Rockets 

Safety Razor 

Self-winding wrist watch 

Shell-moulding 

Silicones 

Jewkes' category 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

(I) 

C 

I 

C 

I 

C 

C 

I 

C 

C 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

(C) 

I 

C 

C 

C 

I 

C 

I 

(C) 

I 

(C) 

I 

I 

(C) 

C 
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Stainless steels 

Streptomycin 

Sulzer loom 

Synthetic detergents 

Synthetic light polarizer 

Television 

'Terylene' polyester f'ibre 

Tetraethyl lead 

Titanium 

Transistor 

Tungsten Carbide 

Xerography 

Zip f'astner 

-10-

Air cushion vehicles 

Chlordane, Aldrin, Dieldrin 

Float Glass 

Moulton Bicycle 

Oxygen Steel-making 

Electronic Digital Computers 

Photo-typesetting 

Jewkes Category 

(C) 

I 

I 

C 

I 

C 

C 

C 

I 

C 

(C) 

I 

I 

I 

C 

C 

I 

C 

I 

Rhesus haemolyf'ic disease treatment I 

Semi-synthetic penicillins C 

Wankel Engine I 

I = "individual" invention 

C - "corporate" invention 

brackets indicates that Jewkes did not 
himself' classify the invention. 

* - appears in f'irBt edition only. 
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stainless steels 

streptomycin 

Sulzer loom 

Synthetic detergents 

Synthetic light polarizer 

Television 

'Terylene' polyester .fibre 

Tetraethyl lead 

Titanium 

Transistor 

Tungsten Carbide 

Xerography 

Zip fastner 
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Air cushion vehicles 

Chlordane, Aldrin, Dieldrin 

Float Glass 

Moulton Bicycle 

Oxygen Steel-making 

Electronic Digital Computers 

Photo-typesetting 

Jewkes Category 

(C) 

I 

I 

C 

I 

C 

C 

C 

I 

C 

(C) 

I 

I 

I 

C 

C 

I 

C 

I 

Rhesus haemolyfic disease treatment I 

Semi-synthetic penicillins C 

Wankel Engine I 

I "individual" invention 

C - "corporate" invention 

brackets indicates that Jewkes did not 
himself classifY the invention. 

* - appears in first edition only. 
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A second criticism of Jewkes I distinction between invention and dev

elopnent is that it fails to examine any possible interaction between 

the source of inventions and their eventual chance of success. Yet there 

is evidence suggesting interaction between the source of a research idea 

and its chance of success. Carter and Williams concluded from analysis of 

various innovations that there is not "any simple or unifo:an percentaee of 

research results that go into development. That varies very larsely f'rom 

firm to firm with the origin of their research or development projects and 

wi th the ways in which potential projects are valuated... The less the 

attention of the research staff to the cODlDercial significance of their pro-

jects, the greater the chance that research with great potentialities in 

industrial application will be excluded, if only because the maD who is 

preoccupied with research as such will not be anx:1.ous to f'ather his idea on 

the developnent staff" (12). Analysis of research projects within Imperial 

Chemical Industries showed that the likelihood of success was related to 

its origins. Tablet.2 sUlllllarises these conclusions, showing that the diff-

erent sources of ideas account for different proportions of the successfUl. 

and unsuccessfUl. research projects. In addition, Table 1.2 shows an inter-

esting cost relationship, in that ideas stemming £ram outside lCl tended 

to cost more to develop than those which originated within lCl. 

Qtlm 

lCl basic research 

other lCl parts 

Outside lCl 

Table 1.2: Percentaee of successf'ul. and 
unsuccessfUl. research projects, 
by source of idea 

Succeslel ~lure!l 
No. COlt No. 

5 10 10 

80 60 10 
15 30 25 

(12) C.F. Carter and B.R. Williams, Ipdytrx apd Teohp1oal ProIreIS 
(London 1951), 58. 
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In addition to the source of the research idea affecting the chance of 

success, the type of research project also affected this: research aimed 

at quality or process improvement had a 70 per cent chance of success, 

that aimed at novel processes or products 40 per cent, while "omnibus" 

research projects were reported to be responsible for 10 per cent of all 

successes, but a "very considerably larger proportion of the company's 

research expenditure" (13). From this analysis it appears that there ~ 

exist considerable interaction between the source of ideas and their chance 

of success. This contention is supported by analyses done of development 

projects within an American chemical company's Laboratory. This showed, 

for instance, that work originating in the Laboratory had twice as high a 

chance of failure (failure in this context being equated with no increment 

in sales) as had work originating in customer requests; that no large sales 

increases resulted from a single project originating in the Laboratory, 

whereas 20 per cent of those originating in customer requests produced this 

result; and that 'the magn1 tude of technical and coumercial uncertainty ass-

ociated with a development project ~ be related to the project's source' 

(14) • 

There are thus two objections to the study of inventions as a separate 

phenomenon. First, the study of invention alone ~ suggest very different 

( .14) 

Holroyd's analysis depende on his definition of sucoess, which he 
equates with a decision to adopt a new product or prooess. One 
obvious objeotion oan be made. Research ~ be sucoessful if it 
reduces an area of doubt I research ~ for instance respond to the 
question I "is it worth· Iq adopting this new prooess?" with the 
anSWer "No", which satisfies the research objeotive. Bolroyd, 
however, would oonsider this a failure. R. Bolroyd, 'Productivity 
of industrial research with particular referenoe to research in 
chemical industry', in ProoeediPBl' of the SYI!IJ)()siUID on productivity 
in research (Institution of Chemioal lihgineers, London 1964.) 

D.L. Meadowe, "Estimating aocuracy and Projeot Seleotion Models in 
Industrial Research", Industrial MtwM"P'ent Review 9 (Spring 1968), 
115-116. 
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conclusions from those suggested by the study of research and development. 

Second, there is evidence to believe that considerable interaction m&¥ 

exist between invention and development. 

2.2 Sources of innovation: 

The second question to consider is whether invention is the source of 

innovation. The definition of innovation adopted, and the six examples of 

sources of innovation already quoted, show that invention is only one 

source of innovation, and, conversely, that invention can and indeed often 

does occur vi thout subsequent innovation. Intemational studies of inno-

vation have coni"ilmed this. Hufbauer has shown that the speed vi th which 

a country uses synthetic materials is not related to its ability to discover 

new synthetic materials, but rather to its adaptibllity in imitating what 

has been invented elsewhere (15). A similar conclusion was reached in an 

intemational analysis of the causes of technology gaps, where it was obser-

ved that the most clear difference was that between the ability of United 

States' filmS to develop the results of European research into oOlllll8rcial 

products, and the failure of European filmS to develop inventions made else-

where (16). 

Similarly, it is possible to identi~ industries in which rapid inno-

vation is combined with small amounts of research and development and little 

claim to invention. The most forth-risht statement criticising the implied 

connexion between research and development and innovation is that of 

carter and Williams: "..... it is clearly possible for a film to be highly 

progressive without showing much trace of originality. It m&¥ simply copy 

(15) G.e. Hufbauer, S~thetic Materials and the TheOry of Intemational 
~ (London 19 6), 87. 

(16) Gaps in TeohnologY' General Report (OCED Paris 1969), 17 
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what is done elsewhere: it may be pushed into the stream of advance by its 

suppliers, or pulled there by its customers. If one looks at an industry 

of many units, like agriculture, it is nonsense to identify progressive-

ness with inventiveness. In fact, in agriculture a great many of ths new 

ideas come from outside, from research establishments, machinery suppliers, 

chemical fi:cns, and so on; the progressive fa:cner is the one with the wits 

to select what is appropriate from the stream of ideas which impinge upon 

him" (11). 

A study of innovation made in the United States confi:cns that innovation 

may occur without invention. The textile industry, for instance, has shown 

marked and rapid innovation, with ths development of new fibres, finishing 

techniques and processes, yet is is an industry wtdch has spent on research 

and development, as a proportion of sales income, approximately one tenth 

of the average for all manufacturing industry. In 1960, for instanoe, it 

spent $35 m., representing 0.25 per cent of sales inoome, whereas the averaee 

proportion of sales incOllle devoted to research and development by United 

states manufacturing industry was 2.44 per cent. Not only did the textile 

industry oombine rapid innovation with small research expenditure, but 

detailed study of individual mills showed that high expenditure on research 

did not lead to profi tabili ty higher than ths average, and that "those 

oompanies which have significantly better perfo:cnanoe than the industry 

average have not made Wlusual oontributions to R. &. D.". Of five industries 

investigated in this study, only the semi-oonductor industry was based on 

researoh discoveries made within ths industry (18). 

(11) Carter and Williams, 108. 

(18) Patterns and Problems of Technioal Innovation in American IpdUltrx 

(A.D. Little, Boston, 1963), 25, 119. 
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From studies of innovation, it appears that study of invention alone 

may lead to conclusions which ars not applicable to innovation, and that 

any account of innovation must accept that innovation m&¥ be started in 

many places, and that the progress to innovation m&¥ involve different 

firms and even different industries. The model of innovation proposed 

at the start of this chapter has been defined to encompass these charact-

eristics. It is now necessary to examine research and development projects, 

to identify other characteristics of innovation with which an acceptable 

model of innovation must be compatible. 

3. Characteristics of research and development projects 

By studying a number of research projects, it is possible to distinguish 

features which characterise those research projects that result directly 

in new products or processes, and those which do not. There m&¥ be raised 

the objection that this stu~ represents only one class of innovation, 

namely that involving invention within a scientific community at an early 

stage in the innovative process. The objection is a fair one, since it 

has alrea~ been seen that much innovation does not stem from scientific 

research, and that very much of research will not result in innovation. 

In justification, two claims m&¥ be made for the study. Firet, one of the 

features of modern economi.s is the deliberate attempt to induce innovation, 

by sponsoring research. This m&¥ be seen in the rise of that proportion 

of the GNP spent on research and development in Great Britain, which has 

grown from 0.05 per cent in 1900 to 0.25 per cent in 1938, and 2.7 per cent 

in 1965 (19). Innovation m&¥ increasingly result from research, as more 

effort is devoted to achieving innovation. The second justification for 

the appropriateness of examining research projects in the ~ proposed is 

(19) A. Hart, Planning for inoreased research productivity, in Prooeedinn 

of the SYmposium on Productivity in Research (op.oit., see note 11). 
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that they are studied not only at their inception, but throughout their 

developnent until they have completed the innovative process. The in

completeness implicit in studying invention alone is thus avoided. In 

short, the study of the conception and developnent of research projects 

illuminates characteristics of at least one class of innovation. ~ such 

a study, three characteristics may be distinguished. 

3.1 Survival of research projects: 

The most striking feature of research projects is how few survive. 

There is a mass of evidence to show that most inventions, whether new 

processes or products, do not survive to become widely accepted: 

(i) Patent statistics suggest that a very large proportion of research 

ideas that have achieved the initial success of being patented are not in 

fact used: Jewkes estimE.tes some 95 per cent of patents to be cOlllDercially 

useless. MBchlup quotes a German survey which showed some 80 per cent of 

patents had been allowed to lapse after six years, and more than 96 per 

cent before their maximum duration of fifteen years; in Britain, as few 

as 2 per cent survive their full life of sixteen years (20). 

(ii) Estimates by those responsible for the management of research also 

emphasise the low probability of success, when success is defined as a cam-

mercial product. Typical estimates include those of Pessem1er, who SaySI 

"seven out of eisht hours devoted to technical product developnent by scien-

tists and engineers are spent on products that fail at some stage in the 

pI'ocess",' and of Heinexmann: "it takes exploration of about 50 ideas to arrive 

between 5 and 8 on which bench scale process research should be done, and 

one which should go into pilot plant with good chances of commercial success" 

(21) • 

(20) Jewkes et al., (1958 edition) 106; F. Machlup, 'The Supply of inventors 
and inventions', in Rate and Direction, 164; and K. Bcehlll, The Britiah 
Patent System I I Administration (Cambridge 1967), 81. 
Jewke8~ judgement of oommeroial utility must be viewed with oaution, .inoe 
it seems to be ba.ed on the belief that an unused patent i. oommercially 
useless. However, a patent may be used to proteot an inventor, by 
providing him with a measure of .eourity while he further inve.tisate. an 
arsa. That it may sub.equently be un-used should not be taan ... grounds 
for assuming that it held no value. 
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(21). 

(iii) In particu1ar industries, the chance of success is estimated 

to be even smsJ.ler: in the phS]1Dsoeutical industry, for :instanoe, it has 

been estimated that three thousand compounds must be ~thesised, at a 

cost estimated in 1964 to be about £1 m. for ~thesis and screening, 

before one is proved in clinical trials. In the dyestuffs industry, the 

discovery of a cOlllDeroially important colouring aeent is thought to emerge 

from about thirty thousand compounds ~thesised (22). 

(iv-) Surveys in different companies, or groups of oompanies, show a 

steep mortality curve for a population of research ideas. In twenty North 

American companies, the outcome of 540 research ideas were evaluated. Of 

these, only 92 were of sufficient merit to justif'y laboratory work, 8 of 

which went to a development stage. One commercial product survived from 

the original ideas (23). 

3.2 The timescale of research and develoJlDent. 

A second feature of the process from research to innovation is the 

length of the timescale involved. Analysis of thirty five innovations that 

occurred in the last three centuries showed that only 15 per cent involved 

less than 3.5 years between the original invention and the subsequent 

innovation, and over 40 per cent involved between 3.5 and 8.5 years. The 

arithmetic mean of 11.0 years (24). 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

E.A. Pessemier, New Product Decisions (New York 1966), 5; and H. 
Heinermann, 'How to measure success', Chem. !iJne:r. Proir·, 2i 

(December 1963), 21. 

J.R. Vane., in Evaluation of Dru6 ActiVities, D.R. Lawrence and A.L. 
Bacharach (ed.),(London 1964) Vol. 1; and private oOlllllUDioation from 
Mr. A.E. Pink, lCI Grangemouth. 

H.M. Corley, 'Successful cOlllll8roial chemical development', quoted by 
F.N. Woodward, 'Choosing researoh projeots' in Modern Chemi.tn in 
Industn IUPACI1968, J .G. GreSOry (ed.), (London 1968). 

J .L. Enos, in Rate and Direotion, 306-309. 
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It has been olaiJlled that the time scale between invention and 

innovation has deolined as modern industry oonoentrates its effort upon 

rapid develop!lent: the oontrast has been made, for instanoe, between the 

112 years required to develop photography with the 5 year develop!l8nt of 

transistors (25). It might therefore be argued that the extended time-

soale of innovation is a feature of diminishing importanoe. There are 

strong arguments, however, for rejeoting this: the examples oited may be 

the result of biased seleotion; neoessarily reoent disooveries whioh have 

been applied must have short delay times, or else they would still be un

applied; lastly, there are oonsiderable ambiguities in the definition of 

what oonstitutes the delay between invention and innovation (26). Analysis 

of five important innovations in the U.S.A. - JDaBD8tl0 ferrltes, video 

tape reoording, oral oontraoepti ve pills, the eleotron miorosoope, and the 

teolutiques of matrix isolation - showed that the average time between con-

oeption of the eventual innovation and its first demonstration was nine 

years. The detailed analysis of oritical soientific and teohnological 

events whioh had led up to the innovation might be traced: for magnetio 

ferri tes, a key event was the original conception of B1lpert in 1909 of a 

"magnetio insulator", yet the eventual innovation beoame ooameroially 

available after 1950 (27). 

A further study, based on investigation of weapon systems developed 

for the United States government, showed that the average time between two 

generations of weapon systems was 1 3 years; that despite the very applied 

nature of the work, between 5 and 10 years often elapsed before an event 

was used; and that "undirected" soienoe is unfrequently utilised on even 

(25) 

(26) 

L.R. Bai'stad, 'The role of industrial researoh', So.J .. 2. (September 
1966), 81. 

For Disoussion of the first two points, see J .:t.ngriah ,"Does industry 
need scienoe?', So.J •• 5 (Deoember, 1969), 81-83. 

Teohnology in Retrospeot and Critioal Events in Soienoes (TRACES), 
(Illinois Institute of Teohnology Researoh Institute;"'). 
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a 20 year time-soale (28). 

3. 3 Target ohanBeS during develol!llent 

A third oharaoteristio of the innovation prooess from a research 

projeot to a finished product is the reinterpretation of the original 

target that often ooours. There are dramatio e:mmples of the metamorph

osis that oan oocur: a study made of six fighter-plane developments showed 

that oonsiderable ohanges in the researoh target oould take place, even 

when the objeotive was narrowly defined. Of the six designs investigated, 

"four out of the six planes ended with different engines, three with 

different eleotronio systems. In order to make them satisfactory £lying 

machines, five of the airf'rames had to be extensively modified; three of 

the fighters oame out of development essentially different airplanes ••• 

three ended up by having quite different operational roles from what was 

originally planned for them. ~y one ••• possessed the same teohnologi-

oal ingredients and had the same kind of operational role that had been 

ini tially planned for it" (29). 

Although few inventions are seen to undergo auoh a transfo~tion 

while being developed, examination of other innovations suggests that 

marked ohanges may oocur. The original request made to those who were 

later to develop radar requested not a means of identifYing aircraft, but 

of disabling them by outting out their engines; the development of a new 

type of fastener by Paul Hatisse shows a marked ohange from the first 

design to the product eventually adopted; two of the three innovations 

studied in detail later show similar changes (30). 

(28) C.W. Sherwin and R.S. Isenson, First Interim Report on Projeot 
HINDSIGHT ODDR, Washington DC., 1961. 

B.R. nein, in Rate and Direotion. 418-419 

T. Burns and G.M. Stalker, The Mep!B!!!!!ut of Innovation (LoUden 1968) 
31-42. and D.A. Sohon, Invention and the Eyolutiqp of Ideas (London 
1961), 15-91. 
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4. Models of innovation: 

It is now possible to examine different models of innovation to 

consider whether they are compatible with the three characteristics of 

the innovative process considered. At once it is possible to see that 

several are incomplete, in that they offer little explanation for the 

high mortality rate among research projects, the t1mespan between inven-

tion and innovation, or the changes that occur during a project's life. 

(i) Models that emphasise invention: 

The first category of model comprises those which emphasise the 

inventive step. Raisbeck and Old, from analysis of research and develop-

ment in six weapon systems, identify three necessary conditions for an 

innovation to occur: an explicitly understood goal, a source of ideas, and 

resources committed to achieving this goal. Clearly such a model ~ be 

helpfUl in identifying whether new resources, new recognition of object-

ive or new ideas were the trigger which initiated an invention, but 

e qually clearly these conditions tell us nothing about what distinguishes 

the few successf'ul from the many 1msuccessf'ul among all those research 

projects that started with these three conditions (31). 

A similar emphasis is devoted to invention, quite explicitly, by 

Schmookler, who describes it as a combination ot particular state of know

ledBe and a partioular state of industry (32); by Usher, who put forward 

a perceptual theory of invention (33); and by Jewkes (34). For the reasons 

outlined earlier, discussion of invention alone is likely to lead to con-

clusions inapplicable to innovation. 

G. Raisbeck and B.S. Old, 'Managing the research environment' in 
Uncertainty in Research ManAfP!l!lent, e d . R.M. Bainer (New York 1967) 
97-118. 

Schmookler, in Rate and Direotion, 196. 

For a review ot Usher's treatment, see V.W.Rutter, 'Usher and Sohumpeter 
on invention, innovation and technological ohazlBe', 9I1,J'Eoop!, , n, 
(1959), 596. 
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(31 ) G. Raisbeck and B.S. Old, 'JfaDag1ng the research environment' in 
Uncertainty in Research Man'f"'P"'nt, ad. R.M. Hainer (Hew York 1967) 
97-118. 

Schmookler, in Rate and Direction, 196. 

Por a review of Usher's treatment, see V.W.Butter, 'Usher and Sohumpeter 
on invention, innovation and technologioal ohange', 9B·J·loopa·, n, 
(1959), 596. 
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(ii) Models which include interaction during development: 

Of more interest are those models which examine the interaction 

between different organisations as innovation proceeds. Roberts, for 

instance, lays great emphasis on the importance of obtaining i'unds to meet 

a defined, or at least perceived, need; his model may be shown pictorially 

as: 

Job completion 

Accomplishment / 

Changing 
world situation 

\ 
P.eroeption of need 

t 
°7kP_"~ 

Evaluation 
of progress 

Estimation 
effort 

of~ 
Acquisition 

\ Fixm inveets .,. !~oouroe. 
~ ~ f'unds 

Estimation 
of cost ~ Customer 

~ cOllllli t s 1'unds 
Request for ~ . 
customer support 

UsefUl though this may be in stressing the economic constraints which affect 

research and development, the model assumes the perception of need as a 

detexm1ning factor, rather than as a step which requires explanation (35). 

A much more explicit account of the interaction between various organ-

isations as the innovative process progresses is put forward by Burns and 

Stalker. They describe the essential features of technological progress, 

as exemplified by radar's discovery: "There is first the progress of scien

tific discovery independent of its practical use. Second, there is direct 

communication link between user and scientist leading to the definition 

of (a) a need, and (b) the scientific information relevant to the design 

(35) E.:B. Roberts, The DYnamics of Researoh and DeveloJ!ll!nt (New York 
1964), 5. 
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of a device which would meet the need. One may note that the user's 

requirement eventually met was not what was formulated at the outset but 

one which was arrived at after some positive interaction; the f'irst requsst 

was impossible to meet. Third, the main work of' technological innovation 

was accomplished by men who were trained - and saw themselves - as scient-

ists. Fourth, the creations of' innovations by a research and development 

team was regarded as a natural and indeed inevitable process ••• Fif'th, 

until the end of' the war, the role of' industry was largely that of' manu-

f'acturing articles to new designs worked out in Government research 

establishments ••• " (36). This model, within its own limitations of' being 

conf'ined to innovation originating in scientif'ic research, is helpf'ul in 

emphasising the interaction between customer and the research organisation. 

(iii) Models of' the soreening of' potential innovation. 

The extended time scale of' innovation, and the high mortality rate 

among research projects are encompassed by the model proposed by :Baines, 

Bradbury and Suckling. They draw a usef'ul analogy between research activ-

ities and the well-studied problem of' a search strategy. An innovation may 

ocour when the peroeived qualities of' a new material and the peroeption of' 

a need are brought together. The bringing together of' these two patte1Us 

of properties, and their modif'ication, constitutes the invention, and the 

subsequent survival of' the new material whose potential usef'ulness has been 

recognised comprises the innovation. Baines and his co-authors disouss 

this prooess as the progression of a new material through a series of' soreens, 

and discuss the properties and pathology of' these soreens (37). A soreen 

may be def'ined as a deliberately erected barrier, whose mesh is so designed 

to allow to prooeed those projeots whose prof'ile of' properties, or a sel-

eoted few properties, match those that have been identif'ied as being important. 

T. Burns and G.M. Stalker (op.oit. see above note 30), 39. 

A. Baines, F.R. Bradb~ and C.W. Suckling, Rtsearch in the ChWOIl 
Industry, (London 1969), 121-129. 
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The barriers to acceptance o£ an innovation that are known to exist may 

thus be simulated. Those research projects which are allowed to pass 

through screens are those most likely to overcome the barriers to innovat-

ion which exist. In one sense, the screens themselves constitute barriers, 

internally erected to lIhat may be a large proportion o£ the ideas that 

are applied to the mesh. In another sense, the screens are attempts to 

predict the barriers which must be overcome, and the hope is that screens 

will cheaply or quickly simulate barriers which would be expensive and time

consuming to meet in reality. This model, by emphasising the screening 

mechanism by which research projects are judged, helps explain why so ma.ny 

are rejected, and the time necessary to overcome these screens. 

It is use£ul to extend their analysis to include, in addition to the 

deliberately erected screens they consider, the barriers to innovation 

which exist, and also to examine the e££ect o£ di££erent screens existing 

wi thin di££erent organisations. It is proposed to examine and identif'y 

di££erent types o£ barrier - economic, technological, organisational, personal 

and perceptual - and to discuss the relationships that can be established 

between screens and barriers. There is a great attraction in the term 

"barrier", as an obvious physical analogy to a screen. It misht be more 

accurate, however, to consider the £ive classes o£ barrier as £ive areas, 

any one o£ which may present very considerable problems and obstacles, or 

which may make it more likely that a research idea will succeed. A use£ul 

analogy here is with the systems engineering approach to process definition, 

where a series o£ problem areas are identi£ied as possibly affecting the 

final process, and successive approximations are made to each problem area's 

importance .(38). In considering innovation, it is help£ul to have a 

comparable systems approach to the problem areas identified. 

(38) F.R. lIradbury, Rose and C.W. Suckling, "Trends in Prooess Research", 
Char.Brit. , 489-499 
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5.1 Barriers to innovation: economic 

In tracing the survival of a new product or process which has been 

seen to possess useful properties, it is possible to identify different 

barriers which the new idea must overcome. First, let us consider economic 

barriers. The first economic barrier is that the organisation undertaking 

the research is only likely to do this if it believes it to be profitable. 

The opportunity of new profit, or the threatened loss of existing profit, 

are thus conditions whose absence presents a barrier. (The latter reason 

is often a stimulus to research activities: Sayers found that the threat 

of diesel occasioned research on steam engines, and that competition between 

radio and submarine cables had a similar encouraging effect on research (39). 

More recently, competition between nuclear and conventional power stations 

has stimulated innovation, with the result that power stations have increased 

markedly in size). A second economic barrier is presented by the purchaser 

of the new product or process, who must be convinced either that he is gain

ing the same end results as before at lower cost (e.g. new processes for 

making existing product at lower cost), or that the extra properties which 

he acquires with the innovative product sufficiently compensate for any 

extra cost. The problems of how the consumer perceives these advant888s, 

and how this perception may differ f'rom that of those responsible for re-

search, are considered later. Evidence exists of a third type of eoonomio 

barrier, comprising the invsstment deoision whether to use the researoh 

results. A survey has shown that shortage of funde prevented fi1'Dls dev

eloping all the researoh and developnent they desired to; the most oOlllDOn 

oriterion for judging prooess innovations is an estimate of the oost saving 

from the new prooess (40). 

R.S. Sayers, 'The springs of technioal progress in Britain, 1919-1939', 
Eo. J., 60, (1950), 276. 

Projeots 
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It is clear that economio barriers exist in reality, in that products 

are not purchased for reasons that include the fact that they seem too 

expensive to the purchaser, and in that research projects that are teoh

nioally feasible are not used because they do not appear good investments. 

What is not clear is how explicit is the eoonomio soreening of proposed 

innovation. The first type of barrier is more diffioult to soreen for, 

in that it necessitates the research scientist understanding the criteria 

used by others in the innovation ohain, and the identifioation of who are 

the others involved may be a difficult task. This problem is one to whioh 

we shall return. The seoond type of economio barrier - whether one should 

invest in the results of research - should be much easier to soreen for, 

since it involves relatively simple criteria. There is some evidence, 

however, that this screening ~ be lacking: a survey carried out in the 

first half of the 1950's came to the surprising oonclusion that "in only 

thirteen of the 150 fil.'UlS in the general sample was an expl10i t finanoial 

ori terion of this kind (some kind of rate of return) used in judging whether 

to go ahead with a product or prooess innovation on which they had done 

research or developll8nt work" (41). 

The effects of not explioitly soreening for eoonomio barriers may be 

three. First, projects may be pursued when an eoonomio appraisal would 

have shown that their chanoes of oOlllDeroial sucoess were very small. Seoond, 

opportunities may be missed, because researchers in ignorance mistakenly 

oonolude that a target is not worthwhile. Third, the lack of eoonomio 

targets make ~ t harder to achieve coameroial sucoess by ooncentrating effort 

on vital factors. It is often stated that a manager's job is not to make 

the risht deoisions, but to make his deoisions riSht, and this remark: 

olearly supposes that there is some means of distinguishing between oorreot 

carter and Williams (op.oit. see above note 10), 84-85 and 
Investment in Innovation (Oxford 1958) 82-84. 
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and inoorreot deoisions. The importanoe of agreed finanoial targets 

was shown by a study of thirteen investment deoisions: in three instanoes, 

investments with initial returns that were very low or negative were trans

fonned into sucoessfUl projeots thl!ough ma.nagement intervention. CODIDOn 

to all three oases were active I118Dag8J118nt and agreed eoonomio targets, 

whioh oonoentrated management's attention on the disorepancy between objeot

ive and aohievement (42). In research and development, the lack of eoonomio 

oriteria may have the effeot of allowing the researcher's personal drive, 

or soientifio and teohnological targets, to assume disproportionate import-

anoe in the absenoe of alternative objeotives. 

5.2 Barriers to innovation: teohnolO61oal: 

Two types of technological barrier may be identified. First, a soien

tifio or technological barrier must be overoome: a chemical yield must be 

inoreased to a speoified peroentage, or an eleotronio oomponent reduoed to 

a oertain size. The diffioul ty of overcoming this barrier may be expeoted 

to vary between researoh projeots where the target is defined and the under

lying soienoe and teohnology understood (where it may reasonably be expeoted 

that the teohnological barrier will be overoome), and soouting research, 

in whioh a large number of ideas is oonsidered, any one of which may suggest 

speoulative targets. Evidenoe supporting this oomes from: 

(i) Holroyd's estimate, based on the experienoe of one chemical finn, 

that 70 per oent of the failure of exploratory researoh, 50 per 

oent of the failure of improvement research, and 30 per oent of 

the failure of research on defined targets were due to technioal 

reasons (43). 

B.R. Williams and W.P. Soott, Investment Proposals and Deoi.ions 
(London 1965), 66. 

R. Holroyd (op. oit. see above note 11). 
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(ii) Analysis of an electrical and electronic compaQy's research 

laboratory projects showed that 16 per cent failed because of 

unseen technical difficulties, compared with 18 per cent which 

failed because manpower had been diverted to other projects, 

and 9 per cent because research objectives had been changed. 

Analysis in the same laboratory, whose projects were selected 

with a strong bias towards risk m1n1misation, showed that delays 

in completion of research projects were caused much more by man-

agement decisions than by technical problem. (44). 

(iii) Examination of the well-defined target research on weapon acqu-

isition prograumes in the USA shows that less than 30 per cent 

of variance in development time and cost were attributable to 

"technical difficulties that were both unforseeable and unavoid-

able" (45). 

This type of technolQgical barrier is normally screened for in research 

and development programmes, whose complex technical and economic targets are 

often reduced to a single technolQgical objective. This type of objective 

fits the background experience and background training of most researchers, 

and accounts of screening in research laboratories show the emphasis placed 

on achieving scientific goals (46). 

A second teohnological barrier is related to the probability that a 

discovery made in one organisation will be implemented in, or affect, other 

organisations, and must therefore either be compatible with, or iDvolve 

altering, existing techniquss and processes. The experienoe is COIIIII0l1l 

E. Manafield, Industrial Research and Technological Innoyation (Bew 
York, 1968), 59. 

F.M. Scherer, in Rate and Direotion. 498-500. 

See, for example, 11. V. Dean, .!Evali!!!~uai!!:!it~L....5!~~E.l~~~~~~~~1! 
R &0 D Projects (Amerioan ManaBement 
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the development of numerical control machines in the USA led to fizms 

manufacturing machine tools to examine their total manufacturing system, 

to fully exploit the advantages of numerical control. Such a task is, 

of course, so basic to the successful use of computers that it has been 

recognised as requiring a special skill, that of the system analyst, to 

fulfil it. The task is widespread: the introduction of new equipment for 

spotting aircraft led to new cOlllllUnication systems; new dyestuffs require 

new dyeing techniques; new electronic equipment demands new standards of 

housekeeping. Important although this technological barrier seems (part

icularly when the model of innovation shown in Figure 1.1 is adopted), 

there is little evidence of the screening used to predict it. The import-

ance of this will beccme more a?parent when other models are considered 

defining those factors which affect the chance of success of an innovation. 

5.3 Barriers to innovation: organisational: 

There has been much discussion of organisational barriers to innovat

ion, often in connexion with the Not invented Here (NIB) concept. 

(i) Schon has emphasised that a typical feature of innovation is the 

need to overcome resistance, and has claimed that a product 

champion is required to overcome this resistance. A similar 

explanation of the importance of organisational barriers emerges 

from analysis of ten successful innovations in the USA, which 

identified the part pllQ"ed by "couplers", who moved the projeot 

from one organisation to another (47). 

(H) Analysis of innovation in the electronios industry in the UK 

has emphasised the barriers that exist between and within organis

ations. In one instance, the reaearch department had not only 

D.A. Schon, Teohnology and Chane (Oxford, 1967), 115-117. and 
D. Allinson, "The growth of ideas", Int. So. and T!0bQ. (July 1967), 
26-28. 
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become isolated from the rest of the organisation, but had 

even been separated off by a brick wall - "the only barrier 

in the plant" (48). 

(iii)Exam1nation of a series of innovations within an American 

engineering fiDB is based on the importance of the NIB factor, 

which it is assumed will be present unless specific steps are 

taken to overcome it (49). 

Many discussions of organisational barriers to innovation are couched 

in terms of human weakness or personal conflict. The models which include 

the undoubted phenomenon of organisational barriers tend to adopt an· eight-

e enth century belief in an environment whose blemishes are caused by fools 

or knaves, the assumption seemingly being that a desire for personal success 

will cause many managers to reject ideas that emanate from other organis

ations . It seems more realistic to acknowledge that different organisations, 

and different parts of the same organisation, may have different targets. 

The model discussed initially, by its emphasis on the number of organisations 

likely to be involved in an innovation, converts the Bm factor from an example 

of irrational but much encountered behaviour to an explicable and underetand-

able event. 

The recognition that not one, but 1IIBZlY, organisations are involved in 

an innovation; that each organisation may have different motivations; and 

that even when motives are similar, criteria are likely to diverge provides 

an exPlanation of the organisational barriers to innovation. It may be 

added that when these real difficulties are ignored, and the barriers to 

innovation are ascribed to personal malevolenoe, they remain unreoosnised, 

and may grow as the result of lack of attention and because of personal 

animosity. 

(48) 

(49) 

:Burns and Stalker (op.cit., see above note 30), 185-186. 

R.P. Claget, Reoe tivit to innovation - ove the 
(unpublished M.So. thesis, KIT Cambridge 19 1 • 
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5.4 Barriers to innovation: personal: 

The organisational barriers to innovation which have been desoribed 

are related to personal barriers, arising £rom the d1££erent backgrounds 

and targets o£ di££erent groups. In some organisations studied it has 

been di££icult £or those engaged in research to oommunicate with those 

responsible £or their management. The £ormer, it is suggested, may judge 

BUccess by scienti£ic criteria, and the desire to extend knowledge, while 

the latter may adhere to teclmological criteria, and the desire to produce 

usefUl and pro£itable products. Analysis describing this potential oon£liot 

has been made o£ the Bell Telephone Laboratory, and there is extensive dis

cussion o£ the resolution, or lack o£ resolution, o£ this oon£lict (50). 

This type o£ barrier is easily reconciled with the model adopted. 

5.5 Barriers to innovation: perceptual: 

Closely allied to both organisational and personal barriers are per-

ceptual barriers. Three types o£ perceptual barrier may be reoognised. 

(i) Di££erent groups in the innovation ohain may possess di££erent 

criteria by which an idea is judged. An acoount o£ the di££1oul-

ties experienoed by an eoonomist and engineer in discussing a 

primitive but extremely sucoess£u1 water pump illustrates this. 

The engineer judged the pump in tezms o£ mechanical e££ioienoy, 

and o£ the teohnical skill required to manuf'acture it; the 

economist in terms o£ oomparison between the cost o£ pump rental 

against labour oharges £or traditional water raising activities 

(51) • Such barriers may be seen in di££erent ori teria used to 

judge an innovation, di££erent languases used to express OOlllDOll 

aims, and di££erent parameters. Sometimes the organisation 

(50) See, £or instanoe, R.M. Bower and C.D. Orth, ManWrs and Scientists 
(Boston 1963), 138-166. 

(51) R.L. Sansom, 'The motor pump: a case study o£ innovation and development', 
Oxf"ord Economio Papers (New Series), II (March 1969), 118-119. 
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adopted encour&88s such differences: an organisation in which 

there is a project divided between a chemistry team and a physics 

team is likely to result in the research targets of each team 

being different. 

(ii) Often, the new product is judged by criteria which have been 

specially designed for an existing product, and this may present 

difficulties when a replacement product is introduced. REqon, 

for instance, was introduced as a 'synthetic silk', and in III8.IlY 

cases rejected since it did not approximate to silk. In contrast, 

each of the recent polymers to replace leather in shoes has been 

introduced not as a replacement, but as a material to be consid

ered on its own merits, and (at least partly) on ita own te:t1DS. 

There are IIIIUly examples where it is important to ensure that a 

new product is judged on new terms, aince a comparison of the 

old and the new may suggest the latter is more expensive or less 

effective, despite other advantages or cost savings in the whole 

system of which the product is but one part. In extreme cases, 

the values and criteria of the inventor and the user of the 

innovation may be completely different I the natives of Yurok 

first used coins given to them by white traders as extremely flat 

pebbles with which they played ducks and drakes, other Indians 

first used flour as a face paint (52). 

(Hi) A third type of perceptual barrier is the need for a new product to 

displace an existing one, and to displace the body of beliefs 

associated with the established product. Often this casts doubt 

(52) H.G. Barnett, Innovation (New York 1953), 353. 
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not only on the existing product, but also on the men who 

supported it. This type of barrier has been most clearly 

discussed for scientific theories. Kubn has suggested that 

the cause of opposition to the adoption and diffusion of a 

new theory is to be found in the attitude of those who have to 

jud8'e it: "the invention of other new theories regularly ••• 

evokes the same response from some of the specialists on whose 

area of special competence they infringe. For these men the 

new theory implies a cha.rJBe in the rules governing the prior 

practice of normal science. Inevitably it reflects on much 

prior work which they have already achieved" (53). Kubn 

discusses the battle a new theory has to displace that already 

existing. He shows that the chance of an innovation being 

successful is pertly dependent on the strength and position of 

the paradigm it IDUBt dislodge, and that the displacement process 

may lead to the innovation I s being championed by one or more 

protagonists, who stake their scientific and personal reputation 

on its sucoess. 

The position of this champion is vulnerable, and his 

scientific reputation is likely to be attacked. In the nineteenth 

century, for instance, "the observations and discoveries of 

Jenner, Simpson, Lyell, Pasteur, Darwin, Lister, Hellllholtz, 

Metchinkoff, and scores of lesser contributors were greeted with 

disdain or incredulity". Belmhol tz had diffioul ty in setting 

physiologists to pay attention to his ophthalmoscope; Listerls 

claim that antiseptic practioes would prevent wounds suppurating 

(53) T.S. Kubn, The structure of Soientifio Revolutiop. (Chioago 1962), 6. 
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was attacked by medical authorities of the stature of Simpson 

and Morton; the virulent treatment Seumelweis received when he 

proposed his theory of puerperal fever is believed to have oon-

tributed to his death through insanity (54). 

6. The relationship between barriers and screens 

In this examination of the barriers to innovation, five separate 

olasses of barrier have been indioated - economio, teohnological, organis-

ational, personal and perceptual - and they have been related to the model 

of innovation whioh was adopted. The importanoe of soreens has already been 

mentioned: they are prediotions of the barriers which are believed to exist. 

To be sucoessf'ul., soreens require a definition of the purpose of the research, 

and an understanding of the general ecology in which the new product must 

survive. Screens are deliberately erected to simulate sOIIle parts of the 

peroeived barriers, by testing particular qualities of the oompound or 

prooess. The suooess of screens depends on the foresight with which rele-

vant qualities in the end-produot have been predicted, and the accuracy with 

whioh the tests oarried out provide infoDmation abou~ these qualities. 

Baines, Bradbury and Suckling have discussed the properties and path

ology of screens (55). The properties which ~ be used to olassify a 

screen are: target definition, width of spectrum, mesh size, quantitative 

content, degree of abstraction, and sufficiency. Some of these are rel-

atively self-explicatory. Target definition prescribes the target initiallys 

it ~ be deliberately precise, as in those cases when a particular and 

olearly differentiated pattern of end effects is required, or it JDa¥ be 

much looser, so that unexpeoted properties may be discovered. Width of 

spectrum relates to the number of properties tested by any screens a screen 

(54) Barnett, Innovation, 69, 316, and B.J. Stern, 800i&1 laotora in 
Medical Proms, (Hew York 1921), 66-61. 

(55) Baines et.al. (op.cit. see note 32), 104-109. 
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was attacked by medical authorities of the stature of Simpson 

and Morton; the virulent treatment SeIIIIIelweis received when he 

proposed his theory of puerperal fever is believed to have con-

tributed to his death through insanity (54). 

6. The relationship between barriers and screens 

In this examination of the barriers to innovation, five separate 

classes of barrier have been indicated - economic, technological, organis-

ational, personal and perceptual - and they have been related to the model 

of innovation which was adopted. The importance of screens has already been 

mentioned: they are predictions of the barriers which are believed to exist. 

To be successful, screens require a definition of the purpose of the research, 

and an understanding of the general ecology in which the new product must 

survive. Screens are deliberately erected to simulate some parts of the 

perceived barriers, by testing particular qualities of the compound or 

process. The success of screens depends on the foresight with which rele-

vant qualities in the end-product have been predicted, and the acouracy with 

which the tests carried out provide infoDDation about these qualities. 

:Baines, Bradbury and Suckling have discussed the properties and path

ology of screens (55). The properties which ~ be used to c1&ssil7 a 

screen are: target definition, width of spectrum, mesh size, quantitative 

content, degree of abstraction, and sufficiency. Some of these are rel-

atively self-explicatory. Target definition prescribes the target initially I 

it ~ be deliberately precise, as in those cases when a particular and 

clearly differentiated pattern of end effects is required, or it ~ be 

much looser, so that unexpected properties may be discovered. Width of 

spectrum relates to the number of properties tested by any screenl a screen 

(54) :Barnett, Innovation, 69, 316; and B.J. Stern, 800i&1 Factors in 
Medical Progres. (New York 1927), 66-67. 

(55) :Baines et.al. (op.cit. see note 32), 104-109. 
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testing a particular pattern o£ end effects with precision is unlikely 

to provide in£ormation applicable for many uses. Mesh size relates to 

the ease with which a compound will pass through a screen, the broad 

mesh allowing more to pass through. Quantitative content is a measure of 

the £lexibility of the screen to provide in£ormation other than simple 

Go, No-Go decisions. Of particular interest for the model o£ innovation 

chosen, with its emphasis on an innovation moving between organisations, 

are the properties of abstraction and sufficiency, for they help our under

standing of how different organisations professing the same aim m8¥ adopt 

different criteria. 

6.1 The degree of abstraction 

The degree of abstraction of a screen described the relationship be

tween the screen and the eventually desired end e£fects. Most tests are 

designed not to measure the precise end effects desired but other qualit

ies which are more easily measured. Sometimes this is more convenient: 

rather than measure the molecular weiBbt of a polymer directly, it is 

easier to measure the viscosity of a polymer melt at given conditions. 

Sometimes, it is necessary: to measure the "creep" of a polymer over its 

life would be impracticable, so observations are made over a shortened time

span (perhaps under accelerated conditions) and related by theory to the 

expected eventual distortion. 

Abstracted screens are very cOlllDOn and, indeed, all screens are to 

some extent abstracted: the measurement of both the molecular weiBbt and 

the creep of a polymer, however the tests are executed, is an example o£ 

an abstracted screen, in that the customer in the last resort is interee

ted in neither molecular weiBbt nor creep as such, but in whether it is 

possible to use the polymer in a oertain moulding machine and whether the 

object so produced will be sufficiently stable to be uaed in a certain 
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application. From his own experience and f'rom theoretical analysis, he 

has related these demands to the scientif'ic parameters which he specif'ies. 

Of'ten, the demand specif'ied is entirely abstract I a chemical f'actory may 

supply a named chemical to determined standards of' purity in complete 

ignorance of' the requirements it has to satisf'y other than the abstracted 

screen. 

As the example quoted shows, there are advantages in a screen's 

possessing a degree of' abstraction. First, it allows both the customer 

and the manuf'acturer to concentrate on one property of' the product, to 

the exclusion of' much redundant inf'o:rmation. People drawn f'rom very dif'f'-

erent industries may communicate by reducing a complex of' demands to a 

f'ew measurable parameters expressed in the lingua f'ranca of' science. And 

second, the abstracting of' a research target may allow cheaper research to 
", 

be done, since the researcher does not need to investigate all the possible 

phenomena, but can relate them, via theory, to an easily measured observ-

ation. The polymer scientist, f'or instance, does not have to make moulds 

of' every potential plastio he synthesises, but rejeots many af'ter measuring 

their moleoular weisht. His ability to do so olearly relates to the 

completeness of', and his oonf'idence in, the theory desoribing the phenomena 

under study. A parallel to this may be found in a similar argument put 

f'orward to explain teohnological developnent in rapidly advanoing indust

rieBl teohnologically advanoed industries are claimed to be those with a 

strong scientific base, where "the oost of' invention ••• is low because 

the sciences underlying the industry's technology are nourishing" (56). 

W.R. MacLaurin, 'Teohnological progress in some American industries', 
Am. Eo. Rev •• J! (1954), 178-189. 

R.R. Nelson, 'The economics of inventionl a survey of the literature', 
J I of Business. .& (1959), 1 OB; and 'The simple economics of basic 
soientific research', J. of Political EcoP9l!lY' §l. (1959), 299-301. 
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There are also dangers involved in the abstraction of a target, 

particularly when innovation is considered. An abstracted target may 

require properties to be tested which are not relevant. As an example, 

it is possible to cite the early development of fuels for motor cars. In 

the early days of petroleum refining, the target of a petrol which pro-

duced a good performance when used as a fuel for internal combustion 

engines was abstracted. The target adopted was for straiBht run gasoline, 

and branched chain hydrocarbons were shunned. When more was known about 

motor fuels, the octane rating system was introduced, and it became clear 

that branched hydrocarbons were preferred. The end target remained the 

same, but the abstracted target had completely changed (57). It is thus 

possible for an abstracted target to obfuscate rea1i ty and even to lead 

in the wrong direction. To define the research target properly may require 

analysis, and perhaps rejection, of the theory which has supported an 

abstracted target. The connection with perceptua1 barriers to innovation 

and with Kuhn's theory of innovation is apparent. 

A second danger inherent in the abstraction of screens is that differ

ent organisations may abstract different parameters so completely that the 

component organisations have difficulty in communicating with each other. 

This is particularly likely when functiona1 teams (based, for instance, on 

scientific disciplines) are engaged on a project. Altexnatively, different 

organisations may concentrate on abstracted targets to the overall detri-

ment of the tota1 project. 

6.2 aurficiencYI 

The last property of screens examined by Ba1nes et. al. is sufficiency, 

which is the degree to whioh the properties tested in the .oreen relate 

to the properties required of the end produot. They oonsider two limi tat-

(57) Y. Brozen, 'Invention, innovation and imitation', Am.Eo.Rev .. J! 
(1951), 244. 
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ions on sufficiency: that the eff'ect of time cannot be oompletely sim

ulated, and that no tests can guarantee the results obtained from animal 

tests will be applicable when humans are involved. These e:zamples of 

insufficiency are based on the absence of' reliable theory to relate long 

ter.n aging eff'eots to observations made over a shorter period, and on the 

absence of a theory of biological activity which is reliable enough to 

"scale up" experiments from other animals to humans. 

In addition to these examples of insufficienoy, there is a cOlllDOn type 

of insufficiency which derives from the nature of' the innovative process, 

with the considerable dependence of' the originating fi~ on other organis

ations to play significant parts. The target as enviS8&'8d by the researoh 

department initially responsible f'or a researoh projeot is likely to be 

altered as more becomes known about the other organisations which would 

be involved in any innovation. Typically, the initial screening of a 

potential compound may be highly abstracted, evaluating one quality only. 

Later tests are likely to be less abstracted, approximating to reality more. 

Indeed, it may be suggested that the initial researoh soreening is but the 

f'irst example of a continuum of soreens that continue from the initial, 

probably abstracted screen of a researoh worker to the JpOIII8Dt when a product 

which is widely accepted is sold, subjeot to quality tests, which are carr

ied out by manufacturer to ensure the product meets specified standards. 

It is interesting to note that this screen is likely to be even more abst

racted and less sufficient than the initial researoh soreen. The continuum 

of Bcreens is thus likely to be hisblY abstracted at either end, and most 

sufficient at some inte:rmediate point. There exists the danger, however, 

that the expanded and enlarged soreen may be insuffioient in that it does 

not test those characteristics of' the invention which other organisations 

are interested in, because ot a f'a11ure to understand the oriteria of other 

organisations. 
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The danger of insufficient screening is particularly larse for 

certain types of barrier to innovation. Personal and perceptual barriers. 

and particular categories of economic and technological barriers ("Does 

this satisfy the customer's/supplier's set of values?"; "What changes 

will have to be made in the existing manufacturing system to accept this 

invention?"), can only be made explicit and be understood by gaining a 

thorough knowledse of the system into which the invention must fit. The 

criteria used to judge success are certain to be more complicated and to 

be more numerous than those adopted at an earlier stase in the innovative 

process, where a highly abstract screen, noDJal.ly expressed in scientific 

terms. is typically found. 

7. Factors affecting the acceptance of new ideas 

The model of innovation adopted, and the discussion of barriers to 

innovation and of how screens within a research organisation are related 

to these barriers. have emphasised the importance of the organisation res

ponsible for the new idea being able to appreciate the criteria and motives 

of those other organisations which are involved in the innovative process. 

It is useful therefore to consider what factors are likely to affect the 

acceptance of new ideas. By considering the innovation not from the view

point of the inventor. but from that of the reCipient. it is possible to 

concentrate on the criteria adopted by those accepting inventions. FOr 

adequate screening by the inventing organisation, it is important that this 

should be done. 

Two types of model of acceptance of innovation may be distinguished. 

The first is predominantly economic. It is described in various ~s. 

(i) Nelson and his co-authors identify three factors which affect 

the speed with which an invention spreads into user 
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(1 ) the long run advantage of the new product 

or prooess over older ones, 

(2) the transition oosts and friotions, on the 

one hand, and oosts and dangers of maintaining 

the status quo, on the other; and 

( 3) the lmoertainty about the superiority of the 

new product, and the ease or diffioul. ty of 

overcoming these lmoertalnties. 

These faotors are suggested to be affeoted by respeotively 

(1 ) the perception of advantages 

(58) 

(2) the need for oapital investment and new training; 

and the existenoe of inter-organisational 00-

ordination 

(3) the existenoe of trained reoeipients and a strong 

inf01'Dlation distribution system; and the ability 

to oarry out "partial experiments" before oommit

ment to an innovation (58). 

(11) Mansfield has traoed the diffusion of inventions through large 

firms in seleoted industries. The model he adopted was based on 

the hypothesis that "the probability that a firm will introduce 

a new teohnique is an inoreasing funotion of the proportion of 

firms already using it, and the pro£! tabUi ty of already doing 

so, but a deoreasing funotion of the size of the investment 

required" • This model has four determinants I the extent of the 

eoonomio advantage of the innovation over older methods or 

produots, the extent of the lmoertalnty assooiated with using the 

innovation when it just appears, the extent of the 00lllllli tment 

to try out the innovation; and the rate of reduction in the 

initial lmoertalnty about the innovation's lmoertainty (59). 

R.R.Nelson, M.J. Peok and E.D. Kalaohek, Teohnology. Economio Growth 
and Publio Polioy (Washington D.C. 1967), 89. 

(59) E. Manafield, 'Teohnioal ohaDBe and the rate of 1Da1tation'..!fE!!191. 
~ (Ootober 1961), 762-763 and The Eooncp1os of Teptmglogi 
(Rew York 1968), 119. 
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These models are both useful in enabling one to predict the chance 

of invention's succeeding. However, the concentration on economic factors, 

particularly marked in Mansffeld's analysis, confines their usefulness. 

There are very many inventions which are not measured directly on any 

economic scale. Any new product, for instance, is likely not to be a 

simple replacement of an existing good, but to embrace new properties. 

This is likely to complicate a simple comparison between the old and the 

new. Some innovations ere not in fact measured directly on an economic 

scale: military products and pha:rmaceuticals may exemplify this. 

In short, concentrating on economic barriers to the acceptance of in

vention is likely to be most useful in the context in which Mansfield made 

his analysis, that is the replacement of an existing process by another, 

both producing the same, or a closely similar product. For other types of 

invention, a model is required which embraces Mansfield's dete~ts and 

also accounts for barriers to innovation other than eoonomic. 

Such a model is suggested by Rogers, who identifies five characteris

tics of a new idea which affect the speed with which it will be acoeptedl 

(1) The relative advantaee of the innovation, and the Wtq in which 

this is perceived. 

(2) The compatibility of the new idea with existing values. 

(3) The complexity of the idea, and the need for new adjustments 

in order to acoept it. 

(4) The divisibility of the new idea, and the wa:y in which it is 

po&sible to experiment before oomplete adoption. 

and (5) The ease with which the features of the new idea might be 

communicated to others (60). 

This model is based on analysis mainly of anthropologioal and 800io-

(60) E.M. Rogers, Diffuaion of Innovation8 (Hew York 1962), 124-135, 305-301. 
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logical change, and the new products considered are mostly either agric

ultural or medical. The model, however, seems more widely applicable, 

and helps an understanding of the spread of new industrial products and 

processes. For instance, the rather unwieldy listing of 24 character

istics of adoptive firms proposed by Carter and Williams can be reduced to 

Rogers ' five dete:z:minants, and is made easier to utilise by so doing (61). 

8. Conclusion: 

The model chosen has been selected to satisfy three criteria. First 

it must explain not only the inventive process, but the whole innovative 

process. Second, it must explain three characteristics of new ideas: that 

few inventions survive to become innovations, that those which survive 

normally have a protracted path to follow, and that in following this path 

they are likely to find th~ir destination modified or changed. The populat

ion of newly conceived research projects is characterised by hi8h mortality, 

slow maturation, and a heavy incidence of mutation. Third, it must reoOS'"" 

nise that different organisations may be involved in the innovative prooess. 

These criteria suggest that many models of innovation are at best only use

ful when applied to a small part of the innovative process; at worst, they 

may be severely inappropriate, and hence misleading. 

The model that has been adopted has affinities with descriptions of 

problem-recognition and -solving mechanisms adopted in other managerial 

situations. It is specifically related to the research environment b7 

its recognition that the innovative process is likely to involve not one, 

but several, organisations, each of which may possess different (and 

perhaps differing) objectives and criteria. The model emphasizes the pos

sible conflict between the various research organisations, arising from 

(61) Carter and Williams, IDdustry and Teohnioal Progress, 178-179. 
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their underlying conflicting objectives. To aid analysis when considering 

the innovative process, £ive areas o£ possible di££iculty have been 

suggested - economic, technological, organisational, personal and percep

tual - and the ease or otherwise o£ screening £or these problem areas has 

been discussed. The model adopted suggests explanations £or the central 

£rustration and great attraction o£ the research scientist engaged in 

industrial innovation - the knowledge that much o£ his work will produce 

no eventual innovation. 

This model will now be applied to two situations. The first is the 

examinaton o£ three case studies o£ innovation in the chemical industry -

the anaesthetic halothane, the bipridyl herbicides 'Reglone' and 

'Gramoxone', and the pigment and dyestU££ phthalocyanine. The second is the 

examination o£ the activity o£ a contemporary research laboratory, to assess 

the usefUlness o£ this model rather than the other model or models used, 

albeit implicitly, at present. The remainder o£ this thesis describes these 

applications, and discusses the changes this testing o£ the model. suggest 

should be made to it. 
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Chapter 2 

AN IRDUSTRIAL INNOVATION halothane 

1 • Introduction 

The inhalant anaesthetic halothane is now widely used for a great 

variety of surgical operations. Recent reports confhm its advantages. 

One remarks that "it has exceptionally valuable properties, for it is 

potent, non-irritant to the respiratory tract, and can be used in the 

closed-circuit apparatus in the presence of wal.1II soda-lime"; a second 

states: "Halothane has now been in clinical service for almost a decade, 

and its use in modern anaesthetic practice is firmly established. Indeed, 

it is probably true to say that its introduction represents one of the 

most important advances in anaesthesia of the century" (1). 

So laudatory are these remarks that it might appear surprising that 

the properties and advantages of halothane were not recosnised and acoepted 

soon after the anaesthetio's disoovery. Yet analysis of halothane's dis-

covery and introduction to the market shows that there were many barriers 

to be overcome, not only in initiating successfUl. research, but also in 

ensuring that the compound, once it had been synthesised and its properties 

recognised, should be developed. 

The successfUl innovation depended on several different groups of 

people, each of which had different criteria and motivation, and the 

differences between these groups accounted for many of the difficulties 
I 

encountered in halothane's development. An analysis of this innovation must 

therefore be concerned not only (or even mainly) with its origins, but also 

(1) 'Halothane Re-examinded', Brit. Med. J., (1964), 11, }25 and G.W. Black, 

'A revi"ew of the pharmaoology of halothane', Brit. J. Anaesth., X 
(1965), 688. 
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and principally with the elaboration of the original invention into the 

innovation which has made such a contribution to society. 

2. Anaesthetics before halothane: 

Before halothane's discovery, the anaesthetist had several inhalant 

anaesthetics from which to choose. These included chlorofo:rm, nitrous 

oxide, ether, cyclopropane and ethylene. All the available inhalant 

anaesthetics, however, suffered from at least one of the following disadvan

tages - explosiveness, toxicity, unfortunate side-effects, or simply undue 

weakness. Some inhalant anaesthetics combined several defects. The use 

of chloroform involved risks of d.amage to the kidney and heart, while the 

patient was liable to suffer from post-operative nausea. 

Ni trous oxide had to be used in 95 per cent concentration, and the 

duration of operations using nitrous oxide alone was severely limited. 

Also, muscular relaxation was poor, and the surgeon's task was corresponci.1xJg-

ly difficult. Even though it was possible to overcome this difficulty by 

using nitrous oxide in conjunction with barbiturates, there were still 

difficulties about storing nitrous oxide with its low boiling point (_890
0). 

Ether, the anaesthetic in most common use, had a variety of defects; 

induction was slow, post-operative nausea common; there was the threat of 

toxici ty and it was inflammable. It was not unknown for fires or even 

explosions to occur in an operating theatre, and the danger of this prevented 

surgeons from using certain techniques which were possible with an anaBsthet-

ic such as nitrous oxide. other inhalant anaesthetics, like cyclopropane 

and ethylene, presented similar dangers. 

Despite the recognised deficiencies in all inhalant anaesthetics, 

those in most cOlllllOn use had been known for a considerable time; nitrous 

oxide had first been used by Beddoes and Watt in 1796, and by Davy in 1800, 

ether by Morton in 1646, and chloroform by Simpson in 1647 (2). The IDOst 

(2) H. McIlwain, ChemotherapY and the oentral neryous wts, (London, 
1957), 4. 
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recently introduced inhalant anaesthetics, such as cyclopropane, were 

used in only a small proportion of operations. The rate of prQBr8ss that 

had been made by inhalant anaesthetics had been so slow as to persuade 

some anaesthetists that they should be replaced by intravenous anaesthet

ics, where the new barbiturates were presenting exciting opport1m1ties. 

Fischer's work in establishing the structure of uric acid in 1822 had led 

to the introduction of the first barbiturate in 1903, and anaesthetists 

had been quick to explore the possibilities of using the new drugs. 

The combination of Gmall improvement in inhalant anaesthetics with 

considerable improvement in intravenous anaesthetics had undoubtedly led 

many anaesthetists, including those who were most skilled, to view intra-

venous anaesthetics as the growth point for future experimentation. This 

was expressed in articles which were highly and justly critical of chloro-

fonn in particular, and advocated the use of other inhalant anaesthetics, 

or preferably a combination of nitrous oxide and barbiturates. One such 

article described chlorofonn as "almost universally recognised as being 

too poisonous for the production of surgical anaesthesia in human beings", 

and concluded that "nitrous oxide, pentothal and cyclopropane, combined 

with spinal or field blocks where deep relaxation is needed, can cover 

the whole field of surgery •••• " (3). In his dismissal of chlorofonn and, 

to a lesser extent, ether, the writer was not atypical. 

3. The search for new anaesthetics 

Although little advance had been made in introducing new inhalant 

anaesthetics, various search parties had been fonned. In 1932, Booth and 

Bixby in the United States had considered how to manufacture a new non.

intlammable anaesthetic, and had ooncluded that organic fluorine oompounds 

(3) F.B. Mallinson, 'Modern (non-volatile) anaesthesia', r..ncet. (December 
11, 1943), 729. 
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represented the best possibility (4). The title of their paper: 'Fluorine 

derivatives of chloroform' indicates the train of thought: by replacing 

one halogen by another, lower boiling point and increased stability might 

be achieved, but the end result would be a chloroform derivative - presumably, 

since fluorine was more expensive than chlorine, at greater cost. Since 

neither of the two compounds tested, CFBC1
2 

and CF
2

C1CH
3

, was suitable 

(both produced convulsions in mice anaesthetised by them), the search party 

was disbanded. A second, more thorough, search party was fO:DIISd by Robbins: 

in 1946, he reported testing forty-two fluoroalkanes as anaesthetics. After 

tests on mice and in some cases on dogs, Robbins recODlllended that four of 

the compounds CF
3
CHBr2 , CF3CHC1C~Cl, CF

3
CHBrCH

3
, and CHF2ClIJ1CH

3
, should 

be further tested (5). 

The reasons why this search for a new inhalant anaesthetic failed 

despite the promise it showed are interesting and illuminating. The camp-

ounds which Robbins tested for biological activity were synthesised by W.G. 

Toland, as part of research for a post graduate thesis. The objective of 

the work was to explore halogenation methods, particularly new techniques 

of fluorination and subsequent chlorination and brominatian of the 

materials synthesised. It was as a somewhat incidental addition to the 

research prograDIIIS that compounds were submitted to Robbins for testing as 

anaesthetics, and it is not therefore odd that the satisfactory results 

obtained by Robbins were not followed up directly. Toland himself ascribes 

the failure to pursue the potentially interesting anaesthetics to three 

causes: .. (i) We had difficulties establishing analyses of the oompounds 

with three different halopns present, (11) the emphasis was on halopn-

H.S. Booth and E.M. :Bixby, 'Fluorine derivatives of chloroform', 
Industrial and hineering Chemistry, U (June, 1932), 637. 

B.H. Robbins, 'Preliminary studies of the anaesthetic activity 
of fluorinated hydrooarbons', J .• Phal.'!!l!!,ool .. ~, (1946), 197. 
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ation chemistry rather than on the synthesis of new anaesthetics, and 

(11i) our results from Robbins' testing were so slow that m;y thesis work 

was completed before the last set of results, which misht have inferred the 

potential value of Halothane, were received" (6). Toland adds that it 

is likely that Halothane was obtained in the course of their halosenation 

studies, althoush it was never identified, since those compounds which 

were synthesised and identified were closely related to Halothane. (They 

included, for instance, CF
3
CHBr2 , CF

3
CH

2
Br and CF

3
CBCl

2
). 

The barriers to innovation identified by Toland in his account fall 

into two categories. First there is a technological barrier, represented 

by the problem of isolating and identifying different component products. 

Second, there are the problems in that those responsible for synthesising 

candidate compounds were neither directly concerned with, nor were they 

efficiently linked administratively to, those responsible for testing 

candidate compounds. Robbins' search party, deprived of a suitable flow 

of candidate compounds for testing, ended. 

3.1 The search within ICI for new anaesthetics: 

It was as a result of Robbins' paper, however, that a f'urther search 

party looking for fluorine compounds as inhalant anaesthetics was established. 

In 1948, the part of ICI with experienoe in medical products took up the 

enquiry. This, the Medicinal Chemicals Section of Dyestuffs Division, had 

already been interested in anaesthetics: in 1934, the first medical product 

of the division had been cyclopropane, then newly introduced from Borth 

America; in 1947, they had started to market the intravenous anaesthetic 

'Kemital'. When Robbins' article appeared, it therefore aroused considerable 

(6) Private cOlllllllUlication from W.G. Toland, March 20, 1969. 
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interest. Those interested suf1'ered 1'rom the same drawback which Robbine 

had encountered, in that they were unable to synthesise 1'luorine compounds 

themselves. To try to obtain 1'luorine compounds to test with their 

facilities, they approached the part 01' IeI experienced in fluorine 

technology, General Chemicals Division, asking whether that division could 

provide sample quanti ties 01' fluorine compounds, and particularly the 1'our 

which Robbins had recolllllended. Each request was refused, on the grounds 

that fluorine research was already cOllllli tted to the manufacture of uranium 

hexafluoride. The search party, which had expressed "interest" in the 

developIlent 01' a fluorine anaesthetic, was unable to proceed, and was le1't 

dormant. 

This barrier to innovation was overcome only when a search party was 

created, quite independently 01' previous searches, in the General Chemioals 

Division of IeI. In 1950, Dr. J. Ferguson became Research Director 01' the 

General Chemicals Division, and soon 1'ound that he had to make a decision 

about fluorine research. IeI had started 1'luorine research in 1933, 

1'ollowing the discovery of fluorine refrigerants in the U.S.A. in 1928. 

The research had been much stimulated by the demand during the war 1'or 

uranium haxafiuorides and fluorlubes: between 1940 and 1943 IeI expenditure 

01' 1'luorine research increased tenfold, and a :further steady increase 

continued throughout the decade. In 1950, however, there was a dramatic 

increase in expenditure: expenditure in the 1'irst quarter 01' 1950 was at 

a rate that was almost three times that 01' the expenditure in 1949. It was 

thus necessary to consider the future 01' 1'luorine technology, and Ferguson 

embarked on a review, exam1ning the properties 01' fluorine and fluorine 

compounds. The conolusion was that there was: '... only one outstanding 

general property capable of oallll8rcial exploitation. That is the great 

stabili ty and inertness 01' certain organic 1'luorine compolDlds'. Ferguson 
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then listed applications where this property was, or could be, usef'ul: 

refrigerants, heat resisting plastics, heat transfer media, lubricants, 

transmission fluids, sealing fluids, insulating media, dyestuffs, 

anaesthetics and fire extinguishers. He also examined the cost of making 

fluorine, and argued that its high cost should exclude elemental fluorine 

from being the subject of research. Instead work on fluorine compounds, 

seeking applications based on inertness, should be pursued. It was this 

survey of fluorine technology which led to the resumption of the search party 

for a fluorine anaesthetic. 

At this time, Fergueon was unaware of the approaches that had been made 

to General Chemicals Division in 1948 by the Medicinals Chemical Seotion of 

Dyestuffs Division. (Indeed, it is clear from subsequent correspondence that 

it was not until 1956 that he leaI.'nt of these approaches). Fergueon was 

subsequently to describe the invention of halothane as "merely one example 

of a successful target research", and he continued to ~: ''Many others 

might be mentioned including ••• the researches which in 1928 yielded the 

organofluorine refrigerants" (7). There are, however, important differences, 

as well as great similarities, between the discover,y of halothane and those 

of the fluorine refrigerants or of Midgley's other great discover,y, lead 

tetraethyl. Fluorine refrigerants and lead tetraethyl were invented in 

direct response to a demand, in the first case for a non-inflammable and non

toxic refrigerant, in the second for a high perfo:t'1llaDce anti-knock additive 

for fusls. 1Ni th fluorine refrigerants in particular the chemical ldlioh 

eventually was used to give the desired effect was tested after many others 

(7) J. Fergueon, 'The disoover,y of the anaesthetic halothane - an example 
of industrial research', Chem. &0 Ind. I (May 16, 1964), 818. 
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had been tried or considered (8). With halothane, the initial stimW.ua 

for research did not come from a new recosnition of social need, but 

from a combination of analysis of fluorine properties and a recosnition 

of mounting research expenses. Ferguson explicitly states that at the 

time "the General Chemicals Division had no knowledge of medical matters 

in general or of anaesthesia in particular, nor whether there was any 

place at all for a new anaesthetic". An important stimu1us to the 

research project was the substantial cOllllllitment made by General Chemicals 

Division to research in a field of technology not producing hoped-for 

projects. 

The first work in this project was started, at Ferguson's request, 

by Dr. C.W. Suckling in September 1950. The work represented in some ~ 

a natural extension of Suckling's previous work, since he had been engaged 

on research on the biological activity of fluorine compounds - albeit 

labile compounds - in a search for fUngicides. His first step was to make 

a literature survey relating structure to the biological activity of flue-

rine compounds. This work was soon extended to inolude discussions with 

interested and expert parties, whioh naturally inoluded those who had made 

the approaches in 1948. It was not until February 1 st 1951 that the first 

sanction was proposed for a research progrB111D8 whioh was to include pre-

paring compounds for testing as potential anaesthetics by the lI'baDIaceut

icals Division of ICI (the suooessor to n,estuffs Division's Medioinals 

Section) • The sanctioning of this research programme marks the BUOcessfu1 

constituting of a search party from those who were in a position to synth

esise the compounds which misht be sui table and from those who reooSDised 

the need, and oould judge the promise shown by candidate oompounds. '!he 

(8) T. Midgley, 'From the periodio table to produotion', Industrial and 
Enld,neeripg Chemistry. ~ (February 1937), 241. 
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step which had eluded Robbins in 1946 and Dyestuffs Division of 101 

in 1948 was accomplished. 

The stimulus which initiated the research was promoted more by 

scientific motives, than by demand. Ferguson had long bad an interest in 

the mechanism of narcosis - that is, the reversible inhibition of a 

biological !'unction. In 19}9 he had published a paper which showed what 

a good measure of the narcotic power of a substance was its themodynsmic, 

rather than its ordinary, concentration. If one considered the volume 

concentra.tion of different compounds required to obtain anaesthesia, very 

wide variations were found: nitrous oxide had to be administered in 100 

per cent concentration, whereas chlorofom required only 0.5 per cent oon-

centration. However, when the1'Dlodynsmio oonoentrations were oonsidered, 

the ranee of valuss was much smaller: the relative saturation for anaesth-

esia for both nitrous oxide and chlorofom was 0.01. Whereas volume oonoen-

trations might differ by a faotor of 200, the extreme values for the1'lDOdynam1o 

concentrations differed by a faotor of· 7. The original paper postulated that, 

for both vapours and aqueous solutions, the themodynamio aotivities or 

concentrations should be used for oomparative studies of the relationahip 

between the chemical oonstitution of narcotios and their intensity (9). In 

April, 1950, at a time when he must have been oonsidering the review of 

fluorine research he was to finish in July, Ferguson read a paper in Paris 

on the results of tests with grain weevils, whioh t'urther refined his previous 

hypothesis. This paper had shown that substitution of a halogen atea for 

a hydrogen atom in a bldrooarbon molecule did not seriously affeot narcotio 

potency; and some observations on differenoes between ~oarbons bad been 

made (10). Although Ferguson was oertainly aware of the advant8BB of his 

(9) J. Ferguson, 'The use of chemical potenUals as indioes of toxioity', 
Proc. Roy.Soo.E" 127, (19}9), }87. 

(10) J. Ferguson, Meoani!pe de la n&rQose, (Paris 1951), 25. 
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treatment of narcosis in clarifying quite complex relationships, his main 

interest, as displayed in the Paris paper, was in the relationship between 

chain length and potency. 

It fell to Suckling, therefore, to draw explicitly the important con

clusion that the property of narcosis was not directly dependent on the 

chemical constitution of a molecule. The chlorine atoms in chlorofo:z:m, 

for instance, did not confer any special narcotic character on the compound, 

but'merely lowers the vapour pressure of methane to a convenient value for 

administration". The consequences for Suckling were considerable. To 

discover suitable narcotics, it was not necessary to analyse chemical 

characteristics - to try for example to isolate the common properties shared 

by ether, nitrous oxide, chlorof'01'Dl and cyclopropane. Instead, he rece>&'

nised that any compound administered at the appropriate relative saturation 

would possess narcotic properties, provided that this effect were not 

over-ridden by a more powerful one. Ferguson's treatment allowed a general 

principle to be applied to what would otherwise have appeared a heterogene

ous group of compounds. 

In addition, it placed great emphasis in any search for a new anaesth

etic upon its inertness. It was already known that III&IIY narcotics leave 

the body unchansed, and it was believed that narcotios act by some physical, 

rather than chemical, aotion as whole moleoules. With this belief, and 

alBo that the the1'DlOdynsmic ooncentration gave a Beod indication of narcotio 

potenoy, it was a natural step f'or someone oonoerned with a new anaesthetio 

to oonclude that a oompound with suitable boiling point (and hence volat

ility and potency) might be a sucoessful anaesthetic so long as it did not 

have any haJ:m.tul. physiological effeots. The theory of narcosis was l.q1ng 

emphasis on inertness, at the time Suokling and Ferguson were oonoluding 
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that: "The f"luorine atOlDs in ohemioal oompounds are very often extremely 

unreactive ••• it oan be stated. generally that ~CF2 and -CF3 groups 

are exceptionally stable oombinations". 

Ferguson saw the researoh f"or a new anaesthetio at least in part as 

an opportunity to test his theory of" narcosis. A£ter initiating the research 

programme, he wrote to the manager in oharge of" it with his l1YPoethesis about 

the relationship between chain length and branching in the moleoule and 

potency, with a list of" f"luorine substituted oompounds whioh he considered 

worth study. It is charaoteristio of" his interest in the:rmoc1ynamic oonoen-

trations that sOlDe years later, &£ter becoming ICI's main research direotor, 

he wrote to his successor at General Chemioals Division to oorrect ambigu-

ities in a report on anaesthetios research which seemed to be irreooncilable 

wi th his theory. The long-established interest whioh Ferguson had in nar-

cosis seems to have been dominant in his choioe of" a new anaesthetio as the 

application to which f"luorine inertness was to be tuxned. 

It is all the more interesting, theref"ore, that the treatment whioh 

Ferguson developed was not new, although it had long been f"orsotten. Snow, 

who was one of" the £irst people to distinguish between dif"f"erent levels of" 

anaesthesia, had remarked on the wide dif"f"erenoes in the oonoentrations of" 

chlorof"ol.'Dl, ethylene and amylene required to produce the same degree of" 

narcosis, and noted that: "three grains in 100 oubio inohes produced the 

f"ourth degree of" narcotioism, we get 0.035 or 1/28th, as the amount of" 

saturation of" the blood in this degree (with ether). Now this is within 

the smallest i"raotion of" what was f"ound to be saturation of" the blood by 

ohlorof"ol.'Dl, requisite to produce narcotioism to the same degree" (11). 

(11 ) J. Snow, On ohlorof"ol.'Dl and other anaesthetios. (London, 1958), 
35~4, 386. 
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He is also reported to have made explicit the generalisation behind 

this observation by stating:WWe find that the quantity of each substance 

in the blood in corresponding degrees of narcoticism. bears a certain 

proportion to what the blood would dissolve - a proportion that is almost 

exactly the same for all of them" (12). Ferguson's restatement of this 

observation - quite independent of the original thesis - occurred at a 

most apposite time. 

3.2 Market forecasting: 

In the description of the new search for a fluorine - containing 

anaesthetic, it has been emphasised that demand for a new anaesthetic was 

not the original stimulus. Even after it was learnt that there were 

important deficiencies in existing anaesthetics. the ooameroial oonsequen

ces of the demand for new anaesthetios does not seem to have been analysed 

in detail. The initial literature survey stated that no oommeroial pros

pects were sufficiently relevant to be mentioned; the subsequent lNIIlotion 

of February 1951 disoussed anaesthetios already in use. and olaimed that 

"i t is considered that a new anaesthetic having all the desirable propert

ies would largely displaoe materials used at present". but did not oonvert 

this claim into a foreoast of likely cash inflow. It is perhaps indicative 

of the lack of attention paid to the commeroial analysis of an anaesthetic's 

likely success that exactly the same words were used to describe the work's 

commercial prospects in subsequent sanctions in ~ 1952 and October 1953. 

Since General Chemicals Division was undertaking this research in collab

oration with the PhanDaceutical Division. who might be more expected to 

investigate the commeroial prospects of a new anaesthetiC. this lack of 

commercial analysis is understandable. There is some evidence which BUgS8sts 

that coameroial research was not very much further advanced at Phal:maoeut

icals Division: at a meeting to consider halothane's properties in June 

(12) H. McIlwain. (op.oit. see above note 2). 11. 
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1954 a spokesman of that division said that: "al.though there was no 

prospect of making much money from a new anaesthetic there was no reason 

why CF
3

.CHClBr should not be an economic proposition". 

The market forecast of the maximum eventual demand given on that 

occasion was less than the actual sales achieved in 1960. Within the :E'har-

maceuticals Division of lCl, which was establishing itself as an independent 

organisation during the period when this research was occurring, it seems 

that the market analysis of the new anaesthetic was not particularly detailed. 

From its origins in 1936, the Pharmaceuticals Division had been concerned 

to find and produce new drugs, rather than to replicate drugs al.ready in 

existence. The prospect of a new anaesthetic, and the recognised deficien

cies in the existing anaesthetics seem to have been considered sufficient 

grounds for embarking on a research project. In addition, humanitarian 

grounds - the worth of human life and of reduction of suffering - were also 

important in spurring on those most concerned with halothane's development. 

It is difficult to quantify the importance of such motives, but any account 

which omitted mention of them would be startlingly incomplete. 

AI though demand appears to have pl~d a minor part in in! tiating 

the research which led to halothane's discovery, it was a necessary condit

ion for the research's continued existence. Suckling soon established 

contacts with Phaxmaoeuticals Division; an independent anaesthetist, Dr. 

T. J • C. McDonald from Aberdeen, made contact with the Research ManaBer of 

General Chemicals Division; it is indicative of the concern that existed 

about inhalant anaesthetics that in 1955 the Medical Research Council 

established a committee to investigate new non-explosive anaesthetics. 

The existence of a demand for new anaesthetics was manifest, and its very 

obviousness, combined with the great utilitarian appeal. in disoovering 

a new anaestheti~m&¥ explain the apparent lack of commeroial analysis. 
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3.3 Analysis of the Tarset 

Although the commercial demand for a new anaesthetic received little 

analysis, the technical requirements which a new anaesthetic would have to 

satisfy were carefully considered. Suckling consulted Dr. J. Ravent~s, a 

pharmacologist in Pha.Dlaceuticals Division, and between them, after 

discussion with practising anaesthetists, they constructed the target 

which they hoped to attain. The specificatiops were severe. The cOlllllOnly 

accepted definition of the ideal anaesthetic observed that no less, than four 

people must be satisfied: the surgeon, the anaesthetist, the patient, and 

the manufacturer, each of whom made different demands upon an anaesthetic. 

The surgeon required an anaesthetic which was capable of effecting complete 

muscular rela.xtion, was non-explosive, and did not increase capillary 

bleeding. The anaesthetist expected an anaesthetic to be potent so that 

a high percentage of oxygen could be administered during anaesthesia, and 

to take effect with such speed that moment to moment control of anaesthesia 

was possible. It should be eliminated from the body Wlchanged, have a 

high margin of safety, and produce a minimum of f'unctional or organic injury 

during and following exposure. The patient required a rapid and pleasant 

induction followed by a recovery which was free from post-operative nausea. 

The manufacturer, it was claimed, would consider the ideal anaesthetic to 

be simple and inexpensive to produce, to be purified without difficulty, 

and to remain Wlchanged when stored (1 3) • In addition, a f'urther important 

requirement unspecified in this list was stability over soda lime, used in 

closed-circuit anaesthetic equipment. 

Many of these properties could not be predicted from knowledge of a 

compound's chemioal and physical properties. Absence of post-operative 

nausea, rapid induction, little mucous secretion, absenoe of d.aIDage to 

( 13) M.H. Seevers and R.M. Waters, 'PhaDI&oology of the anaesthetio pses', 
PhYsiologioal Reviews.1§. (1938), 441-448. 
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the organs of the patient, lack of interference with cardiac regu1ari ty-, 

muscular relaxation, and absence of excessive bleeding were desirable 

properties about which little prediction was possible. In general, the 

more inert the compound, the lower appeared the chance of chemical inter

action with the patient's body. This belief led to a preference for 

compounds conta1n1ng'CF3 or;CF2 groups, which Robbins work suggested to 

be quite ilUlOCUOUS, and to neglect of compounds with C~Cl' or cyr'groups, 

which Robbins had shown to be frequently highly toxic. Other properties 

could be defined, and hopefully related to chemical and physical proper

ties of the compound. The target was therefore defined in tel.'Dls of these 

more predictable properties: 

(i) The anaesthetic should be volatile, so that vapourisation 

would be simple. Calculation of the likely boiling point of the compounds 

proposed for synthesis could be made from knowledge of halofluoroparaffins, 

and this presented little difficulty. 

(ii) The anaesthetic should be non-f18111118.ble. As has already been 

mentioned, there were dangers in using both cyclopropane and ether, because 

of explosion hazards, and this prevented surgeons from using certain 

desirable techniques, such as cautery. Infl8111118.bili ty might be countered 

by ensuring that there were few hydrogen atoms present in the molecule, 

so this property could be used to define the target. 

(iii) Stability when passed over soda-lime was a further desirable 

property. Soda-lime is used in closed-circuit anaesthetic equipment to 

remove carbon dioxide and moisture from the patient's exhaled breath. 

Unless the anaesthetic could be shown to be stable wben passed over soda

lime it would be excluded from closed-circuit anaesthesia. Since a fluorine 

compound was expected to be expensive, it was important that it should be 

able to be administered with closed-circuit equipment, which was more 
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economic than open-circuit in its consumption of anaesthetic. This 

could be aimed at by designing compounds which were not likely to 

eliminate RCl or HBr. 

(iv) An anaesthetic of high potency was required, so that it might 

be administered with large concentrati~ of oxygen. Potency was pre

dictable from Ferguson's theory, so that it could be related to the 

calculated boiling point, and then more accurately dete1'lll1ned when the 

boiling point was known. 

So much was defined from application of Ferguson's principle, 

and from general chemical knowledge. Close perusal of Robbins' results 

with 42 alkyl fluorides led Suckling to some hypotheses relating the 

margin of safety (the ratio of that concentration of an anaesthetic which 

p~duced death to that which produces anaesthesia) and the speed of induct

ion and recovery to the physical property of the compounds. It is inter-

esting that at the date, 27th January 195', on which Suckling reported his 

analysis of RobbiDl# results, he had already synthesised the compound 

CF,CHClBr, which was to become known as halothane 01' 'Fluothane'. 

In addition to defining the research target with precision, Suokl,ing 

and Ravent~s decided that in any synthesis of candidate compounds for 

anaesthetics a high level of purity was necessary. The original test of 

organic fluorides for non-toxic refrigerants by Midgeley in 1928, which 

had instigated the interest in non-toxic fluorine compounds, had nearly 

failed because of phosgene impurities in the dichlorodifluoromethane (14). 

The difficulties that might arise from impurities in preventing repeatable 

results being achieved were clear. 

(14) T. Midgley, and A.L. Henne, 'Organic fluorides as refrigerants', 
Industrial and bineeriPl Chemistry, 22 (May 1930), 542-545. 
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The screen used by Suckling may be described, by following the 

analysis suggested by Baines .!i....!!., as hishly abstract (15). The 

particular and precise end effects required in an anaesthetic were either 

deemed to defy correlation with chemical and physical properties (thus 

no attempt was made to predict speed of induction or the occurrenoe of 

post operative nausea), or they were reduced to precise and measurable 

properties. The screen clearly made no claim to sufficiency: it was 

possible to predict neither whether the synthesised compounds would be 

practical anaesthetics, nor whether any compound which was a practical 

anaesthetic would be more attractive than those which already existed. The 

contrast between the properties of Suckling's screens, and those used in 

subsequent testing of the compounds made, will be commented on later. 

The definition of the research target, and the relating of the 

properties that were sought after to chemical and physical properties, 

allowed compounds to be designed that would certainly approximate to, 

although not necessarily be identical with, the target. Halothane, 

CF
3
CHClBr, was in fact the sixth compound synthesised. Although there was 

a very large element of luck in hitting the unprediotable phazmaoological 

properties that were desired so soon, the definition of the target was such 

that the search area was small. In his review of fluorine technology and 

research in 1950 Ferguson had written: "If chemistry were more advanced, 

and one were able to design chemical compounds accurately for specifio 

uses, no doubt the fluorine atom would fo:t'Ul one of the tools in the &:t'Uloury 

of the designer, just like any other atom ••• the production of tailor-made 

chemical compounds is not yet a very advanced techniqus, though something 

can be done in this direction". The analysis of desired properties, the 

explanation of naroosis provided by Ferguson's theory of thexmodynamio 

(15) A. Baines, F.R. Bradb~, and C.W. Suokling, Research in the Chemical 
Industry, (London, 1969), 107. 
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concentrations and the analysis o£ Robbins' data allowed the ideal that 

Ferguson had believed impracticable to be realised. 

This would not have been possible without the security provided by 

accurate analytic teclmiques. The experiences o£ Mid&ley and Toland 

re£erred to earlier show how inadequate analytic teclmiques could hamper 

a research programme. In dealing with these di££iculties, Suckling and 

his colleagues at Widnes were considerably aided by the recent development 

of new analytical teclmiques. Vapour phase chromatography enabled rapid 

testing of compounds, and it was thus possible to check compounde for 

impuri ties. This was important not only during the synthesis o£ candidate 

compounds, but also during the scale-up o£ manufacturing facilities, when 

analysis of the starting materials disclosed impurities. Use of mass 

spectrometry also confirmed impurities, and later the first use by General 

Chemicals Division of nuclear mass resonance analysis was for a halothane 
~ 

impurity. By ensuring h18h purity, Suckling and Raventos were able to have 

confidence in the experimental results produced by candidate anaesthetics, 

and Suckling was able to maintain high standards of purity when larger 

scale o£ manufacturing started. The developments in analytic technology 

which occurred in the 1950's greatly facilitated the development of 

halothane. 

3.4 Screenipg 

'«i thin the chemical industry, it is commonly stated that the purchaser 

buys "effects, rather than chemicals". In no case is this more true than 

in that of anaesthetics: the de£1n1 tion of the ideal anaesthetic, already 

referred to, was couched entirely in te1'!lls of the end properties desired 

by different users, and there was no attempt to define the physical prop

erties which an anaesthetio should possess. Indeed, this would be 

particularly dif£icul t for anaesthetics since there . is no agreement about 
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the mechanism of narcosis. In addition, anaesthesia is a property 

which can only be measured by testing a compound on a subject and is 

defined in tenns not of the compound conferring anaesthesia, but in tel.'lDB 

of the condition of the anaesthetised subject. The various levels of 

anaesthesia were first defined by Snow in 1841, when he distinguished five; 

Guedel in 1951 defined the more widely recognised levels of anaesthesia, 

again in terms of the physical reactions of the patient to stimuli (16). 

The screening of potential anaesthetics was, therefore, a difficult 

test to devise. It was important not to waste the small quantities of 

compounds that had been synthesised and purified, so the maximum amount 

of information was to be extracted from each experiment. " Raventos decided 

that his screening tests would e:xamine seven desirable properties: 

volatili ty, non-flammability, high potency, high therapeutic index, freedom 

from liability to cause damage to a vital organ, rapid and quiet induction 

and recovery, and freedom from severe cardiovascular effects. A first 

test was designed in which activity, gross safety margin, liability to 

damage vi tal organs, and rapid and quiet induction and recovery were tested. 

In these tests, a mown quantity of a compound was vo1.at1l1sed, and used to 

administer anaesthesia to some 30 mice for a period of an hour; this was 

then repeated at different anaesthetic concentrations. The symptoms of 

the mice were observed at one or two-minute intervals, and plotted against 

time. Surviving mice were observed for a week after the expeliment, and 

a:ny that died were assumed to have suffered damage to a vital organ. This 

test enabled the therapeutic ratio for safety margin of the anaesthetic 

to be calculated, with an accuracy of :!:. 10 per cent. Such was the success 

of Suckling's design of compounds, based on an extension of Ferguaon' s 

(16) A.E. Guedel, Inhalation Anaesthesia, (Rew York, 1951). 
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analysis, that between half and two-thirds of all COIIIpO\Ulds submitted 

for test passed the initial screen. 

It is indicative of the close working relationship that existed 

/ / 
between Raventos and Suckling that Raventos was sufficiently confident 

in Suckling's predictions to dispense with any initial screening of 

compounds to test activity, and was also able to devise a relatively det

ailed first test, which produced unambiguous results. The geographical 

separation of synthesis and screening, combined with the. fact that those 

involved belonged to different parts of IeI's large organisation, miBbt 

have been expected to present a barrier to the successfUl progress of 

the research. That it did not was an important contribution to the success 

of halothane's develollllent, and seems largely due to the mutua1 respeot 

/ 
which Suckling and Raventos soon developed for each other's ability. 

AlthouBh between a half and two-thirds of the compounds passed the 

screen in respect of safety margin and potency, this number was reduced by 

subsequent deaths of mice anaesthetised (so that the compound was rejected 

as damaging a vital organ) or by occasioning convulsion during anaesthesia. 

There remained some third of all compounds submitted. After screening on 

mice, the surviving compounds were tested on rabbitsl sign of anaesthesia 

was noted, and respiration and ~G recorded. To pass this screen, a 

compound must have a hiBb therapeutic ratio, give a rapid induction, and 

not occasion severe ~G changes or falls in blood pressure. Many of the 

compounds which had survived the first screen failed becauee they seemed 

liable to cause harmfUl cardiovascular effects. After screening on dogs 

(and in some cases before) an extended test of stability of a compound over 

soda lime was made by Suckling in Widnes, to ensure that he had successfUlly 

accomplished his desisn of supplying stable compounds; this test was 

subsequently repeated, with live animals in the olosed-oircuit, at 
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Pharmaceuticals Division. This test rejected few oandidate anaesthetics 

which had been passed by phal:maoological soreens. 

A third screen for anaesthetics perfoDDed by Ravent~s consisted of 

repeating the second stage tests on compounds whioh has been found stable 

over soda lime, with dogs in place of rabbits. Further tests on the sur-

viving compound, CF3CHClBr, included tests on cats and monkeys, as well 

as pathological and histological studies on the tissues of a variety of 

animals anaesthetised with this compound. Tests were also made to guard 

against chronic toxicity. 

The screening tests on candidate compounds successively reduced the 

number of surviving compounds. It is indicative of the high standards 

established for screen design that none of the inhalant anaesthetics in 

common use would have fully satisfied all tests I ether and cyolopropane 

would have failed on grounds of inflammability; ohloroform would be un

acceptable because of damage to vi tal organs ~ particularly the liver (17). 

It is clear that the screen's correct design was a oritical step in 

the successful disoovery of halothane. Had the tests been still more 

stringent, it is possible that a potentially very successful anaesthetio 

might have been rejeoted; conversely, had the screen been less demanding, 

an anaesthetic might have been tested in olinical trials which might have 

placed a patient's life in hazard. It is illuminating to analyse the 

successful screen established by Ravent6s against the list of desirable 

parameters suggested by Baines et al. These, we may be reminded, are 

target definition, width of spectrum, mesh size, quantitative oontent, 

degree of abstraotion, and suffioienoy (18). 

(17) 

( 18) 

J. Ravent6s and A. Spinks, 'Methods of soreening volatile anaesthetios'. 
Manchester University Medioal Sohool Gazette, ,ll, (March, 1958), 58-59. 

Bradb"""", C. W • Suckling (op oi t • see above note 1 5) , A. Baines, F.R. -" 
104-107. 
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It is at once obvious that RaventO's' screen was extremely precise 

in its definition of the target, and in the geometry of the mesh size 

and shape. The properties of the compounds that were revealed by the 

screen were those which Raventts had chosen, and it is extremely- un1ikely 

that any other properties would be revealed by the screen. Thus the width 

of the screen's spectrum was narrow. Since the pattern of end effects 

desired from an anaesthetic was precisely defined, and totally un11ke that 

required by other possible uses of the compounds, the precision and narrow

ness of the screen were particularly apposite. In some respects, the 

screen was quantitative, in that it measured the potency of candidste 

anaesthetics, and established the therapeutic ratio. Similarly, the sub-

sequent experiments on rabbits, dogs, cats and monkeys provided detailed 

quantified information on the physiological reaction of these animals to 

halothane anaesthesia: respiratory arrest, and its relation to the 

concentration of halothane administered, and the occurrence of hypotension, 

were reported by Ravent~s (19). It is interesting to note that the screen 

itself possessed a very small degree of abstraction. Whereas the synthesis 

of candidate compounds was guided by Ferguson's theory of narcosis, and was 

highly abstract, the testing of these compounds was empirical. Lastly, 

the series of screens established by Raventts was as auffioient as any 

screen for a compound which was eventually to be used on a human could be. 

Since the human physiological response might be different from that of 

an animal, a SUbstantial and irreducible degree of insufficiency existed 

until clinical trials were initiated. However, the testing of halothane 

on a variety of mammals ensured that the risk of clinioal testing was 

reduced as far as was practicable. The insufficienoy of the screens was 

still further reduoed when the safety of halothane in olosed-oircuit appar

atus was guaranteed by tests showing absenoe of deoomposition over soda 

l1me, and stabil1 ty tests ensured that the oompound would not deteriorate 

(19) J. Ravent~s, 'The action of fiuothane - a n_ volatile anaesthetio', 
Brit. J. Phal.'maool., 11, (1956), 394. 
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in storEJ88. In so far as sufficiency was attainable, the screens 

of Raventts and Suckling were complete. 

The contrast between Suckling's abstract screen, based on Ferguson's 

treatment of narcosis, and the much more sufficient screens of Raventts, 

which did not use Ferguson's treatment, is illuminating. It shows the 

way in which a theory which need not be accepted generally may be of great 

help to the synthesiser of compounds, while at a later stage this theory 

must be set aside, and the tests adopted must consequently become much 

more specific. Thus, in a situation Where the relevant parameters are 

known, it is possible to test the desired end effects by screens which 

measure chosen parameters. In this w~, British Standard tests abstract 

the required properties of a structure, and test these special features, 

confident that the resul.ts gained will provide an understanding of the 

total pattern of end effects. In a situation where there is no clear, 

nor generally recognised, theory to relate certain properties to the 

desired pattern of end effects, it is not possible to test in this ~. 

Ravent~s' screen, to carry conviction, had to be based on precise and 

non-abstract tests, in a w~ that woul.d have been inappropriate for 

those of Suckling. 

It is also illuminating to see how Suckling and Ravent~s, who jointly 

defined the research target they hoped to achieve, ueed completely differ

ent screens to assess the candidate compounds. Indsed Ravent6's, at least 

initially, did not accept Ferguson's treatment of narcosis. Despite this 

there is no evidence of discord between the two. The trials of Ravent~s 
supplemented those of Suckling, so the work susg8sted by one treatment was 

tested by another. The info%m&tion needed at each stage, the laaguase in 

which this info%m&tion was to be oonveyed, and the oriteria used to gain 
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the information, had all ohanged; the research target remained oonstant. 

4. Clinioal Trials: 

After the oanpound CF 3C~:rnr had passed the tests of Suckling and 

/ 
Raventos, it was ready for olinical trials, whioh would introduce it to 

the anaesthetio profession. The ohoioe made by lCI of anaesthetist who 

was invited to oonduot these trials was Dr. M. Jolmstone, of the Crumpsall 

Hospi tal. He was an anaesthetist who oOllllll8Dded the respeot of Pbarmaoeu

tioals Division's Medioal Direotor, and was geographically olose to 

Blaokley, where the pharmaoologioal soreening was being done. Thus it was 

possible for Jolmstone to satisf'y himself that the trials had been thorough, 

and to prepare himself for the expeoted results of olinical trials. In 
, 

part ioular, Johnstone observed Raventos perfo:tm trials with animals, and 

was able to antioipate the problems which subsequently oocurred with his 

patients. Thus he was prepared for the hypotension that ooourred when 

halothane was administered, sinoe Ravent~s had shown this to oocur with dogs, 

and Johnstone had seen the extent of it in the trials he watohed. 

Clinioal trials started on 20th January, 1956, and at first prooeeded 

slowly: by 26th January, sane 23 oases had involved halothane anaesthesia; 

by 3rd February, some 70 oases, and by 21st February sane 120 cases. The 

oaution shown by Johnstone in his relatively slow early use of halothane 

oan be seen in other ways: for instanoe, Jolmstone opposed the introduction 

of 0.01 per oent w/w t~l as a stabiliser until it had been oonfi:tmed 

that this did not oause respiratory irritation. Even though Johnstooe 

was not inoreasing his use of halothane very much initially, the results of 

his first trials soon oonvinoed him of the anaesthetio's effioacy. A1'ter 

the first 120 oases, he reported to Suckling in oonversation that "he was 

oonfident that 'Fluothane' would displaoe other inhalant anaesthetios and 
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the barbiturate technique he was ueing". He had been particularly 

impressed by absence of a shock syndrome in patients anaesthetised with 

halothane; the patients recovered quickly from anaesthesia, were wal.'III and 

pink, and suffered less post-operative discomfort ascribable to the anaes

thetic than was no~. Johnstone's great care not to risk his patients' 

health was accompanied by an active concern to improve their treatment, 

and his great caution in using halothane was soon allied with a recognit-

ion of its qualities. 

At the same time as Johnstone's trials, the MRC Sub-committee on non-

explosive agents also began tests on halothane. Its chairman, Professor 

J.B. Burn, had carried out pharmacological tests on halothane at Oxford, 

and wished the subsequent clinical trials to be made by members of the 

MRC Sub-committee. It was subsequently aereed that trials should simul. t-

aneously be made by Johnstone and members of the sub-committee, as well as 

taking place in North and <Central America. 

5. Barriers to diffUsion: 

At the point where Johnstone reported success 1u the clinical trials, 

the candidate anaesthetic had passed the successive screens established 

within the research and development phase. Yet to prove of use to the 

medical profession, and to emerge as a successf'ul. COlllD8rcial venture halO

thane still had to gain acceptance. The screening process has been described 

as two stages I "first, assessment of technical promise and potential market 

becomes more realistic and tough minded as the project prooeeds along the 

R. &. D. path from embryonic design oonoept through developD8nt to the 

decision to introduoe it to the market. Second, if it is brought to the 

market, there is the period of trial uae by both produoers and potential 

consumers" (20). Halothane had reached, with the testing by Johnstone 

(20) R.R. Nelson, M.J .Peok and K.E.D. Kalaohek, TeohnologY. eoonomic 
growth and publio policy, (washington, '967), 89. 
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and the MRC representatives, this second stage. 

It is illuminating to analyse the debate which occurred when halothane 

was put on trial, and the difficu1ties it encountered in gaining acceptance, 

in the light of five categories suggested by Rogers (21). 

These are, we may be reminded, 

(1) The relative advantage of the innovation, and the way in which 

this is perceived. 

(2) The compatibility of the new idea with existing values. 

(3) The complexity of the idea, and the need for new adjustments 

in order to accept it. 

(4) The divisibility of the new idea, and the way in which it was 

possible to experiment with it before complete adoption. 

and (5) The ease with which the features of the new idea might be 

communicated to others. 

5.1 Relative advantae;e: 

The discussion which brought halothane to the forefront of anaesthetists' 

attention was concerned with the risk of explosions, which existed whenever 

ether or cyclopropane were used. The Ministry of Health had appointed a 

Working Party on Anaesthetic Explosions in 1953, which in 1956 reported on 

the danger of explosions. Between mid-1947 and mid-1954, there had been 

reported some 36 explosions; each year anaesthetics had been used in some 

2.75 million cases, of which some 0.66 million cases had involved explosive 

anaesthetics (22). Yet in this period, onlY three people had died as a result 

of anaesthetic explosions; contemporary comment on the report tended to dis

miss the danger: "the explosion risk, particularly associated with loss of 

life, has probably been greatly overemphasised" (23). This conclusion seems 

(21) E.M. Rogers, Diffusion of InnQvations, (New York, 1962). 

(22) Report of WorkiP6 Party on ~sthetic Explosions, Ministry of Health, 

HMSO, (London, 1956). 

(23) Editorial, Brit. Med. J., ii (1956), 1225. 
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particularly justified when one compares the small number of reported 

cases of anaesthetic explosions, and the small number of fatalities, 

with an analysis of the first thousand deaths since 1949 under anaesthesia, 

which showed that inhaled vomit was the single most cOlllllOn cause of death, 

and also revealed "the frequency with which the intravenous anaesthetics 

cause death" (24). 

Despite what might appear a relatively small need to solve the problems 

associated with anaesthetic explosions, steps had been taken to overcome 

these dangers. The MRC in January 1955 bad appointed a sub-cOlllllittee to 

investigate non-explosive anaesthetics. This cOlllllittee not only investig

ated compounds submitted to it by various organisations, but also one of 

i t s members, Professor Stacey of Birmingham Univereity, eynthesised chemical 

compounds for testing. It was this cOlllllittee which, after Johnstone, 

performed the early clinical trials on halothane. Thus halothane was intra-

duced at a time when the risk associated with anaesthetics' explosiveness 

was at the front of anaesthetists' minds and was first tested by a govern-

ment organisation whose main interest was in finding non-explosive anaestb-

et ics. 

From contemporar.r accounts it is possible to see the importance of 

this. The first cOllllllent on a report of clinical trials of halothane started 

by mentioning the need for non-explosive anaesthetics, and contrasted 

fluothane and fluoromar (25). The title of P. paper by Oxford anaesthetists 

i s another indication of thisl "A non-explosive volatile anaesthetic asent", 

and shows the relative importance of non-explosiveness in attracting 

attention (26). An early (and unfavourable) review of olinical trials beganl 

( 24)Editorial, Brit. Med. J., ii (1956), 868. 

(25)Editorial, Brit. Med. J., ii (1956), 987. 

(26) R. Bryce-Smith and B.D. O'Brien, 'J'luothanel a non-explosive volatile 
anaesthetio agent', Brit. Med. J., ii (1956) 969. 
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"Our interest in fluothane was first aroused on account of its non-

combustibility ••• " (27), and the authors were undoubtedly speaking for 

me.ny when they said this. 

Yet the most striking features of halothane as reported by Johnstone 

were not connected with its non-explosive nature, but rather that "the 

shock syndrome has been completely absent in all cases", that "smooth 

and rapidly reversible anaesthesia has been maintained in all cases", and 

that there had been "a complete absence of nausea, vomiting and retching 

during recovery in over 90 per cent of the patients" (28). This claim 

wP..s particularly important to an anaesthetist whose prime concern was to 

protect the patient undergoing an operation from the severe effects of 

surgical treatment. There were, however, difficulties in advanoing this 

olaim, since there was dispute as to the nature of shook. In comparison 

with the clearly measurable and irrefUtable claim to non-explosiveness, 

a:ny claim about absence of shook syndrome was much more diffioul t to test, 

or to reach agreement on. The advantaee which had so impressed Johnstone 

after his initial clinical trials was difficult to record, and so in the 

first announcements of halothane's properties was not emphasised. 

It is interesting to observe that the publicity leaflets issued by 

IeI to introduce halothane listed six advantaeesl suppressed secretion, 

vasodilation, lability of the blood pressure, maintenanoe of anaesthesia 

without bronchial irritation, prompt reoovery of consciousness, and, 

last to be mentioned, non-flammability and non-esplosiveness. Only in the 

German publication was the non-explosiveness stressed. The advantaee of 

non-flammability and non-explosiveness, which attraoted much attention to 

halothane, does not seem to have been the main advantaee peroeived by 

anaesthetists who tested the anaesthetic. The ease of oontro~bealthy 
(27) H.R.Griffith, 'Fluothane - a modern substitute for ohlorofo~', 

(28) ~~~M1~t:~,~'im-!n (~~~!~:Uar response to fiuothane 
anaesthesia', Brit. J. Jnaestb., ~, (1956), 392. 
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condition of the patient, and his pleasant and rapid induction and 

recovery appealed more. Non-flammability and nOD-explosiveness did more, 

however, than merely to interest anaesthetists in an anaesthetic whose 

pharmacological properties were shown by subsequent testing to be excellent. 

To the surgeon, a non-explosive volatile anaesthetic enabled him to use 

techniques which were impossible with other volatile agents. Any cpposit

ion of surgeons, who might have hindered halothane's adoption, was overcome 

by the advantage it offered to them. 

5.2 Compatibility with existing values 

The position of intravenous and inhalation anaesthetics has already 

been discussed, and the disfavour with which chlorofo%m was held (partic

ularly by the more recently qualified anaesthetists) has been emphasised. 

The most important advance in anaesthesia in the decade before halothane 

was introduced was generally recosnised to be the replacement of chloro-

fO%m by the relaxant drugs, particularly curare, which had been introduced 

into the United Kingdom by Professor T.O.L. GrB¥ of Liverpool. The intro

duction of an inhalation anaesthetic which could be used for inducing and 

mr..in.taining anaesthesia thus represented a sharp break in the development 

of anaesthetics, in that it reverted to an older tradition and philosophy, 

much of which had been rejected by anaesthetists. 

In particular, fluothane suffered on its introduction by a very 

explicit comparison with chlorofo:ml, probably the most discredited of 

the existing inhalation anaesthetics. The initial grounds for this compar

ison were sUIIIDed up in cOlllllent on the report of MRO trials on halothane I 

"Its (halothane's) potency is similar to that of chlorofo:ml and some of 

the side-effects are suoh that many olinicians will reoognise a surprising 

similarity between these two drugs" (29). The report itself' bad sp8oif'-

(29) 'Report on halothane', Brit. Med. J •• ii (1957), 514. 
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ically compared halothane and chloroform, in connexion with induction 

characteristics (30). The comparison was even more explicit elsewhere in 

an article entitled: 'Fluothane - a modern substitute for chloroform': 

"The chemical and physical. resemblance between chloroform and fiuothane 

is so striking that it seems use1'ul to review the role of chloroform in 

anaesthesiology and to decide whether fluothane has any advantages over 

this long-established agent ••• The primary cardiac and circulatory 

effects of fluothane seems to us to be similar to those of chloroform" (~1). 

Chemical similarities between chloroform and halothane - less obvious, 

it might be observed, to the chemist than to the anaesthetist - were foll-

owed by claims that both possessed similar properties. The initial. 

comparison was thus based on the facts that both were halogenated hydro-

carbons, and that both sensitised the heart. This was followed by a more 

explicit claim, comparing liver damage arising from anaesthesia with chloro-

form and with halothane. In 1958, reports began to appear of liver d.aDIage 

which were claimed to be connected with the use of halothane. From the 

early reports, it is clear that the incidence of liver cl.amae'e after halothane 

anaesthesia was remarked upon largely because of the analogy between 

halothane and what one report called "its close relative chloroform" (~2). 

A further review of halothane anaesthesia mentioned: n ••• anaesthetists who 

recognise it as a halogenated hydrocarbon like chloroform, carbon tetra

chloride and tribromoethanol", and oompared liver damage af'ter halothane and 

chloroform anaesthesia (~~). EXtensive analysis of the dangere of d.aDIage 

to the liver after halothane anaesthesia subsequently showed that halothane 

was assooiated with no greater inoidenoe of liver damage (1 in 4895 oases) 

g~~ T.H.S. Burns, et.al, Brit. Med.J., !! (1951), 48~. 
H.R. Griffith et al.., 'J'luothane - a modern substitute for ohloroform', 
Anaesth. and t.iii.lB:, J1 , (1958), ~16. 

(:~2) A.L. Deaoon, 'Liver d.aIDaB8 after halothane', Brit. Med.J., 
11 (196~), 56. 

(33) Editorial, Brit: Med.J., i (196~), 494. 
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than other anaesthetic agents tested (1 in 4605), and that it was 

certainly not comparable with chloroform in this respect (34). The 

anxiety with which reports of liver damage following halothane anaesthesia 

were first greeted se8mS explicable more in terms of the comparison with 

chloroform than as a result of the actual incidence of liver damage. 

More generally, the analogy drawn between halothane and chloroform 

by many anaesthetists undoubtedly hindered halothane's introduction. What 

was viewed by those responsible for its discovery as a startling new 

discovery - "a drug totally different from all other anaesthetics" - was 

compared by anaesthetists with inhalation anaesthetics, particularly chloro-

form, deemed to be "almost universally recosrUsed as being too poisonous 

for the production of surgical anaesthesia in human beings". The success 

of halothane depended to no small extent on breaking the association of 

ideas which past experience had established in anaesthetists' minds. 

The need to disassociate halothane from chloroform will reoccur in the 

discussion on the cOllllllUll1cabili ty of the invention. 

5.3 The complexity of the idea 

High on the list of halothane's special qualities was its hish potency: 

whereas ether had to be administered in over ten per cent ooncentration, 

halothane was effective in the razlB8 of one to four per cent. This was 
./ 

one of the targets which Suckling and Raventos had defined, and subsequently 

achieved. It carried with it, however, canplex1ty of administration which 

had not been fUlly appreciated. Since only small oonoentrations of the 

anaesthetic were required, small absolute changes in the peroentage delivered 

to the patient had more effeot than would the same · increase in peroentage 

delivered of ether and ohloroform. Thus whereas acourate oontrol over the 

(34) Editorial, Brit. Med. J •• ii (1964), 325. 
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concentration of anaesthetic delivered had not proved so important 

with earlier inhalation anaesthetics, with halothane it quickly became 

apparent that this was required. The anaesthetist using halothane had 

therefore to adopt or devise new methods of precise control. Although 

simple Boyles l apparatus was used in the first Manchester trials, it soon 

became apparent that its calibration and control were not sufficiently 

precise for halothane: "these extremely wide variations ••• were of such 

an order to make this apparatus ••• unsatisfactory if not unsafe for the 

administration of fluothane" (35). To overcome this, a special anaesthetic 

apparatus was designed, known as the 'Fluotec', which administered (from 

the Mark 1 machine) concentrations of halothane between 1 and 3 per cent. 

This proved unsuitable for inducing anaesthesia, and a Mark 2 Fluotec was 

introduced, which was effective over the range 1 to 10 per cent. Both 

these machines were fitted with automatic thermostatic control, and delivered 

accurately to within 0.1 per cent concentration. The introduction of these 

ma.chines, however, increased the. difficulty which an anaesthetist might 

have in adopting halothane, since it emphasised that a new technique of 

administratioo was required. 

Not only was it necessary to purchase machines of a new complexity, 

or to have new calibrations fitted to existing apparatus (both of which 

were subsequently done freely for halothane users by IeI), but it was also 

necessary to compel anaesthetists to chanp theil.- technique. Traditionally, 

anaesthesia has been defined in terms of the reaction of the anaesthetised 

patient, and anaesthetists used these reactions as the criteria on which to 

judge whether to modify their anaesthetic treatment. With halothane, it 

was in addition necessary to p~ detailed attention to the peroentage of 

halothane administered. This principle met with opposition, best SUIIIIMId 

(35) H.J. Brennan, 'A vaporizer for fluothane', Brit. J. Anaesth., 
~ (1957), 332. 
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up by an Ottawa anaesthetist who wrote .. ••• mathematics, however 

essential preoperatively, has little place in the operating-roan ••• I 

am a£raid o£ halothane vaporizers delivering percentaees as indicated on 

a gauge ••• " (36). The alternative, however, was possibly more complex, 

£or the Boyle vaporizer could be a£fected by IIIIUly £actors, as JOhnstoDS 

admitted:" ••• its control system did not £acilitate the teaching o£ the 

method and undergraduates £ound it conf'using, particularly as the dose o£ 

halothane was in£luenced by £our variables - the positions o£ the lever and 

plunger, oxygen flow rate, and the temperature o£ the halothane liquid" (37). 

The administration o£ halothane there£ore occasioned the design o£ new 

machinery, and caused anaesthetists to adopt a new technique. 

The need £or precise control over the anaesthetics conoentration was not 

the only cause o£ this. . Halothane, ccmpared with other inhalation anaesth-

etics, was expensive, and it was obviously waste1'ul. to use it in an open-

circuit, particu1arly as it was known that it did not decompose, and there£ore 

could be used in closed-circuit apparatus. An account o£ halothane use 

indicates the sequence o£ changes which were brought to a hospital whose 

anaesthetist decided to adopt halothane. In the Borth Down Group o£ 

Hospitals, halothans was £1rst used in July 1957 (£ollowing Johnstone's 

article) with B
2

0 and O
2

, but this proved so waste£ul o£ halothane that 

a semi-closed circuit was soon adopted. "The only di££iculty we encountered 

was an economic one. Halothane is expensive, and we soon £ound consumption 

o£ it was greater than could be justi£1ed" and this required adopting a 

Closed-circuit technique (38). Thus in just over a year, an anaesthetist 

had changed his technique o£ administration twice. Some anaesthetists had 

realised the need from their first receiving halothanel Dr. H.R. Marrett 

wrote that he realised that the prioe o£ £10.5.Od. for 250 1Dl. made 

closed-circuit administration DSoessary from the start, and it was hi8 

(3367) H.T. Kay, ~ 11 (1957), 385. real th ti' ~t J 
( ) M. Joimstone, 'Halothane-oxygen I a unive anass eo, SU;~ •• 

Anaesth., ~ (1961), 29. 

(38) T.A. Brown and M.A. Woods, 'Halothane ("J'luothane") in a oount17 
hospital', mt,J, 'PM8th., JQ (1958) 333. 
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description of its closed-circuit administration which guided the 

Irish anaesthetists. 

A fUrther complexity associated with halothane administration was 

that wet halothane attacked certain materials used in no~ anaesthetic 

apparatus: aluminium, brass, lead, tin, cork agglomerates, some leathers 

and rubbers, and plasticised polyvillylchJ.oride were all found to be unsui t

able for contact with halothane. Thus anaesthetists who adopted halothane 

had to cope with washers, gaskets and other components which deteriorated, 

and the need for special spare parts. Although the 'Fluotec' apparatus, 

being specially designed for halothane, was not attacked, the problem 

presented anaesthetists with a further complexity when considering whether 

to introduce halothane. 

5.4 Divisibility and communicability 

From the discussion of problems associated with the early administrat

ion of halothane, it is clear that it was not a simple matter to experiment 

with halothane anaesthesia. This was certainly the impression given by 

early reports on clinical t17ials, which tended to emphasise the need for 

highly skilled anaesthetists for safe oontrol of the potent drug. This 

might have discouraged anaesthetists from experimenting for themselves, 

as might the insistence in all reports for a precise control of the amount 

administered. In fact, there is some evidence that these apparent oomplex

ities did not deter anaesthetists from experimenting. 

Particularly striking among the earlier reports of clinical trials 

is the part played by anaesthetists in non-teaching hospitals: Marrett 

a.t Coventry, who pioneered the closed-oirou1 t apparatus; 

with reports on general surgery among elderly patients; 

Pope at Crewe 

Robertshaw of 

West Manahcester for thoracio surgery; Raines in North Manohester for 
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paediatric cases, ,and Johnstone at Crumpsal.l Hospital in Manchester C~9). 

Jolmstone himself believed that the most important task was to persuade 

anaesthetists to experiment with halothane, and that, once an anaesthetist 

had experimented, he would . be ' convinced of halothane's value. That so 

many anaesthetists in non-teaching hospitals could be persuaded of 

halothane's worthwhileness shows experiment was possible. Indeed, it 

suggests tmt the opposition which was shown to halothane in some important 

centres of anaesthesiology ~ have been based more on the connexion with 

otlv:!rhalogenated hydrocarbons than on the actual results of trials. 

To persuade anaesthetists of halothane's claim to at least a trial, 

it was necessary to cOlllllUDioate to them its special features. Its non-

explosive nature wae, as has been seen, the most iDmediate opportunity 

of doing this, but to be effective halothane's supporters had to overcome 

certain barriers. It was necessary to show that halothane was considerably' 

better than other techniques which allowed the use of non_xplosive agents, 

so that the considerable cost of halothane could be justified. This was 

particularly difficult when comparison was made with chlorcfo1'DU the 

question of why halothane should be used when chloroform oost four shillings 

a bottle was asked by those who ~elieved ths two agents to be oomparable, 

and could be answered only by refuting the oomparison. Even after this 

comparison had been refuted, the eoonomio barrier to halothane's acoeptanoe 

persisted: some anaesthetists believed that halothane should be used 

for induoing anaesthesia, which oould then be maintained (at smaller oost) 

wi th trichloroethylene; some senior anaesthetists refused to allow halothane 

into their department at all, on grounds o£ oost; a 1962 review of halothane 

admitted its advantages, but made the proviso " ••• that there are III&IIY 

M. J olmstone, 'The development of halothane, the olinical trials', 
Manohester Univ. Med. School Gaz" :2L (1958), 60. 
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occasions when cheaper aeents will serve equa1ly well" (40). 

It is interesting to note that some anaesthetists immediately rejected 

the relevance of the high cost of halothane, claiming that the total cost 

of an operation was such that the cost of the anaesthetic agent involved 

was too small to influence their choice. This had been the belief of 

/ 
Raventos and Suckling when they drew up their list of targets for anaes-

thetic research, for they specifically rejected any cost constraint, 

argufng that the high total cost of an operation, and the importance of any 

advance in anaesthesia, would justifY a new anaesthetic agent, irrespective 

of its cost. 

Subsequent analysis of the cost of ueing halothane shows that the 

actual cost is quite small. Using an open-circuit system with halothane 

for a hundred operations, the anaesthetist reporting his analysis calculated 

that the cost of all agents used (including relaxants, other anaesthetic 

agents and soda lime) was$4.14 per operation, and only $ 2.35 per hour of 

anaesthetic treatment (41). This was obviously small in comparison with 

the large labour costs for surgeon, anaesthetist and nurses. However, 

within this total expenditure on anaesthetic agents, halothane costs 

comprised over eo per cent, and represented a large and identifiable item. 

The cost of halothane may therefore have appeared daunting to those who 

did not appreciate the benefits its ua. brousht. Certainly, to those 

who compared chloroform and halothane its high cost represented a considerable 

disincentive. 

6. Discussion 

Historical analysis of halothane's development illuminates the inno

(40) 'Halothane', Brit. J. Anaesth., 34 (1962) 1. 

(41) S.C. Cullen, 'Cost of halothane anaesthesia in low now systems', 
Anaesthesiology. II (1960) 324. 
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vative process. The innovation was extended in tiJlle, from halothane's 

first synthesis in 1952 to its adoption in the years following clinical 

trials in 1956. It is even possible, without much distortion, to trace 

halothane's invention back to Robbins' work in 1946, and to Ferguson' s 

paper in 1939, and to extend its adoption to the present time. Analysis 

of the events within the shortened timespan displ~s a number of barriers 

which impeded the innovation, and the absence of some barriers which mi8ht 

reasonably have been expected to exist. 

6.1 Economic barriers 

Particularly noticeable is the absence of economic barriers within 

ICI. Largely this can be ascribed to the small lIIDOunt at risk in the 

early stages of the project's life and to the fact that when large invest

ments had to be made the risk had substantially diJllinished. The early 

sanctions required for authorising work on candidate anaesthetic compounds 

comprised little mors than the financing of Suckling's tiJlle, with approp

riate supporting staff. Sizeable amounts of halothane were not prepared until 

tests on mice and rabbits had been successf'ul, and testing over soda-lime 

had shown no decomposition. The first large order, for 55 lbs., at the 

end of 1955,. was sanctioned after impurities had been controlled, and 

halothane's stability in storage and non-f'lammability had been proved. It 

was not until after the success of the first clinical trials that expenditure 

sanctioned in General Chemicals Division increased sharply, as first 150 lbs., 

and then 5000 lbs., were ordered. 

If the amount sanctioned in 1950 is taken as an index of 100, in each 

year between 1951 and 1954 sanctions were equivalent to 250, in 1955 

sanctions were 650, and in 1956 200,0001 Actual expenditure followed a 

similar, if less dramatic patterns with 1951 expenditure taken as an 
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index of 100, successive years were: 

1952 105 

1953 - 164 

1954 - 47 

1955 395 

1956 - 5450 

In addition, it is significant that in the years between 1951 and 1955, 

when General Chemicals Division was supporting halothane research, it never 

comprised more than 0.7 per cent of the division's research budget, and in 

1954 was as low as 0.2 per cent. '«hen, in 1956, the expenditure rose so 

sharply, the risk incurred by General Chemicals was reduced by its selling 

halothane to Pharmaceuticals. Thus when the expenditure at risk increased 

it was born by the part of ICI which was throUBhout more enthusiastically 

committed to the project. 

This may be seen in Figure 2.1, which shows the increase in expenditure 

sanctioned at Widnes and relates this to the information which had come 

available about candidate anaesthetics. From this can be seen that there 

was no need to collllli t many resources until much of the uncertainty associated 

with the candidate compound had been removed: sanctioned expenditure did 

not markedly increase until the end of 1955, on the eve of clinical trials; 

no decision on capital was necessary until ~ 1956, when success1'ul clinical 

trials had been conducted for four months. Thm the in! tial interest taken 

by Ferguson in anaesthesia, supported by the enthusiasm of those working on 

the project, was sufficient to maintain the research prograame until the case 

for further resources was apparent. An important factor allowing this to 

occur was the availability of plant which could be used for halothane 

synthesis. This, and the ability to make halothane in glass equipment speo

ially but cheaply erected, ensured that there was no econClllic barrier to 

halothane's development within ICI. 
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6.2 ScreeniDg 

The profile of expenditure shown in Figure 2.1 emphasises the 

importance of designed screens which reduce the number of candidate 

compounds or ideas as soon as is practicable. The characteristics of 

screens, and the interf'aces between those responsible f'or synthesis and 

those undertaking the testing of' synthesised compounds, are critical f'actors 

in determining the survival of a project, and (equally important) the early 

death of' those projects which deserve to perish. The characteristics and 

pathology of screens have already been discussed (42), but as important 

is the relationship between successive screens. A screen is a deliberately 

erected barrier, which is designed to despatch many of the candidates which 

it tests. It also of'ten marks the moment when an idea IDOves f'rom one 

organisation to another, and becomes exposed to what ~ be a hostile 

environment. In addition, the results of screening ~ of'ten redirect the 

attention of those responsible f'or the synthesis of compounds: the obse~ 

vations made by Johnstone included remarks on properties which Suckling and 

Ravent6s had agreed to be desirable, but had been unable to predict. 

Absence of post-operative nausea, of' mucous secretiCXls and of' the shock 

syndrome was the IDOst important unexpected observation. 

It is interesting to note that when the screening party bel0DB8d to 

a diff'erent organisation, and did not have the advantages possessed by 

Johnstone of' being able to examine phaDlacological trials with detailed 

results, there was an absence of these observations. The Medical Researoh 

Council clinical trials made passing ref'erenoe to the absence of' secretion; 

its only observation on what Johnstone te~ed the "absence of' shock 

(42) A. Baines et al., (see above, note 15), 107. 



syndrome" was to remark on the skin's remaining "pink, waDI and dry"; 

it specifically observed that vomiting "was ••• not as rare as preliminary 

reports have suggested", thoueh Jolmstone pointed out in reply that the 

"report does not make adequately clear whether the figures relate to 

fluothane anaesthesia or to opiate-fluothane anaesthesia" (43). Certainly 

the conclusions reached by those responsible for each screen were very 

different. 'Whereas Jolmstone cOlllDented on four favourable features which 

distinguished halothane, the MRC trials stressed the incompleteness of 

their experiments, and the need for exercising care. The combination of 

deliberately e~cted barrier with the change of organisation between 

synthesiser and screener seems to have overwhelmed the possible advantages 

possessed by the compound. 

The duties of a screen are to illuminate disadvantages as well as 

advantages, and both Jolmstone's and the Medical Research Council's screens 

did this; the sensitivity of the heart to adrenaline and the hypotension 

produced by halothane anaesthesia were remarked upon, and both screens 

emphasised the need for more accurate vapourisers. The difference in 

emphasis between two screens, both administered by men of the highest camp-

etence, does not seem to lie in the design of screen, but rather in the 

organisation gap that existed in one case, and the close collaboration 

in the other. 

6.3 Organisational barriers 

This emphasis on an organisational gap is all the more striking when 

the earliest barrier to halothane research is considered. Both Robbins' 

early examination and the 1948 approaches to General Chemicals Division it 

inspired were defeated by the refUsal of those with the command of the 

relevant science and technology to commit them to a recognised need. This 

T.H. :Burns et al., (op cit., see above note 30), 483, and 
M. Johnstone, 'Fluothane', Brit. Med. J., 1i (1957), 641. 
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organisational barrier was breached more easily by the decision to acquire 

knowledge about the market; even without consulting Ravent6s. Suckl1ng 

was able to examine available literature to conf'ixm the sui tabili ty of 

the target Ferguson had suggested. 

The barrier between those who recognised the need and those who 

were in a position to satisf'y it certainly hindered halothane's initial 

research, but it is worth observ1ng that the barrier was lowered in that 

both sets of people belonged to the same cOJllP8llY. Criticisms of large 

scale industrial research are well known (44). but the ~ergistic advant

ages of the large organisation are less often recognised. It is interesting 

that the only other organisation in the U.K. able to combine knowledge 

of fluorine chemistry with facilities for ~cological test1ng was 

established by the Medical Research Council, using the resources of lUxm1ngham 

Uni versi ty and London teaching hospitals. Even this combination lacked the 

deep knowledge of fluorine technology possessed within General Chemicals 

Division. 

In examining the organisational barriere to halothane's development, 

it is interesting to see how few were the organisat.um. involved. and how 

few the men who worked on researoh. In General Chemicals Division of ICI 

the prime responsibility fell to Suokling; in Phazmaoeuticals Division 

the testing of the oompounds syntheSised by Suokling was perfoxmed by 

Ravent~s and Spinks; at Manohester olinical trials were made by Johnstone. 

The enthusiasm of all these men provided muoh of the impetus to maintain 

the research programme, while their mutual respeot prevented organisational 

differences from hindering their progress. The division of skills between 

divisions neoessitated there being three separate organisations involved. 

It is intereatmg to note that when other problems arose. they were dealt 

with by the same divisions and even by the same _n. For example. when 

anaesthetists us1ng halothane discovered oorrosion problau, OeDeral 

(44) J. Jewkes, D. Sawers and R. Stille1'lll&D, The Sgvro" e' Imep1;'op 

(London, 1960). 167-178. 
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Chemicals Division started a small research Progr&DIDe to discover 

suitable materials o£ construction, and Suckling himsel£ per£ozmed IIIUOh 

o£ the technical service work £or. anaesthetists. Suckling, Raventts, 

Spinks and Johnstone published papers whJc h showed the thoroughness 

and high scienti£ic quality o£ the work on synthesis and screening. The 

continued involvement o£ these men ensured that those organisational 

barriers which existed were overcome. 

Organisational barriers are o£ten treated as the result o£ irrational 

responses to new ideas. These barri8t'9 to innovation assume greater just

ification if it is recognised that dif£erent parts of the same organisation 

may have different objectives. The Medicinals Section o£ D,yestuf£s 

Division, for example, was at. least in part ooncerned with establiBhtQg 

itself amid the ranks of those who were respected by the medical and 

pharmaceutical pro£essions, and in ensuring its transition into a separate 

ICI Division. The absence of detailed analysis of the expected return from 

anaesthetic research seems to indicate that high profitability was not a 

necessary condition £or undertaking a project. In General Chemicals Division, 

however, there was no such urge to gain recognition, and dif£erent motives 

were required to justi£y a research projeot. Similarly, oon£liot of interests 

was to be expeoted to some extent between those required to experiment with 

a new anaesthetic, and those supplying it. 

6.4 Peroeptual barriers 

Less obvious are the di££erent paradi8IIIB adopted by those in di££erent 

parts of the organisation. The in! tial stimulus for halothane research 

within General Chemioals Division came £rom Ferguson's treatment of narcosis, 

and thi s theory guided the in! tial seleotion o£ candidate oompounds - with 

conspiouous suooess. Although Suckling based his synthesis on a belie£ in 

the thermodynamio oonoentration o£ a compound providing an index of its 
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likely success as an anaesthetic, this be1ie£ was not initially shared 

I 
by Raventos, who, in company with most anaesthetists, was sceptical whether 

the complex patterns o£ anaesthesia might be explained by use o£ one 

physical index. While this di££erence in paradigm had no deleterious e££ects 

on the relationship between Suckling and Ravent6s, that which occurred 

between those who had been concerned with the internal synthesis and screen

ing o£ the anaesthetic and other anaesthetists had longer reaching and more 

halllllf'ul results. Anaesthetists who tried to reduce the complex pattern o£ 

end e££ects produced by halothane to a simpler £orm used chloro£o:tm as their 

analogy, and thus associated the new drug with one which was both outdated 

and cOlllDallded little rel!pect. The anaesthetic viewed by Suckling, Ravent~s 

and Johnstone as new and exciting was seen by III8IIY as an expensive replace-

ment £or a cheap drug that was already rejected. 

Kuhn has analysed the success o£ ideas in displacing other scienti£ic 

concepts, and has agreed that the sucoess o£ an idea depends o£ten on its 

re-adjusting the criteria by which it is judged (45). A similar prooess 

occurred in halothane's development. When viewed as a completely new 

anaesthetio, £or which new techniques and instruments must be devised, it 

proved successfUl. When it was treated as a chloro£orm analogue, entirely 

di££erent results were obtained. The clearest statement o£ the second 

belief was contained in the result o£ a 'blind study' investigation o£ 

halothane and chloro£orm, when the anaesthetist was not aware o£ whether he 

was using halothane or ohloro£o:tm. This concluded: " it was £ound 

it was not possible to identUy the 888Ilt solely by means o£ its clinical 

e££ect. The changes in blood pressure, in pulse rate, respiration and 

complications during anaesthesia were similar to the two groups o£ patients. 

We believe halothane bears a strong clinical resemblence to chlorofo:tm (46). 

(45) 

(46) 

T.S.Kubn, The structure o£ Scienti£ic Revolutions. (Chicago, 1962), 6. 

B J Bam£orth et a1 'A olinical comparison o£ chloro£o:tm and 
~l~thane by ~ blind·;tudy technique', Anaesthesth1oloq, II (1960), 
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The paradigm - the belief that halothane should be treated like chlorofo11ll _ 

was self-justifying, in that when halothane was treated like chlorofo11ll, 

it was found to give comparable resu1ts. The pa.radigm was not only an 

idea, but carried with it a series of physical. tests, which translated the 

idea into practicalities. The success of halothane depended on escaping 

from these tests, by escaping fran the comparison with chlorofo11ll. 

6.5 Technological barriers 

The barrier to Robbins' original :cesearch had not only been organisat

ional. Toland' s account shows that an important obstacle to Robbins' 

progress was the doubts that existed on the chemical. purity of samples. 

Advances in anal.ytic techniques, al.ready mentioned, overcame this obstacle. 

At the same time, Ferguson's treatment of narcosis simplified the choice 

of sui table compounds. The subsequent refining of Ferguson' s treatment 

by Suckling, who accoun1a for much of the variation left unexplained by 

incorporating the effect of activity coefficient, further reduced the 

technological uncertainty. The technological barrier to hal.othane had 

become small enough for a determined attack to succeed. 
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Chapter 3 

THE DISCOVERY Al'm DEVELC>PMDrr OF l'iEW BER1UCIDES 

1. Introduction: 

The discovery and developnent of the bipyridyl herbicides diquat 

( 'Reglone ,) and paraquat ('Gramoxone') t'urther illustrate the barriers that 

exist between a scientific discovery and a commercially successfUl product. 

Both these herbicides possess a mode of action which differs from that of 

other herbicides, as well as a pattern of end effects which is quite unlike 

that possessed by recently devel.oped herbicides. The recoeni tion of the 

potential usef'ul.ness of these properties, and the subsequent persuasion of 

others of their worth, comprised probl.ems just as compl.ex as any posed by 

chemical or manufacturing constraints. 

To understand the problems with which those developing bipyridyl. herb

icides had to contend it is necessary to understand some of the characteristics 

of weed control. Destruction of unwanted vegetation has always been an 

important task for cul. ti vators, and mechanical, biol.ogical and- most recently 

- chemical methods have been used to achieve this. In all methode, the 

objective is to remove, or to prevent the growth of, unwanted vegetation, 

preferrably without hax'ming the intended orop. Mechanical means typically 

include ploughing, where the destruotion of weede is achieved whil.e the orop 

is not yet sown, and inter-row weeding or hoeing, where the crop is l.eft by 

phySically discriminating between it and the weed. Biological control ~ 

be aooomplished by encouraging animals or insects to £l.ouriBh which seleot

ively devour weeds, leaving the crop. Chemical. control. is often more compl.ex, 

and may depend on a combination of chemicals, each of which oontributes ita 

particular effect to the aggregate pattern. Chemical. destruction of the un

wanted growth without ci.ama88 to the preferred crop ~ occur by various means I 
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it may be biochemically induced, in that the herbicide affects one plant 

but not another; it may be achieved by timing the application of the 

herbicide to occur when one plant has developed and is vulnerable, while 

another has not emerged from the ground, and ia thus protected by ensuring 

that the chemical contacts only those plants whose destruction is desired. 

1.1 Development of new herbicides: 

In general, it may be said that the evolution of chemical weed control 

has been marked by the development of compounds whose end effects are 

distinctive and selective. Selectivity is used to describe the ability to 

apply a chemical to a mixture of vegetation in such a WB¥ that certain un

wanted plants are killed without hanning the preferred crop. It has long 

b::en known that a form of chemical control could be achieved by spreading 

salt or industrial waste on ground to prevent all growth. The develop!18nt 

of modern herbicides, however, may be traced back to the discovery by Bonnet 

in 1869 that Bourdeaux mixture applied to vines to cure downy mildew also 

blackened the leaves of yellow Charlock growing in the vineyard. Subsequent 

herbicides, however, tended not to display a comparable selective activity. 

Thus the use of sodium arsenite, first reported by Bolley in 1901, was 

mainly found in maintaining riBbts of ~ and firebreaks, and on other applic

ations where a total kill of vegetation was required. Sodium chlorate was 

used similarly. Sulphuric acid was also used widely, with a dsgree of select-

ivity based on the different wet ability of different leaf structures. It 

was not until 1932 that the firet organic chemical, 2-met~1 - 4, 

6-dini trophenol (moo), was introduced (1). The relatively minor contribution 

of chemical compounds to weed control ~ be judged from the fact that a 

1946 edition of a standard text book of some size on crop protection devoted 

(1) R.C.Brian, 'The classification of herbicides and types of toxicity' 
ill L.J. Audus (ed.), The PhYsiolOlY and Biochemistry of Herbicides 
(LJndon 1964), 1,11,432. 
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only five pages to ohemical weed oontrol, two of these p&8es being 

devoted to uses of sulphurio acid, (2). 

1 • 2 Disoovery of the ho1'DlOl1e weedkillers : 

The importanoe of ohemical weed oontrol grew rapidly following the 

discovery of the hOJ:DIone weedkillers, and their release in 1946-41. The 

hormone weedkillers, 2, 4-D (2,4 - diohloropheno:zy - acetio aoid) and 

MCPA (2 - methyl - 4 - ohloropheno:zyaoetio acid) possessed an impressive 

range of properties, and oould be used in a variety of W8¥s. As contact 

weedkillers applied to plant foliage they acted on perennial weeds to kill 

them; applied to the soil, either before or after a orop had emerged from 

the ground, they were absorbed by weed roots. They were seleotive against 

many broad-leafed weeds in oereals, and potent enOUBh to be used in low 

volume. This meant both that oheap application methods were possible, and 

that a small amount of what was &DYW8¥ a relatively oheap ohemioal oould 

be used. Costs for toxioant of about f.1.00 per aore treated were possible. 

The mode of aotion of the hOJ:DIone weedkillers is manifested through an a1 ter-

ing of growth rates, and herbioidal aotivity of these hOJ:DIones is often 

related to stimulation or inhibition of growth. Although the actual toxioi ty 

of hormone weedkillers is believed to involve further mechanisms, their 

testing is noJ:mally perfoJ:DIed by observing how they influsnce and ohange 

plant growth. To faoilitate experiments, this is no:caal.ly done on shoots 

of yoWlg plants, whose response to a hoDlOne weedkiller oan be rapidly seen. 

The control of growth rates gives them the name of "hoDlOne" weedkillers. 

Analogy is often made with the natural plant substanoes - auxins - which 

control plant growth and the hormone weedkillers' aotion is called "auxin"-

like (3). 

(2) C.J. Lewis, 'Contribution of herbioidss to food production in the next 
three deoades', Ch!!!IY' Ind. (29 June 1968), 860. 

A.S.Crafts, "The Chemistry and Mode of Aotion of Herbioides" in R.L. 
Metoalf (ed.), Advanoes in Pest Control Research, Vol.1 (Rew York, 

1957), 40, 48. 
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The diBcovery of HJFA was not only important in the development 

of chemicalB poBBeBBing Bpecial md effects, but alBo marked the first 

major diBcovery of a new herbicide by Plant Protection Ltd., at Jealotts 

Hill. Plant Protection Ltd., had been eBtablished aB the BaleB outlet 

for IeI'B productB to the horticultural industry, with Jealotts Bill as 

itB teBting Btation where compounds submitted by other parts of IeI might 

be teBted for biolQg1cal activity. Studies of the effect of growth sub

BtanceB on plantB was Btarted there in 1936, and in 1940 it was discovered 

thatO(-naphthylacetic acid applied at a rate of 25 lb/acre to oatB infested 

with yellow charlock killed the weed while leaving the oats only Blightly 

harmed. Further experiments led to the discovery in 1941 of ~chloro -

2 - methylpheno:xyacetic acid which waB over fifty times aB active as 

o<-naphthylacetic acid. Its activity was so great that weeds oould be erad

icated fran cereal CroPB w1 thout any haX1D to the cereal, and this could be 

achieved whether the chemical was abBorbed through the root or the leaf 

of the plantB (4). The discovery and development of ~PA, as the canpound 

came to be known, owed much to the systematic way a promising canpound was 

followed up. After the rec08llition of the activity of oC-naphthylacetic 

acid, another thirty-two compounds (including both ~PA and 2, 4-D) were 

ByntheBized and tested. The combination of synthetic chemists preparing 

analogueB of o(-naphthylacetic acid and other related canpounds with the 

teBting facilities at Jealotts Bill comprised a powerful weapon with which 

to attack the target of a selective herbicide with high activity. The 

Btrength of the combined knowledge of synthetic chemistry and biolQg1oal 

act! vi ty contained within IeI was to prove still more important in the sub

Bequent development of the dipyridyl herbicides. 

R.E. Slade, W.G. Templeman and W.A. Sexton, 'Plant Growth Substances 
aB Selective WeedkillerB', Rature, Ro. 3939 (London 1945),497-498 • 
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~PA and 2, 4-D ushered in a new era in chemical weed control, with 

rapid and considerable increases in the amount of land treated in this 

way. The area treated with herbicides in the United States, for instanoe, 

grew from 33.5 million acres in 1952 to 85 million acres in 1965 (5). 

This was not entirely due to hormone weedkillers however. Important herb

icides discovered sinoe the hormone weedkillers included triazine weedkillers, 

which possessed markedly different effects on different plant speoies when 

applied at low rates, oombined with long term non-seleotive activity when 

applied at higher ratesl and the substituted ureas, which also combine 

selective activity when applied at low rates, with long teDD soil steril

isation effect, inoluding activity against &mlual and perennial grasses, 

when applied at higher rates. In addition to chemicals of quite general 

use, there had also been developed a number of weedkillers of speoific 

use for partioular applications I for example, to olear oelery beds, R-

(3, 4-dichlorophenyl) - 2 - methyl pentanamide was known to be effeotive, 

and for clearing strawberry beds, R, R - dimethyl -0(,0(. -diphenylacetamide 

was preferred. Depending on the time of year, SDi the weed, the fB11DSr 

could choose any one of four chemicals for his strawberry bed (6). Yet 

further variety was possible through the mixing of ohemicals where the 

preoise advantages of one chemioal might be oombined with those of another, 

to widen the range of plants affeoted or the t1mesoale during whioh plants 

were affeoted, or to promote synergistio effeots. 

2. Research targets within Plant Proteotion Ltdl 

Within Plant Protection Ltd., the relative impOrtanoe attached to the 

hormone weedkillers mB.Y be assessed in two WlQ's. First, estimates of future 

demand for orop proteotion ohemicals displayed the impOrtanoe attached to 

(5) C.J. Lewis (op. oit., see above note 2), 860. 

(6) A.S. Crafts and W.W. Robbins, Weed Control (Rew York 1962), 546-547. 
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I«::PA and 2, 4 - D. A major investigation of world demand for orop 

protection chemicals estimated that a replaoement, or improved foxm, 

of hoxmone weedkiller oomprised 53 per oent of the market for herbioides, 

and 14 per oent of the total market for all orop proteotion ohemicals. 

This market was estimated to be six times as great as the next largest 

market for a herbicide (1). This estimate shows the importanoe attached 

to disoovering a chemical with the properties of hoxmone weedkillers -

that is, a herbicide possessing selective activity, which could be applied 

either to foliage or to the soil. A more direct indication of the import

ance given to achieving these properties ~ be found in the actual 

soreening tests used to assess the activity of candidate oompounds. In 

1950, initial greenhouse soreening took the foxm of agar tests designed 

to measure a compound's aotivity on wheat, mustard, marigold and linseed. 

If this test showed activity, the screen was then broadened by including 

further plants. When these tests were reorganised in the last quarter 

of 1950, still fUrther emphasis was placed on soreens designed to test 

compounds whose activity was oomparable with hoxmone weedkillers I cell 

elongation and cell division tests were designed in this way, and root 

tests on five classes of plants ensured that selectivity, if it existed, 

was reoognised. Further changes that were made in the soreeniIIg procedure 

resulted in the tests including in 1953 the oat coleoptlle oell elongation 

test, box tests on various plants, both pre- and post- emergence, and field 

tests on oompounds deemed suitable. These screens were designed to show 

any herbioidal acti vi ty, but in partioular to measure the auxin-like 

reaction found with 2, 4 - D and Jl:PA, to assess the likely seleotivity of 

the oompound under test" and to asoertain whether it possessed pre-emergent 

aotivity. 

(7) G. Edmund Jones. PPL Report Bo. MS/14 (September 1958). 
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The importance of selectivity ~ be seen not on1y in Plant 

Protection I s market forecasts and testing, but also in contemporary 

accounts of developments in herbiCides. Writing in 1957 of recently 

developed herbicides, Crafts claimed that "they represent greater and 

greater complex! ty of molecular configuration. This ~ evidence two 

possible trendsl (i) a search for, and development of greater selectivity, 

or (H) a tendency to put out compounds of unique chemical composition 

that can be patented. I1' selectivity is the objective of the tremendous 

efforts being expended by industry, it is COIIIIII8ndable because we need herb

icides to n t into many niches not filled at the present time. Less 

expensive and less ha:aD1'ul. pre-emergence chemicals are needed in corn and 

sorghum crops. More selective materials are required for use in soybeans, 

field beans and snap beans. J. general pre-emergenoe s~ for control 

of both broad-leaved weeds and grasses is needed for cotton. AlIi highly 

selective materials are desirable in sugar beets, tomatoes, and a host 

of vegetable crops". (8). 

3. The recoe tion of a new herbioide I 

It was in this framework of seeking after selective herbicidal 

properties and in an organisation whose professed objeotives and actual. 

testing facilities stressed the importance of cbamicals possessing these 

properties, that the bipyridyl herbicides were discovered. The observation 

which led to research activity was made atJealotts Hill in 1947, when, 

in the course of trials establishing the eff'eotiveness of a compound f'0nD

ulated with a wetter, it was notioed tbat the wetter itself' possessed 

herbicidal acti vi ty. The knowlecJse that ~ surface active agents 

(a) A. S. Craf'ts (op. olt., see above note }). 74. 
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possessed phytotoxicity when administered in sufficiently large 

doses was reinforced by the observation that one such compound, dodecyl

trimethyl 8DIIl0nium bromide, was active in the field. Eywninaticn of 

surfactants followed, the belief being that the detergent scoured the wax 

from the plant leaves, producing a characteristic scorch. This led to 

the conclusion that "quaternary 8DIIlO!l1um salts having one long and three 

short carbon chains attached to the nitrosen atom were more active than 

other types, e.g. l.ong chain sulphonic acids" (9). Typical application 

rates were some 15 lb/acre in greenhouse tests, estimated to be equival.ent 

to about 60 lb/acre in the field. The 1947 observation of dodecyltrimethyl 

ammonium bromide was repeated when the compound was resubmitted in 

February 1954, and efforts were made to find other suitable quatemary 

ammonium salts. This involved not only the synthesis of compounds which 

held promise, but also the testing of existing compounds which had been 

made for some other purpose, and which seemed likely to possess herbicidal 

properties. In the third quarter of 1954, for instance, sCllle 160 compounds 

were screened at Jealotts Bill, including as well as compounds specially 

synthesized such by-product materials as ~ process oil from the 

methyl methacrylate skinning tank (which did not prove to be useful). 

An idea of the interest in different compounds MY be gained from eJ!8lllinfng 

the six categories of compounds undergoing screening at Jealotts Bill. in 

1954. These comprised compounds specially synthesized at Bl.ackley, by the 

Dyestuffs Division of 101, aspirin derivatives, benzy thiocyanates, benzoic 

acids, derivatives of CMD (3 - (p - chlorophenyl) - 1, 1-d1methylurea), 

and quaternary &IIIIIIOD1um salts. 

In 1954, the impact began to be felt of the 1953 decision to modif'y 

the testing procedures by replacing asar tests with box· testa, in which 

(9) W R "D__ 'Diquat Introduction to B)'IDPOsium, 27 May 1960', unpubl1shed • • • DUUn, 
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(9) w ••• Boon. 'D<quat Introd"" ..... to ...-., .... ~ *>' 1960'. -"-' 
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small steel boxes with established plants and seeds were sp~d. In 

particular the n\DDber of compounds screened at Jealotts Hill increased 

markedly. Whereas in 1951 the averase number of compounds tested was 

between 40 and 50 each quarter, this rose rapidly in 1953, and by 1954 

the n\DDber tested each quarter was close to 110 (10). The availability 

of resources for carrying out screening placed pressure on those respon

sible for providing compounds for test. The synthetic chemists were 

occupied in a planned programme of synthesizing aspirin and CMU derivatives, 

and less-planned programmes were enlarged as was possible. The effect on 

the programme investigating quatemary 8IIIIIOnium salts can be clearly 

recognised. Not only were compounds related to the ori8inal lead of 

dodecyltrimethyl ammoni\DD bromide synthesized, but any related compounds 

already in existence were used as candidates for screening. In late spring 

and summer of 1954, the specimen collection of chemicals of DrestU£fs 

Division in Blackley was examined for quaternary 8IIIIIOIli\DD salts, and 

suitable compounds were set aside for testing at Jealotts Hill. 

Thus whereas in the last quarter of 1954 25 quaternary 8IIDOni\DD salts 

were screened at Jealotts Hill, of which 11 proved of interes,\;, in the 

first quarter of 1955 some 50 quaternary smmoni\DD salts were tested. The 

report on the biological testing of these mentioned "a dipyridyl and a 

n1.DDber of dodecyl quaternary smmonium hydroxides were of particular interest" 

{11}. The dipyridyl had been selected £ram the DrestU£fs Specimen colleotion 

in October 1954, and was tested at Jealotts Hill in Pebru&r7 1955, as speo

imen K.8483. It was recosn1sed as being very active when applied at 

10 Ib/acre, and steps were u-adiately taltep to investigate it 1'urther, 

In th Dd and third quarters of 1950, the number of compounds tested 
e seco in the same quarters of 1951 it became 36 

was 38 and 21 respeotively; uart f 1953 it had reaohed 105. 
and 54 respectively; by the fourt: qt d ere: quarter ap.in rose 

!a;;~:in!~;,m~~,o~60~ f~; :h:~our quarters (Jealott~ Hill 

Reports, 1950-1954). 

( 10) 

(11) Jealotts Hill Report for quarter ending 31 March, 1955. 
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both from the approach of the synthetic chemist, and from that of' the 

biologist. 

First, the compound was re-analysed. Orig1na1ly, it had been 

synthesized in Decanber 1950 by R.J. Fielden of' Dyestuffs Division (in 

the course of work not intentionally associated with synthesizing bioIos

ically active compounds), who had assigned it the structural f'o:aaul.a 

This was reinvest1gated, and found to be in error. Analysis showed 

the constitution to be B, B' -et~lene - 2, 2!di~diniumdibromide 

# 
B B 
/\ / \ 

Br C~-C~ Br 

The next steps taken by the Blaokley synthetic chemists were to IDOdif'y 

Fielden's method of preparing the ccmpound (originally, in two preparations 

each lasting 8 hours, Fielden bad synthesized just over 18 grams) so as 

to prepare 150 grams f'or testing on further screens, and to prepare or 

collect other quaternary salts closely related to K.8483. In March, J.pril 

and May the Blackley chemists provided Dine close lIIIAlosuss to K.8483, 

• inclUding the ccmpound K.8606 that was to be the precursor of' the 4, 4 -

dipyridyl, paraquat (12). These enabled further tests on biological activity 

to be made on these compounds, and a theory to be established relating 

activity to chemical structure. 

(12) R. J. Fielden, Laboratory Botebook 5431, 78 and letter tram R.L. JODeS 
to W.G. Templeman, 24 June 1955. 
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3.1 Establishment of activity-structure relationshipl 

To relate the activity of the compounds to their structural fo~, 

it was necessary both to study the physical chemistry of dipy.r1~ls and 

to observe the nature of their herbicidal acti vi ty. It was observed quite 

soon that those bipyri~lium salts that possessed activity were distin

guished by extremely rapidly af'fecting the plant, in a ~ that sugsested 

that the activity could not be ascribed to metabolic disturbance, but was 

compatible with what might be expected if free radicals were produced and 

ruptured the cell membrane. It bad been known since 1933 that 4, 4' -

bipyridylium salts were reduced to a free radical, and that this free 

radical was unusually stable (13). This bad been attributed to resonance 

in the radical, and it had been observed that this stability depended 

essentially on the delocalisation of the odd electron over the whole mole-

cule, which in turn required that the two rings should be co-pl.anar. This 

stability does not depend entirely upon co-planarityl wereClO""pl.anarity a 

sufficient criterion for stability and hence for herbicidal activity, 2, 3' -

and 3, 3' -diwri~ls would be expected to be acti V8. In fact, they were 

not, and it was necessary to assume that a second oondition for free radical 

stability was that the two nitrogen atoms should oocupy suitable positions, 

these excluding any molecules with nitrogen atCllls in the ~ - position. 

By analogy with 4, 4' _ bipyridyl, it was possible to guess tlat 2, 2' -

• would behave as a free radical producer, and also that 2, 4 would be less 

active than either 2,2' or 4,4', because of sterio h1nderanoe preventing 

co-planari ty (14). This fitted the observed facts that when the nitrogen 

atans in the ortho _ positions bad unlinked substituent groups, herbicidal 

activity disappeared, and helped explain ~ herbioidal activity lessened 

as the chain length between quaternarY 8IIIDODilD groups increased, for while 

(13) L. Michaelis and B.B. Bill, 'The Viologen Indicators', The Jourpal of' 
General Phxsiology, .l! (1933), 859-813. 

(14) T lil TCIIll1nson 'Mode of actim of' dipyriql 
R.F. Homer, G.e. Mees, and • .! _1~2fLJB~rl;SenlDlitiJ1f'''i20_J'oDZliO~duAGIIIiIi .. :lgu1W1i11 .. tllolurt_ ..... quaternary salts as herbioides', x,' 0 _ _ 0 ___ - - -

.ll. (June 1960), 309-315. 
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two carbon atoms could be accommodated without loss ot the structure's 

planari ty, fUrther increase in chain length caused twisting. 

This posited explanation ot the bipyridyl activity concentrated 

attention on the general abill ty of a compound to be reduced, and the 

relationship between free radical to:mation and phytotOxicity. Generally, 

it was found that bipyridylium quaternary salts that were not reducible, 

such as the 2, 3' and 3, 3' isa.ers, were not biologically active. This 

correlation was examined further, by relating biological activity with the 

ease of reduction measured by ascertaining the redox potential. Work to 

assess this theory was reported in progress in March 1951, and in September 

the redox properties ot 42 compounds had been measured, including those ot 

27 derivatives of 4, 41 
- dipyridyl and 8 ot 2, 21 - dipyridyl. J. 

relationship was discovered between the ease of reduction and the herbic-

idal activity: diquat, as K.8483 became known, had a redox potential ot 

-349 mV, and was highly and rapidly active; paraquat had a redox potential 

of -446 mV, and was highly active but slower acting; but salts with redox 

potential less (i.e. more negative) than -500 mV were not all rapid in 

action, and might possess no activity at all. Further caloulations were 

made, to test the bellef that free radicals were responsible tor the 

compounds' phototoxici ty. J. reduction potential ot .... 380 mV was asBUlD8d for 

a plant, and the free radical concentration in tlB plant was calculated 

for a chemical do.. that just failed to kill it. Whereas the chemical 

dose differed between compounds by a tactor ot several hundred, the free 

radical conoentration dittered by only a tactor ot three. By this work, 

which was reported in 1960, a theory was establlsbed which enabled the 

action of dipyridyl herbioides to be predioted more accurately (15). 

( 15) R.F. Homer et al. (op. oit., see above note 14) aDd R.O; Brlan, 
'Electrons and the mode ot action ot oertain herbioides • ~. 
~. (November 27, 1965), 1959. 
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Thus the first screen which had operated in the m1nds of chemists 

responsible for providing compounds for biol~cal testing had been 

successively refined, first from the general class of quater.nar,y ammonium 

salts to dipyridyls in particu1ar, am. then within this restricted catesory 

to those compounds which possessed particu1ar measurable physical propert

ies. Through this refinement and abstraction of the conceptual screen, 

chemists were able to concentrate on the compounds that had been chosen _ 

diquat and paraquat - vi th some confidence that they were not neglecting 

other, possibly more attractive, compounds. 

In July, 1958, Homer was able to report that "no compound more 

herbicidally active than K.848} has been found, and f'rom a consideration 

of the steric requirements necessary to give a IDOlecu1e reducible ~ one-

electron steps via a free radical, it would appear that ~ittle fUrther 

exploration in this field is possible" (16). 

It is interesting to contrast the development of this abstract screen 

wi th the developilent of that used by Suckling in the synthesis of the 

anaesthetic halothane, where the theory was well fol.'lllUl.ated before any 

compound was synthesized. In the develoPllent of the theory behind the 

bipyridyl herbicides, the measurement of free radical ooncentration has 

a striking similarity vi th that of the:modyDamio oonoentration advanoed 

by Ferguson for anaesthetios. Whereas halothane was a 0CIIIlP0UIld QIlthesized 

and tested early in the researoh progr&IIIII8, diquat was a compound sub

mitted much later to soreening for biological aotivity. In both oas.s, 

the theory behind the partioular pattem of end effeots desired was refined. 

for the anaesthetio, the ooeff'ioient of' activity of' ooaapouDds was introduced. 

(16) !RA Report 1172 (July 1958). 
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for the herbicides, the original theory of detergent-like scouring of 

wax from the leaves was much changed to recognise the importance of 

free radical concentration. In both cases, the theoretica1 screen prov-

ided a means of using known physica1 chemica1 measuring techniques to 

approximate to end effects which cou1d only be measured with greater complex- o 

i ty and at higher cost. By developing an acceptable and trustworthy abstra

cted screen, the synthetic chemists had established for themselves an 

impressive contact with the body of scientific knowledge that had previous1y 

been established. 

In this context, it is important that both screens were necessary but 

not sufficient: an anaesthetic compound might have about the correct 

thermodynamiC concentration yet prove unacoeptable because it caueed un-

wanted side effects; and a compound with the correct plaD&rity of structure 

and with approximately the desired redox potentia1 might possess no ' herbic

idal properties. In both these cases, the explanation is believed to be 

found in physiological factors in the human body or the plant oells, and 

reflects upon the partia1 nature of the theories desoribing narcosis or 

phytotoxicity. 

3.2 Analysis: 

Para1lel with the synthetic work to e:xam1ne oandidate compounde and 

to evolve a theory relating biologica1 activity with cb8mica1 properties, 

analytic methods for examining bipyridYl herbicide residues were being 

devised and refined. By the end of the first quarter of 1957, a methOd 

had been evolved, involving bydro1ysis of starch followed by absorption 

of diquat on cation-
excbaDS8 

resin. This produoed resu1ts accurate to 

1 p.p.m in potatoes, and 5 p.p.m. in wheat. By MarCh 1959, thBse rell11ts 
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had been improved to be aocurate within 0.01 p.p.m., and in February 

1960 it was possible to dete%mine diquat in potatoes with a sensitivity 

of 0.005 p.p.m. These analytio teohniques showed extremely low residue 

levels were obtained: in potatoes sp~d with diquat at 1 1b/acre and at 

4 lb/acre, residues were between 0.025 p.p.m. and 0.525 p.p.m. There was 

no difference between the peel and body of the potato, and boiling allowed 

them to lose about a third of the diquat residue (17). This oonoentration 

on residues in potatoes indicates the most olear1y defined target envisaged 

for diquat in the period 1957-1960• 

3.} Field Trials: 

From bio10gioal soreening and subsequent field trials in 1955 and 1956, 

various app1ioations for diquat had been examined. Initial trials were 

reported in June 1956, showing satisfactory results against potato haulm, 

various results on oerea1s with some variation in the reaction of different 

species, the eradioation of weeds like yelloW and white ohar10ok, but des-

truction of the foliage onl.y of perennial weeds. Trials also shOwed that 

contact with the soil rendered diquat inactive (18). Contemporary belief 

in diquat's biological activity may be rurther assessed by examining the 

claims made in the patent oovering manufaoture and uee, whose complete 

specifioation was filed on June 1, 1956. This states that oomp1ete kill 

of wheat, mustard, marigold, sugar beet, red olover and oleavers had been 

achieved when one part of the salt was mixed with 100 parts water and 

applied at 20 gal10ns/aore • An 0.0625 per oent solution applied .. t the 

same rate killed broad 1e .. ved weeds with negl.igib1e daIDBB8 to whe .. t, oa.ts 

and barley; at 0.5 per oent, the solution waS effeotive &B&in
st 

potato haulm 

and provided oomp1ete oontro1 of 8IJIIUAl weeds ~ but killed onl7 the shOOts 

of perennial weeds (19). In 1957, the resul. ts of two yea.rs' trials with 

(17) FPL Report pp/E/37 (FebruarY 1960). 

(18) Jea10tts Rill Report for quarter endiDB 30 June 1956. 

(19) B.P. 785,732. 
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diquat were internally reportedl its mode of action as a contact weed

killer and its inaotivation by the soil were desoribed; its oontrol over 

various annual weeds was eDlllined; in oereals, the yield ot barl&y', wheat 

and oats had been lowered unless the herbioide was applied at the 2-3 

leaf stage, when only barley was affeoted; against potato haulm, the results 

seemed better than any aohievable with sulphurio acid or sodium arsenite (20). 

From these tield tests, it is possible to understand the properties 

that were being looked torl a measure ot seleotivity was sought, parti

cularly tor oontrol ot weeds in oereals; control ot various other weeds, 

both perennial and ann1l&l was desired; potato haulm was investigated beoause 

diquat seemed partioularly sui table; desiooation ot ootton and olover was 

also examined. The importanoe ot establishing seleotive characteristios 

can be seen from the internal report tor the last quarter ot 1958, which 

reterred to sorting tests aimed at "altering the seleotivity of the 

chemical". The ourrent thinking was SUlllDBd up in the tirst external rsport , , 
on diquat, published in Nature; "olearly, 111 - ethylene · - 212 -dipyridy-

Hum dibromide is a very potent, trenslooatable, rapid-acting, non

persistent, post-emersenoe herbioide. Potential outlets seem to lie mainly 

in the tield ot potato haulm destruction, orop dessioation and nOD-seleotive 

weed-killing, though it may tind some application as a seleotive weed

killer in oereals. More research is needed before the full potential ot 

this new herbioide can be de tined" (21). 

The 

with the 

significanoe ot these oonolusions may be ju.dsed by comparing them 

1958 survey made by Plant Proteotion Ltd., ot the potential world 

market tor orop proteotion produots. This showed that the applications 

singled out in the lature report ocapriaed a relatively l1li&11 market. 

demand tor oompounds had been estimated at two prioe levels for each 

(20) Jealotts Hill Report tor quarter ending 30 June 1957. 

The 

(!1) R.e. Brian, R.F. Homer, J. stubbs and R.L. Jones, 'A new herbioide', 
Nature m (London 1958), 446-447. 
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application. At the higher price, the potential market for chemicals 

to destroy potato haulm and to desiccate crops was estimated to be 

approximately £1.25 million; and at the lower price level £1.75 million. 

Should the compound show sufficient selectivity to be used against wild 

oats in wheat in North America a market of £0.8 to £2.5 million,depending 

on price, might be possible. However, the prices for all these applic

ations were extremely low: the estimate for potato haulm, for example, 

was based on a high price of £1 - 1.25/acre, and on a low price of 

£0.75/acre (22). It was reported that excellent destruction of potato 

haulm required between 1 and 2 lbs of diquat per acre, and the estimated 

maximUm price for this application that could be calculated was therefore 

between £0.375 and £1.25 per lb of diquat. The estimated maximUm price of 

di quat for desiccant ~s may similarly be calculated as between £0.125 

and £1. 0 per lb. 

In addition to these applications which were being inVestigated, other 

uses were being actively considered. In the summer of 1957, Dr. W.R. Boon, 

the research director of Plant Protection Limited, made an extended visit 

to North America. llthoush he paid relatively little attention to herbi

cides, since a colleague was also in the United states to do this, he 

recommended early trials for K.8483, to ensure mea.n.ingful. American results. 

Particular uses he recOlllDBnded investigating inoluded weed control in cotton 

and maize, control of weeds in small grains, particularly thOse resistant 

to hormone weedkillers, industrial applications, for desiccation, and to 

reduce tillage and soil erosion in the Western states. In 1957, field trials 

had included diquat (then known as J'B2) for ldlling woodY plants; rapid 

defoliation was followed by rapid regrowth, and the oonol
usion 

on perennial 

weeds was quite explicit: "little differenoe between JB2 treated plots and 

(22) G. Edmund Jones (op.oit., see above note 7)· 
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controls was visible. It was just possible to see that FB2 plots had 

been sPr&¥ed". In 1958, more extended trials occurred, testing diquat 

for four main applicationaldesiccation and defoliation, potato haulm, 

weed control and acquatic weed control. The results were encouraging 

for desiccant uses, and for potato haulm, but weed control showed that 

ini tial knockdown was followed by regrowth. One trialist reported that 

although it was an outstandingly successful contact weedkiller, it was 

unlikely to be commercially successful, since it possessed DO residual 

properties. The prices which successful application might accept remained 

quite low: as a desiccant in corn,a price ot as high as ~10 per lb. ot 

diquat seemed possible, but other applications would be attractive only at 

a price ot about.$ 5 per lb (2~). 

3.4 Pricing 

The importance ot price was recognised in all reviews ot 1'uture demand. 

In July 1959, the estimated sales ot diquat was given tor proven applic

ations, applications that were nearly proven, and tor speculative outlets 

at consumer price that ranged trom 10/- to 40/- per lb. At the lowest 

price level, sales ot over ~50 tons a year in three years' time were tore-

cast for markets where diquat was almost technically provenl at the 

highest price level, this was only 10 tons a year. It was thus recognised 

that the sales of diquat heavily depended on the costs ot production, and 

effort was concentrated on examining possible routes tor manufacture. 

It is interesting to note that contemporary estimates ot likely costs 

of dipyridyls, although they varied considerably, were between oneand two 

(23) W.R. BOON, Report .!RA 1120 (Sept_ber 1951); R.B. Birst and D.L. Martin, 
ReportFlXC/2 (January 1959); and T.C. Breese, Report F/0X/109 (February 
1959). There is potential coni'uBiCll over nomenclature I the OQIIIPOUDd 
used was known successively as Specimen Collection No. 12,838 at Blackley, 
as trial compound K.848~ at Jealotts Bill, and as FB2 for .American trials. 
In June 1959 the BriUah Weed Control Counoil approved the name diquat 
which was used until the deoiBion was made in January 1960 to apply for 
the trade name 'Reglone'. Paraquat had s1JD1lar ohaDges of name. 
Originally submitted to Jealotts Bill as oompound IC.s606, it was sub
sequently known as R9910 or PP910 before the title ot 'paraquat' 
in the Development Committee minute. ot Bovaaber 1960. The name 
was agreed on later. 
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order of magnitude higher than the estimated maximum prioe possible for 

~pplications that could be f'oreseen. These conclusions might have been 

viewed as enough to end research in this area, since the gap between IIIBJdmum 

price and minimum cost was so large. In f'act, the ef'f'ect of' this gap's 

being identified was to concentrate attention on closing it. There seems 

to have been several reasons f'or this. Firet, the synthetic chemists at 

Blackley who transferred to Jealotts Hill in the late summer of' 1955 bad 

e~rienced the dramatic fall in price undergone by hexametbylene diam1ne 

as it was transformed f'rom being a ,peciality chemical produoed in small 

quanti ties to a major intermediate for nylon production, lI8Ilufactured on a 

very large scale. Dr. Boon, Research Director at Jealotts Hill, olaims that 

the discrepancy between price and f'irst cost estimates was not a tremendous 

worry, for he was oonf'ident that the estimate of oost would f'all when large 

scale production was achieved. Second, the gap between the desired and the 

achieved cost was so clearly identified that it acted as a challenge to the 

ingenuity and scientif'ic skills of chemists. A class of oompounds hitherto 

best known as viologen indicators, used in minute quantities, was desired 

on a large soale at low cost. The molecule required, scale of' produotion 

and price were all def'ined, and the chemist was working towards a very clearly 

recognised goal. 

3.5 IeI effort to devise manufacturipg routesl 

It is perhaps predictable that this challanege should be taken up, but 

the breadth of response to it could not be foreseen, for several parts of' 

leI became involved, each contributing its own expertise. At Jealotts Hill 

itself, experiments were made to gain information about possible routes to 

K.8483, and to prepare isomers and analogues for further elucidation of' the 

mechanism. Thus in 1956 work took place to synthesime 2, 4' - dipyri~lJ 
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by February 1957, some 30 quaternary salts of dipyridyls had been synth

esized (24). During March, after the relationship between molecular 

structure and biological activity had been postulated and it had become 

clearer that K.8483 was likely to be among the most e£fective canpo\U1ds, 

attempts were made to synthesize K.8483 by new economic routes: one reaction 

vas based on pyrolisis of pyridine !-oxide; another involved seven stages, 

and produced "minute quantities of an inactive canpo\U1d"; a success£u1 four

stage route to 2, 2' - dipyridyl was devised; and other routes were invest-

igated, including one based on ferric chloride and pyridine. 

This work was taken up in other parts of lCI, so that by J\U1e 1957 

work to find a method suitable for the manufacture of K.8483 was proceeding 

actively at Dyes, :Billingbam and Jealotts Hill. Earlier a joint meeting 

had been held and a list of possible routes prepared. The work at each 

of these centres was concentrated on di£ferent approaches. At Dyestuffs 

Division, where K.8483 had first been synthesized, and where equipnent 

existed for small scale manufacture of organic chemicals, the original 

synthesis devised by Fielden was modified for larger quantities. The new 

route was based on .2. _ phenanthroline, which was oxidised before decarb

oxylation to 2, 2' _ dipyridyl. Using this route, by Deoember 1956 some 

50 lbs had been made, and by March 1957 87 lbs had been manuf'actured. The 

cost of this route was prohibitively hish for all but trial quantities, 

since the starting material was qui te expensive, and three stages with quite 

small overall yield were required. At :Billingham, in the part of lCl with 

most experienoe in large scale production of organiO ohemicals, work was 

done to investigate the teohnology of a route suggested in early work at 

Jealotts Hill, based on the reaction between £errio ohloride and pyridine. 

These when reaoted together at hish temperature give yielde of predominantly 

2, 2' dipyridyl. with a mixture o£ other products. inoluding some tripyridyl. 

(:~4) ARA Report 1087 (February 1957)· 
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This work was started in the autumn of 1951, and continued throughout 

1958. Work was aimed in particular at raising the yield of 2, 2' -dipyridyl 

and in overcoming extremely severe corrosion problems. These corrosion 

problems remained, and the expected cost of K.8483 from this p;rocess, with 

pyridine costed at £515/ton, for a plant prod\X:ing 300 tons of 2, 2' -

dipyridyl annually, was over £1,300 per ton. This price was considsred too 

high by Plant Protection, and Boon subsequently reported in November 1959 

that Dyestuffs Division had decided that they would not be able to make 

plant available to use this route (25). 

In November 1959, at the same time as reporting that the ferric 

chloride route did not seem very promising, Boon reported that a route 

to 2, 2' dipyridyl based on pyridine using a specially prepared Baney nickel 

catalyst appeared promising, and that ICI (Australia and New Zealand) had 

done some work that could provide the basis for a manufacturing route. 

Dyestuffs Division was investigating, and a route for manufacture in 1960 

seemed possible. By 28 January 1960, Dyestuffs Division had reported that 

they should be able to make dipyridyl at a rate equivalent to 1 ton of 

diquat per week by the end of February, and 5 tons of diquat per week by 

the end of May. In March, it was reported that Dyestuffs Division hoped to 

make 45 tons of diquat in August and september, and on 30 June it was rep

orted that the Huddersfield plant had started operation the previOUS ~ (26). 

The variety of response to the challenge of devising an eooncmic 

manufacturing route is somewhat surprising if one considers that different 

divisions of rCI were involved, each of which was geographically remote 

and administratively distinct from Plant Protection. In part, tbese barriers 

were overcome through the active efforts of Boon, who was aoutely oonscious 

of the fact that a compound wLth useful properties required only a manufact

( :~ 5) Jealotts Hill Reports 1951-1958, A.H. Jubb, '2, 2' - dipyridyl' HOC 
Report (1959), and DevelopDent CODDittee Minutes July 31 and November 

30, 1959. 

(26) DevelopDent Committee MinUtes, R~r 30, 1959 and June 
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uring route. With diquat, as with paraquat later, Boon repeatedly 

pressed his colleagues in manuf"acturing divisions to carry out work to 

make this possible. By June 1957, he was successf'ul. to the extent that 

work was taking place in Dyestuf"f's Division at Blackley and Heavy Organic 

Chemicals Division a t Teesside; by July 1959, General Chemicals Division 

at Widnes was also involved, and in November 1959 I.C.I.A.N.Z. in Australia 

contributed a route. 

The reaction of' divisions to Boon's enthusiasm was helpf'ul., and a 

contributing reason was the contact that already exir . between these 

lCI divisions and Plant Protection. Dyestuf'f's, Heavy Organic Chanicals 

and General Chemicals Divisions were all accustaned to providing compounds 

for test at Jealotts Hill, and representatives of' these Divisions m&de 

frequent trips to Jealotts Hill to discuss the progress of' candidate 

compounds. Visitors £'rem Blackley were particularly f'requent when chemists 

there were responsible f'or synthesizing candidate compounds; Boon, f'or 

instance, while at Blackley spent more than a week in all at Jealotts Bill in 

each of 1954 and 1955 (27). In addition, Boon had the advantage of' having 

worked at Blackley alongside his colleagues whom he was now persuading to 

undertake research on his behalf'. The geographical and administrative 

barriers which might easily have impeded diquat's BUccessf'ul. development 

were overcome, and a great deal of' the responsibility f'or achieving this is 

attributable to Boon's championship of' the projeot. The role of' product 

champion described by Schon was f'illed, in the development of' bipyridyl 

herbicides, by Boon (28). 

At the point in 1960 when manuf'acture of' diquat beoame possible, 

important developments were being made in the knowledge of' applications 

of diquat and derived compounds. In July, 1959, sales outlets believed 

(27) Jealotts Bill Reports, 1953-1955. 

(28) D.A. Schon, Invention and the Eyolution 01' Ideal. (London, 195}). 
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"alJDost technically proven" comprised potato haulm destruction in the 

U.K., and cotton and seed crop desiccation in the U.S.A •• and the total 

market after three years' sales was estimated to be about ~70 tons. at 

the lowest price considered. :By March 1960. sales to technically proven 

applications were estimated to comprise 990 tons in the third year of 

marketing, while anticipated outlets were estimated to comprise a further 

1030 tons. The major new applications were for firebreak desiccation in 

Australia. and for weed control in Malayan rubber. In November 1960. the 

sales potential had again been revised. and sales in 1965 were estimated 

to comprise 1200 to 1400 tons. of which a third was attributable to potato 

haulm destruction (29). However. at the same time that these fluctuating 

estimates were being made, intormation was becoming available about a 

second bipyridyl herbicide, which bad many attributes in common with diquat, 

but possessed sufficient distinctive features to make it extremely inter-

esting on its own account. 

4. Recognition of paraguat: 

In the second quarter of 1958 !ield trials with cU.quat bad been 

rounded off in the U.K., and a further series of tests were pertoDl8d on 

another bipyridylium herbicide, known as K.8606. This bad originally 

been submitted to Jealotts Hill from Blackley on April 25, 1955, when its 

activity had been observed to be slightly less than that of diquat. In 

the third quarter of 1958, it was retested, and seen to be ''more effective 

in controlling grasses than K.848~, but less effective asaJ.nst red clover 

and several broadleaved weeds •••• " In June 1959, it was reported that 

10.9 lb of K.8606 (1,1 1 _ dimethyl _ 4,4 1 
- dipyridylium diiodide) bad been 

despatched to Mal~, where tria1s were taking place with diquat. whioh 

(29) DevelollDent COIIIIlittee Minutes, July ~1. 1959 and March ~ and November 

3, 1960. 
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was expected to have a market of some 500 tons annually for oontrol of 

weed. Preliminary results indioated that K.e606 "gives a better and 

much more persistent weed oontrol and is oomparable at 1 lb/aore with 

BIbs of dalapon or 20 lbs of ohlorate for at least six weeks. A pre

liminary trial ••• oomparing K.e606 with diquat ••• shows that K.e606 

is superior" (,0). 

It thus ooourred that, at the time it had been proved possible to 

manufacture diquat, a new herbioide was reoognised, with apparent important 

advantages. As had been the oase for diquat, it was not able to be manu-

factured economioally; unlike diquat, there was not such a strong patent 

position. 

4.1 Manufacturing routes for par!auat I 

In 1959, oonsiderable effort was devoted to developing Plant Prot-

ection's understanding of the new compound. Field trial.s were initiated 

in the U.K., as well as in Malaya, and work was performed at Jeal.otts Hill 

on routes to 4, 4' _ dipyridyl, originally investigating the reaction 

between pyridine, zino and aoetio anhydride, with the purpose of making 

quantities of 4,4' _ dipyridyl for quaternisation for trial. purposes. 

More speoulative work on reaotions involving sodium and pyrid1ne and the 

reaction between pyridine-!-oxide and ammonia. The route from sodium and 

pyridine had been reported in 1924, but had the same disadvantage that the 

reaction was highly infl8lllllB.ble, involving a pyrophorio mixture of sodium, 

pyridine and oxygen (31). :Boon was aware of work ooourring in General. 

(30) 

(31 ) 

Jealotts Hill Report for quarter ending June 3<), 1959. 

C.R. Smith, 'Dipf1'idyls f'rOID pyridine ', in J,Am.CheI!!. 800" J§" 
2 (February 1924), 414-419. It is interesting to note that Smith 
was a ohemist engaged on synthesising oompounds for the United 
States Dept. of Agriculture, in the Inseotioide and Fungioide 
Laboratory. Smi th reoords that he tested I' y, - dipyridyl, and 
found an impure mixture to be toxio, while a purified sample 

displayed no toxioity. 
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was expected to have a market of some 500 tons annually for control of 

weed. Preliminary results indicated that K.8606 "gives a better and 

much more persistent weed control and is comparable at 1 lb/acre with 

8 Ibs of daIapon or 20 lbs of chlorate for at least six weeks. A pre

liminary trial ••• comparing K.8606 with diquat ••• shows that K.8606 

is superior" (30 ). 

It thus occurred that, at the time it had been proved possible to 

manufacture diquat, a new herbicide was recognised, with apparent important 

advantages. As had been the case for diquat, it was not able to be manu-

factured economically; unlike diquat, there was not such a strong patent 

position. 

4.1 Manufacturing routes for par!guat: 

In 1959, considerable effort was devoted to developing Plant Prot

ection's understanding of the new compound. Field trials were initiated 

in the U.K., as well as in Malaya, and work was perfo:t'IDed at Jealotts Hill 

on routes to 4, 4' _ dipyridyl, originally investigating the reaction 

between pyridine, zinc and acetic anhydride, with the purpose of making 

quantities of 4,4' _ dipyridyl for quatern1sation for trial purposes. 

More speculative work on reactions involving sodium and pyridine and the 

reaction between pyridine-!-oxide and ammonia. The route from sodium and 

pyridine had been reported in 1924, but had the same disadvant888 that the 

reaction was highly infl8111118.ble, involving a pyrophoric mixture of sodium, 

pyridine and oxygen (31). Boon was aware of work occurring in General 

(30) 

(31 ) 

Jeal otts Hill Report for quarter ending June 30, 1959. 

C.R. Smith, 'Di~idyls from pyridinS', in J.Am.CheI!!· Soc" .!a, 
2 (February 1924), 414-419. It is interesting to note that Smith 
was a chemist engaged on syntheSising compounds for the United 
States Dept. of Agriculture, in the Insectioide and J'lmgi°ide 

and 
Laboratory. Smi th reoords that he tested r' y, - dipyridy , 
found an impure mixture to be toxiC, while a purified sample 

displayed no toxicity. 
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Chemical Division of lCl on sonically dispersed sodium, and he asked 

C.G. Harris, the General Chemicals Research Director, whether he would 

investigate whether the finely dispersed sodium might be used, with the 

prospect of diminished fire risk. In November 1959. Boon reported that 

General Chemicals Division was investigating a process for R9910 (32). 

The research thus started in General Chemicals Division developed 

rapidly. In December, 1959, two possible routes to the 4,4'- dipyridyl 

were envisaged, based on the rsactions between pyridine, acetic anhydride 

and zinc and between pyridine, acetic anhydride and sodium, with oxidation 

of the products to yield dipryidyl. Throughout 1960, work continued to 

investigate the conditions under which the sodium reaction proceeded. By 

June 1960, it had been shown that the reaction gave yields greater than 

those obtained from zinc, and that it could be controlled using finely 

dispersed sodium. It had also become evident that ultrasonic dispersion 

of sodium would prove too expensive, particularly when scaled up, and 

efforts then centred on mechanical means of dispersion. 

In December, 1960 it was reported that research was continuing on 

three levels concurrently: laboratory experiment, semi-technioal scale 

experiment and design work for a 50 ton per year pilot plant. The prooess 

to be used in the pilot plant was only known in outline: sodium was mech

anically dispersed in a solvent, was then reacted with pyridine. oxidised, 

and then had the solvent and dipyridyls removed by filtration and distil

lation. Although it had low effioiency overall, the prooess had the great 

appeal of being workable, and would produoe suffioient quantity for the 

trials which Plant Protection required. Initially, it had been proposed 

to make 100 lb of 4,4' -dipyridyl ion for 1960 field trials on a Widnes 

(32) Developnent COIIIIlittee Minutes, November 30, 1959. 
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semi-technical plant (~3). Although this demand was eventually met f'1'OIII 

Blackley, the larger amounts required for extended field trials cou1d 

only be supplied fmm a larger plant, and this was the firet objective 

of General Chemicals Division's research, and the stimulus for the extreme 

urgency with which this objective was pursusd. The justification for this 

effort can be seen by examining the importance of field trials. 

4.2 Market Develol!Dent: 

Work on economic routes for synthesising the 4,4'-dipyridyl salts 

was justified by the applications that were simultaneously being developed. 

The actual market first indicated, the suppression of weeds in Malayan 

rubber holdings, was not particu1arly large. The 1958 survey of world 

markets for crop protection products, for example, had estimated it at 

£600,000 (~4). More interesting than this market alone was the property 

that the trials had shown to be possessed by paraquat, of control of grass 

weeds. This presented opportunities which were imaBinatively developed. 

Perhaps the most simple application was to extend the number of places 

where paraquat cou1d be used against grassy weeds. Jeater on his W8¥ to 

Malaya had stopped in Ceylon, to consider the problems of aquatiC weeds 

ther~,and he also examined what outlets for chemical weed control were prov

ided by the tea estates. For the principal problem - control of weeds in 

ravines bordering tea estates _ be recommended in a report written after 

his experience with paraquat in Malqa that trials with paraquat shou1d be 

made. It was subsequently decided that this shou1d be done providing that 

an economic manufacturing route seaDed possible (35). It was also dscided 

(33) General Chemicals Quarterly Research Report, December ~1, 1960. 

(34) 

(35) 

G. Edmund Jones (op. oit., Bee above note 7). 

FPL Reports FP/E/19 and PP/E/1S. 
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that Jeater should return to Ma1aya for two months in 1960, and for the 

whole of 1961, to develop more f'ully the uses of paraquat there. The 

Malayan market, though not on a very large scale itself, was invaluable 

in that it provided an application which was sizable and juatified 

developnent effort into other more speculative applications. In November 

1960, the first market forecast for paraquat was quantified for tropical 

crops alone. When, in February 1961, a more detailed market forecast 

was produced, it was estimated that tropical crops would account for 65 

per cent of the 1962 paraquat sales, 55 per cent of sales in 1965, and 

35 per cent of 1967 sales. The importance of the Ma1~ outlet for 

paraquat, particularly in the first stages of developDent and decl1n1ngly 

so later, can be seen from these estimates (36). 

While Jeater was establishing the conditions for uaing paraquat in 

Malaya, more speculative outlets were being developed in the U.K. The 

November 1960 market forecast specified pasture renovation, total weeding, 

chemical mowing and chemical hoeing as potential outlets, and stated that 

paraquat seemed very proai1sing for pasture renovation. At the same time, 

applications were being investigated that utilised the greater activity 

of paraquat against grasses, or where increased activity seemed possible. 

In 1959, experiments were made against bracken, using a paraquat-dalapon 

mixture; in 1960 experiments tested the efficiency of paraquat for removing 

grass at the base of apple trees; and in 1961 paraquat and diquat were 

both tested for use in daffodil beds. These tests were complementary to 

those which had been perfo:cned with diquat, which by 1961 had been tested 

for weed control in augar beet, bulbs, potatoes, lettuoe, parsnip, carrot, 

turnip, cabbage, raddish, onion and other vesetables (37). 

(36) Development COIIIDittee Minutes, February 2, 1961. 

(37) PPL Report PP/E/119 (September 1961). 
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A further use of diquat had been considered, which used the non

residual properties of the herbicide. A pasture which bad become run 

down was treated with diquat to destroy the 1nvad1ng weeds, and then 

reseeded with grass. This technique had been tested in Australia, where 

it was usef'ul in pastures on which weeds bad very severly encroached. It 

was not, however,so usef'ul. 86&1nst grassland with only small weed infest

ation, since diquat was predominantly active against broad-leaved weeds, 

and the pasture would still be predominantly grassy. The activity of 

~quat against grasses suggested that pasture renovation could occur 

using this herbicide before the weed encroachment grew too severe (38). 

4.2 Ploughless fanning: 

The use of paraquat for pasture renovation, allied with its other 

envisaged uses of chemical hoeing and chemical IDOWing, suggested a 1'urther 

question to Dr. Boon: why ploUBb at all, when paraquat could be used to 

destroy weeds. The prospect thus opened was immense, no less than the 

possibility of displacing one of the central activities of faxmers. The 

bipyridyl herbicides offered the opportunity not of replacing other herb

icides. but of displacing a mechanioal teohniqus hitherto essential for 

large scale fU'ming. The opportunity was subsequently desoribed: " it 

could be that the introduction of the two new herbioides will bring about 

as big a revolution in agrioulture as the steam ell8'ine did in manufacturing 

industry" (39). 

The question and its oonsequenoes, se_d revolutionary. There was, 

in fact. a considerable body of previoue work which supported the inquiry. 

(38) M.~.Ross. 'And now paraquat •••• ' J. of _io •• South Australia 

(February 1963), 258-260. 

(39) 'tI.R. Boon, 'Diquat and paraquat - new agrioultural tools', m..y. Ind. 

(May 9. 1965), 787. 
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In 1944 Russell reported experiments at the Rothainsted Experimental 

station which had been started nearly twenty years previousl7-1 he started 

by observing that a hundred years 8BO the f'a.mer had no alternative to 

plo\l8hing when he wished to loosen the topsoil, but that the situation had 

changed, "there is no reason to assume that this implement, which was des-

igned in the era of wood and steel, to be drawn by an eight ox team, should 

have any fundamental importance todAQ"". Trials on sub-surface tilla8e and 

on a process of maintaining a crop on the land, and working all organic 

material into the top 2 or 3 inches, had been made, and the effect of' hoeing 

and depth of ploughing had been examined. The conclusion drawn was that 

plo\l8hing and other techniques were more important in destroying weeds than 

they were in forming a correct til th (40). For those developing paraquat, 

the further conclusion could be drawn that were it possible to remove weeds 

chemically, the plough might be displaced. Tbe experiments perfo1'lll8d by 

Russell had been continued elsewhere. At Bridget' s Experimental Husbandry 

Fam trials had been started in 1956 to investigate ploughing at depths of 

12, 8 and 4 inches, and to compare this with no ploughing; the orops under 

cultivation were a grass/clover ley, winter and spring wheat, spring barley 

and potatoes. The results of the trials, reported in 1963, were impressive, 

since only two orops, winter wheat and spring barley, gave l.ower yiel.da in 

the "no plough" trials. The report of the trial oontained the ooncluding 

statement: "The question of 'At what depth must I plough?' mq be ohazlBe
d 

to simply 'Must I plough?'" (41). 

Although the qusstion as posed was quite general in its applicatiOD 

to different farming techniques, IDOst studies had been maa on areas where 

there were physical. barriers 

(40) E.W.Russell, ''tIhat are ~~~~~~~~~~=== 

(41) Bridpt's Expe
r
iJ!l!ntalluabe.n4rY pm' .Annual Report, Bo 4 (1963), 6-8. 
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rough, or because of the threat of erosion. Work had been done on chemical 

fallow in the Southern states of America, and in the eastern hal.f of the 

United States where it was estimated that there were some 50 million acres 

inaccessible to the plough which would be dramatically improved by tillage. 

Experiments with herbicides had been made since 1949, when sodium TeA 

had been tried; subsequent chemicals had included dalapon, &mitrol and 

cacodylic acid. The experimenter observed that "as this is an entirely 

different use for an herbicide, finding the right chemical has been slow. 

One is needed to quickly and completely kill all vegetation without leaving 

a residue in the soil which will affect new seedlings" (42). A similar 

conclusion had been drawn by New Zealand agricultural experts. In a country 

where only a third of f&J:lDing land could be developed mechanically (other 

than through aerial applications) a selective grass killer was needed so 

that aerial overseeding could be used, with competition from other plants 

overcome by chemical treatment. It was statsd that "possibly the biggest 

limiting factor is the need for a chemical (or chemicals) that has no 

residual effect in the soil and would not be affected by adveree climatic 

conditions" (43). In lIritain, similar work had concentrated on sward 

renewal for hill pastures using, for instance, dalapon. Reports on experi

ments testing this technique had been made at the 1960 lIritish Weed Control 

Conference (44). 

The first trials undertaken by Plant Protection on paraquat as a means 

of avoiding ploughing were desisned to test whether hill pastures might be 

renewed using paraquat. Trials were carried out in North Wales on rough 

hill pastures which were treated with paraquat and then seeded with grass 

(42) A.F.Wiese, J.J. :Bond and T.J. Army, 'Chemical Fallow u: the Southern 
Great Plains', Weeds, B (1960), ~2 andM.A. Spr&BU8, Pasture 
Renovation with HerbicIdes', zam Chemicals (June 1959), 44-45. 

(43) L.J. Matthews, 'Chemioal Ploughing in New Zealand', §l!!alNo. 4 (1960), 
160-163. 

(44) C.E. Davies et al, 'Bill Past1U'tt ImprOvaDBDt with Da1apon', U~::IliIIM8I~ 
of 5th lIritilh We.d Cgptrol Cgpterepo. (1960) 
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and clover. It was discovered that this reseeding was sucoessful, and that 

the reconstituted pasture could support lambs. This trial, as the authors 

of the report on it recognised, represented relatively simple developnent 

of earlier experiments using residua1 herbicides. The speoial non-residual 

features of paraquat were such that the trials were greatly extended. In 

1963. the report on pasture renewal claimed "paraquat has been used success

fully to replace ploughing in renewing pe:maanent pastures," and the phrase

ology is indicative of the ambitions which bad been realised by the sucoessful 

trials (45). 

The same ambitions may be seen in two articles which appeared in Nature 

with the titles "Destruction of pastures by paraquat as a substitute for 

ploughing" and "Crops grown using paraquat as a subst! tute for ploushing" , 

and in the more generalised title "The use of paraquat as an alternative 

to ploughing" (46). The last of these papers reported the results of trials 

in progress at Jealotts Hill where winter wheat was grown by two methods: 

spraying vi th paraquat was followed by direot drilling into stubble, and 

this technique was compared with oonventional cultivation by ploughing. 

These experiments were completed in 1964, and showed that the result of three 

years direct drilling of winter wheat into stubble sp~d with paraquat 

was a yield not significantly different f'rom that obtained from oonventional 

cultivation. The possibility of using paraquat and then direct drilling, 

in place of ploughing, was thus reported. 

The market opened by the possibility of a ohemical alternative to 

plOughing was immense, and it is not surprising that inoreasingly attention 

was devoted to paraquat. In! tial efforts were made to interest and gain the 

(45) PPL Report PP/E/191. 

(46) A.E.M. Hood, H.R. Jameson and R. cotterel~, 'Destruo~~7n (~::~;), 
by paraquat as a substitute for ploughing ,Naturet t 1 .. ~~~~, 
748; and 'Crops grown using paraquat as a substitu. or p 0_ , 
Nature 201 (London 1964) 1070-1072, and A.B.M. Hood, D.G. SharP, D.W. 
Bai'l':nd"'"R Cotterell ''!'he use of paraquat as an alternative to 
PloU8h1ng,; Procee~ 7th Britilh we,d CODt1'91 cgpf'tE!l19l (1964), 901-9

12 
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support of advisory institutions. In May and October 1962 Boon amlOUDOed 

the results of discussions with the directors of the Grassland Institute 

and the National Agricul.tura1 Advisory Service. Within Plant Protection, 

a special paraquat working party was set up in 1962, to consider how best 

to develop the herbicide. Most clearly, the importance of the decision 

to develop paraquat can be recognised in the research and development 

expendi ture associated with the bipyridyls. The total research and develop

ment expenditure of Plant Protection Ltd., rose relatively little between 

1960 and 1964, and in 1964 was less than 30 per cent higher than the 

comparable expenditure in 1960. Within this total, the proportion devoted 

to bipyridyls rose markedly: in 1960, and in 1961, research and developnent 

on the bipyridyls comprised less than 10 per cent of the total. research and 

developnent expenditure; in 1963 and subsequent years, it comprised over 

25 per cent of a total. that began to rise sharply. Whereas the inorease in 

total research and develof.lllent expenditure rose by less than 30 per oent 

between 1960 and 1964, between 1964 and 1965 it rose by just under 10 per 

cent, and between 1964 and 1969 by 290 per oent. By far the greater part 

of this increase was due to paraquat, for only in 1960 was the expenditure 

on diquat greater than on paraquat, and in later years the dii'ferenoe between 

expendi tures on each herbioide beoame considerable. Table 3.1 shows the 

perecentage of the total research and develof.llleDt budpt devoted to each of 

diquat and paraquat, and an index of the growth in the total expenditure. 
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Table 3.1: Index of Plant Protection R. &I D. expenditure 

Total Research &I Development Percentaee spent on 

Expend! ture Diquat Paraquat 

1960 - 100 

1960 100 8.6 1.1 

1961 109 2.7 6.8 

1962 103 10.3 17.4 

1963 n.a. n.a. n.a. 

1964 128 3.4 27.5 

1965 217 5.4 24.6 

1966 272 1.7 38.5 

1967 372 1.8 27.9 

1968 384 1.5 29.4 

Source: Bee note (47). 

The growth in total research and development expenditure, and 

still more the very marked rise in the proportion of this total accounted for 

by the paraquat and (to a lesser extent) d!quat progr&lllll8s, show the effeot 

of more extended field trials. They are also a mark of the impOrtanoe of 

assessing the chemical8~ aotivities in the fields. It is thus olear that 

the availability of paraquat for trial purposes enabled new applications of 

great importanoe to be developed. It is also interesting to trace back the 

effect of more complete market infODBation on the research and development 

into processes for manufacturing paraquat • 

.4.4 Research and Development Expend! ture .t Widnes I 

The firBt sanction for research on a prooess for 4,4'-dipyridyl had 

been made at Widnes in November 1959. when expenditure was sanotioned for 

three months' laboratory work. The info:aaation on the OOIIIII8roial prospeots 

(47) DPvelopment COIIIDi ttee Minutes. 1959-19 67. 
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available at the time was stated to be that the lmique property of 

deactivation on contact with the soil was attractive. The second sanction, 

agreed on April 18th, 1960, was for a larger amount of work, "to provide 

information for the design of a plant for its (paraquat IS) manufacture". 

By April, it had therefore -been decided that the prospects for paraquat 

could be probed in sufficient detail only by more extended market tests. 

At the time, the market informaton on paraquat was small. The sanction 

justified it in the following te13s: "PPL estimate that there is a world 

market of at least 1000 tons per year of R9910 which 1118¥ grow to 2000-3000 

tons per year. Similar figures are quoted for FB 2 prospects". When this 

sanction was extended in December, 1960, the cODlllercial prospects had 

been refined only to the extent that the main 1mIIIediate market had been 

firmly identified as Malayan rubber plantations, which was expected to con-

SUIIIe several hundred tons "within a few years", while the possibility of 

using paraquat in pasture renovation and as a substitute for ploughing was 

also mentioned. This information also justified the starting of a research 

programme into routes to pyridine, as it beCS1118 evident that suocessf'ul 

developnent of diquat and paraquat was likely to strain the available sup

plies of pyridine. No additional information had become available when the 

sanction on research into a process for 4,4' _dipyridyl was asain extended in 

March 1961. This sanction more than doubled the cash available for the 

research prograDlDe. Similarly, no additional information on the market for 

pa.raquat had become available when in JlDle 1961 sanction was granted for 

pressing ahead with the research on synthesizing pyridine, by taking the 

process to a semi-technical plant. In none of these sanctions was a pric_ 

demand relationship established, the assumption being in all oases tbat 

successful. procelll developDent would reduce the cost to a level at which 

paraquat would be competitive with existing herbioides (48). 

(48) General Chemical Division Sanotions, G/EXP/R.2610, R.2628, R.2628A, 

R.2628B, R.2648 and R.2666. 
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In August 1961, the first market forecast was completed and available 

in General Chemicals Division, that related demand to price. This showed 

a market of considerable size, at a price which was not too far removed 

from that which was deemed possible. The market envisaged was far beyond 

the capacity of the 50 ton per year pilot plant, and work was continued 

t o obtain sufficient knowledge for a larger plant to be built. In 1960, 

experiments had been done to test the effectiveness of paraquat as a desic-

cant for cotton in the U.S.A., and the favourable reports of the effectiveness 

of para quat in Malaya were being further tested by more trials. The greater 

quantities coming available in 1961 from the pilot plant enabled these trials 

to take place. 

The results of these trials was to establish those markets where 

paraquat could compete. Trials using paraquat manufactured on the pilot 

plant tested the efficiency of paraquat when applied to weeds among daffodils, 

weeds in orchards, weeds in Malayan rubber estates, against wild oats and 

bracken, and when used for pasture renovation (49). The conclusions drawn 

from these trials were not unanimously favourable, as may be seen f'rom auoc-

essive forecasts made in August 1961, Pebrual."Y 1962 and March 1962. If the 

expected demand for each year is represented by an index of 100 in the first 

forecast, those for subsequent forecasts are as indicated in Table }.2. 

Table 3.2 

Forecasts of Paraguat Sales 

August 1961 January 1962 March 1962 

1962 100 62 42 

1963 100 79 
6} 

1964 100 77 50 

1965 100 82 55 

1966 100 79 
67 

Source. see note (50) ,ho' '''"/141 
(49) PPL Reports PP/E/114, ppjE/85, pp/B/146, ppjE/1~' pp,.",149, pp,~ 

PP/E/204. 
(50) General Chemical Divi8ion Report III 19}9· 
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The price at which these sales were hopef'ul.ly to be realised had 

also altered, by varying amounts, averaging a rise o£ about 7 per oent. 

Despite the reduction in ma.ny o£ the short texm £orecasts, the overall 

prospects for par~quat remained good. The uncertainty which had cloaked 

the early market estimates had been markedly reduced - even i£ sClDe o£ the 

market estimates had simultaneously SU££ered reduction. 

It is worth emphasizing that the use1'ulness o£ the pioneer plant which 

was operated in 1961 was not principally that it supplied n_ in£oxmation 

about the technology of producing paraquat, but rather that it allowed the 

major uncertainty - that a££ecting the market forecast - to be reduced. To 

achieve this end, the opportunity o£ waiting until a more suitable process, 

capable of further development, beoame available was deliberately f'oresworn, 

so that infoxmation on demand would be obtained as soon as possible. To 

erect such a plant required a d1££erent approach f'raD that adopted £or 

building a semi-technical plant to prove the technology - Dr. F.R. Bradbury, 

the project leader for paraquat research at General Chemicals Division, speaks 

of "distorting the science" eo as to be able to produoe quiokly a workable 

process. The criteria £or success o£ the plant had also to be clearly de£ined. 

The decision to build a seoond paraquat plant, using a process based on the 

reaction between pyridine and Jll88Desium rather than that between pyridine and 

SOdium, was made by the General Chemicals Division Board in December 1961. 

Yet at this time the pioneer plant had been operating £or less than nine 

months, at flow rates lower than those expected, and with costs considerably 

higher than budgetted. The 1lDpOrtanoe and use1'ulness o£ pilot plants have 

been dis<llssed under various categories (51). It is 1lDpOrtant to reoOBDise 

that some o£ the aims in bui~ a pilot plant rttaY be inoompatible or 

COnflicting. The success o£ paraquat development was the identif"ication of" 

(51) A. »aines, F.R. Brad-bury and C.W. Suckling, Researob in the ohem1cal 
industry (London 1969), 223-225· 
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demand factors as the major uncertainty, and the construction of a pioneer 

plant to reduce this uncertainty was achieved at the cost of leaving 

much of the technological uncertainty unresolved. 

At the same time that the pioneer plant was being built and operated, 

research was continuing in the laboratory on other routes to 4,4' -dipyr1dyl. 

In June 1961, the possibility of using a process based on lIIBBDesium rather 

than sodium was reported, and by December a process bad been outlined in 

sufficient detail for the likely capital costs to be calculated and approved, 

and sanction given for a plant several times larger than the existing pioneer 

plant to be built by the end of 1962. Simultaneous with this work on the 

magnesium process, laboratory work was being carried out on further explor

atory routes to the bipyridyl, and in September 1962 it was reported that a 

route based on reduction of sodium in liquid 8IIIIlODia with pyridine and 

solvent followed by air oxidation seemed still more promising for the large 

scale plant envisaged as the "third generation" of producing plant. l!y 

September 1963, the liquid BIIIDOnia, or low temperature sodium (L.T.S.) route 

had been taken to a semi-technical scale plant, and the l118BDesium route bad 

become the second production plant. In developing these routes, sem1-

technical plants had been built not to f'urther probe the market, but to 

gain more information about the technological feasibility of the processes 

being investigated, and to ensure that the products of these processes were 

as powerful biologically as that of the original sodium route (52). 

The worthwhileness of reducing the technological uncertainty had prev

iously been established by the market info11ll&tion "purohased" by operating 

the pioneer plant. It is possible to trace the way that this info11ll&tion 

was used. The first market foreoast, in August . 1961, was followed 

(52) General Chemicals Division Quarterley Research Reports, 1960-1962. 
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by sanctioning or research expenditure which increased the total 

sanctions for paraquat research nearly six-fold. Fbllowing the M&±eh 

1962 market forecast, the sanctions rose again. IT the amount sanctioned 

in January 1961 is taken as an index or 100, the subsequent rises 1118¥ 

be plotted, as in table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Index or R. &:. D. sanctions ror paraguat at Widnes 

January 

1961 

100 

July 

1961 

250 

March 

1962 

1450 

January 

1964 

2660 

The additional market in£ormation that became available at the end 

of 1961 and the start or 1962 was used to juetifY f'urther resea:coh, 

aimed at reducing both the market and teclmological unoertainty. If it 

is assumed that the pioneer plant at Gaskell-Marsh was designed to reduce 

the commercial uncertainty - and it has been seen that it was BUCcess£ul 

only when jud8ed against such a tarpt - by August 1961, 55 per oent or 

the sanctioned expenditure had been authorised to discover essentially 

market, rather than teohnological, in£ormation. By April 1962, the 

proportion which is attributable to reduction or OOIIIIIl8rcial uncertainty 

had sunk to less than 45 per cent, and was progressively to dwindle as 

more effort was devoted to reduoing the teolmologioal uncertainty. 111 

i a striking that the expenditure sanotioned ror dipyridyl research in 

July 1961 was just under a tenth of the total authorised by January 1964, 

yet by March 1962, after prosressive market foreoasts had refined the 

commercial prospects, had reached over a half or the 1964 total. The 

commi tment of resources to reducing teolmological unoertainty was depend

ent on having reduced the cQlllllercial unoertainty. The rutest rate or 

increase in sanotioning oocurred only after the risk of railure had been 

reduced. 
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i. DeveloJlDent of applications for paraguat 

General Chemicalsl decision to cOlllllit more resources to developing 

routes for paraquat manui'acture enabled Plant Proteotion to increase 

its efforts to develop paraquat. It would be an iJlmense task to document 

in detail the reasons for paraquat' B adoption by fa1'lll8rs throUBhout the 

world, for each applioation depended on the particular local conditions. 

Soil conditions, climate, competition tram other herbioides, orop, terrain, 

~ng practices and a great variety of other factors were all of inf1uenoe 

in persuading farmers whether to use paraquat. Broadly, however, the var-

ious applications of paraquat may be categorised, following Calderbank (53), 

into: 

(i) Weed control in tree and bush crop 

(ii) Weed oontrol in arable row crops 

(iii) Precrop and postorop emergence weed oontrol 

(iv) Direct drilling into unoultivated land 

(v) Pasture renewal 

(vi) Selective weed control 

(Vii) Aquatio weed oontrol 

It is helpfU1 to consider the advantage offered by paraquat in each 

of these applications, and to compare the opportunity for innOvation per

ceived by the farmer or hortioulturist with the opportunity offered to those 

responsible for the researoh and development within plant protection. At 

the same time, the way in which famer.' peroeptions were being chaIIged by 

those responsible for offering advice and rr.alng legislation must be 

examined. It is interesting also to examine the seven applications of 

paraquat against the oriteria reo()lllllellded by Rosers as helping understanding 

(53) A. Calderbank, 'The Bipyridylium Berbioide~' Advanoes in Pest Control, 

~ (1968), 127-235. 
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of an innovation; these, we may be reminded, are relative advantage, 

compatibility, complexity, divisibility and communicability (54). 

5.1 Weed control in tree and bush orop 

It has already been seen that the first market envisaged for paraquat 

as a result of field trials was suppression of weeds in rubber estates. 

This was the first specific market in the general category of weed control 

amid tree or bush crop. The advantages offered to the f&1'Dler or estate 

manager were considerable. There was the obvious advantage of avoiding weeding, 

which, as well as being time consuming and labour intensive, had the danger 

that the roots of the prsferred crop mJght be disturbed. These advantages 

were realised quickly, and fUrther advantages could become apparent subseq

uently, including better moisture conservation and reduced incidence of 

~ to the bark of trees. To experiment with the technique, the f&1'Dler 

had to make little alteration to his standard practices: spraying could occur 

when it fitted into his work pattern, and required little new equipaent or 

skills. The danger that paraquat misht be sprayed inacourately was less 

pressing in this than in many other applications, since the woody bark of 

trees tended to be impervious to paraquat. To ensure precise control over 

spray, Plant Protection developed a small sprayer which guarded the tree. 

The cost of this spray, the Arboprd, was relatively small, and it was, in 

any case, only needed to protect the leaves of small saplin&s. The benefits 

of USing paraquat in this application were thus quickly disoernible, and cou1d 

be achieved with little alteration to the farmer's no%m&l practices, and 

with little initial investment in an unknOwn technique. 

The disadvantage of paraquat remained, tbtit ita lack of residual activity 

necessitated repeated applications. This cou1d be overoome in various W8¥a, 

(54) E.M. Rogers, Diffusion of tgpeyations. (Hew York 1962), 124-133. 
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either by using mixtures of paraquat with residual herbicides, or by 

split applications of first a residual and then paraquat herbicide. The 

latter technique represents an increase in the complexity to the f8.11ller 

of using paraquat, and so to some extent detracts from its appeal. 

5. 2 Weed control in arable row crops 

Similar advantages existed for weed control in arable row crops as 

occurred in tree and bush crops. Weed control, without weedillg and with 

no danger of damage to roots, was attractive to faD18rs, and was compatible 

with their existing techniques of cultivation. The danger of mis-locating 

the herbicide was greater, however, since the crops grown were liable to 

be banned by accidental contact with paraquat in a way which trees and shrubs 

were not. Selecti vi ty between plants was to be achieved by physical location 

of the spray since it was not possible in IIIlmY applications to use any chem

ical se1ecti vi ty. Spr8¥s used for conventional herbicides did not possess 

the required accuracy, and it was therefore necessary for the faD18r to 

acquire, and for Plant Protection to desisn, special applicators. Plant Pr0-

tection designed low pressure applicators which could be drawn between rows 

of crops, with shields to ensure that the spray was confined to the area in 

which weeds were to be controlled. A special electrically driven oscil

lat or was designed to produce a pattern of drops which were not liable to 

drifting. The farmer who wished to use paraquat for inter-row weed control 

had thus to acquire special equipD8nt, which made the innOvation slightly 

more complex, and less easy to experiment with. The cost of the three applic

ators developed for this was still relatively cheap, and the need for new 

maChinery is unlikely to have deterred IIIIIZJY faxmers. As with weed control 

in tree and bush crops, the rapid action ot paraquat lent itself to easy 

demonstration. 
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2. 2 Precrop and postcrop emergence weed control. 

For weed control pre- and post-crop emergence, paraquat had applic

ations where an easily recognised advantage existed. In the UK, for 

instance, paraquat could be used to kill weeds in grassy stubble before 

ploughing. Application of ~uat was simple, requiring no extra equip

ment, and resulted in considerably easier ploughing. Bor did it require 

precise timing, as some postemergence weed control applications needed. 

It is not surprising therefore that paraquat should be appreciated by 

farmers as a useful adjunct to plolJ8h1ng. This application, however, was 

far removed from, and in some ways inimical to, that envisaged by some who 

were concerned with paraquat' s development, who saw in paraquat the instru

ment to avoid the need for plolJ8b1ng at all. 

5.4 Direct drilling 

The developments of paraquat had been greeted with much enthusiaem by 

those who saw in it the opportunity to reduce the number of mechanical oul t

ivations, and perhaps to prooeed to the point where it was no lonser neoessary 

to plough at all. The advantage to the f&lDBr was more diffioul. t to assess 

accurately, and certainly oould only be achieved by oonsiderably altering 

hi s agricultural and organisational techniques, before the full benefits of 

adopting paraquat could be paoeive4. Direot drilling following paraquat weed 

killing offered advantages that were olearly disoernible in speoifio oiroum

stances: the danger of soil erosion was reduced, oattle ran less risk of 

poaching the ground after direct drilling of kale, the direot drilling could 

be accomplished rather earlier than pl~. 

The main advantage for the faxmer, however, was that application of 

PBraquat followed by direot drilling enabled him to reduce the man-bours 

reqUired at peak times on the f&l.'lll, and thus saVt1 labour. This advantage 
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would only become evident if' the labour saving with paraquat was suf'f'icient 

to reduce the total labour f'orce by one IIIU1 (or possibly to reduce the 

use of hired labour during peak periods). It would be possible only if' 

mdtable conditions existed: these included suitable soil conditions, a 

weed susceptible to paraquat, ef'f'icient drilling techniques, and application 

of adequate amounts of' f'ertiliser. The relationship between the uee of' 

~quat in direct drilling and f'arm prof'itability was neither simply dis

cernible, nor independent of' other organisational changes. ]k)th relative 

advantage and compatibility suggest that the f'armer might be less enthueias

tic to develop direct drilling than other applications of' paraquat. 

Since a prerequisite f'or successful use of' paraquat in direct drilling 

was a sui table method of' introducing the seed into the soil, the f'aDDer had 

to acquire drills capable of' doing this. Normal seed drills became ologged 

with surface trash, or f'ailed to penetrate evenly into the ground, or lef't 

the slit into whioh the seed was injeoted open, with subsequent attack by 

slug or bird. Plant Proteotion designed a drill, the Fernburet Triple Diso 

Drill, for sowing seeds into unoultivated soils. To overcome the disadvantaees 

of nomal drills, special f'eatures had to be inoorporated into the drill. 

Triple diso ooulters were required to prevent trash build-up in the drill; 

special long springs were required to oope with uneven surf'aces; bydraulio 

control varied the pressure to ensure even penetration of' the soil irrespeot

ive of ground conditions. The f'inal machine developed by Plant Proteotion 

for use in the trials weighed 26 owt., and obviOUSly represented a oonsiderable 

investment for any f'armer (55). The need f'or a speoial drill f'or direot 

drilling following paraquat sp~ing reduoed the ease with which a 'f'axmer 

might experiment with this teohnique. 

(55) Fernhurst Triple Disc Drill, Plant Proteotion Leaf'let (1968). 
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2,.5 Pasture renewal 

The use of paraquat in pasture renewal was dramatically demonstrated 

at an early staee, when in 1962 a Welsh hillside plot was treated with 

paraquat and reseeded. Lambs were reared on this plot, and showed a live 

weight gain over ten times as large as those raised free on the hillside (56). 

Subsequent trials extended the use to pasture renovation in lowland pastures. 

Striking though the demonstration proved, it provided not very much infO:ml

ation to the farmer who had al ternati ve means of improving marginal lands 

through,for instance, liming or draining. In some countries, however, 

paraquat allowed territories that were not able to be cultivated mechanically 

to be brought under control. In Australia and Bew zealand, paraquat 

appeared to offer a relative advantage (57). It was soon observed, however, 

that the advantages occurring from using paraquat were dependent on the 

techniques of fanning used. In particular, it was olaimed that it was neo

essary to have grazed the pasture thoroughly before oversowing with the aid 

of paraquat (58). Use of paraquat therefore involved the farmer in various 

other alterations to his no~ practioes. Low application rates oould only 

be achieved by those who had olose and controlled grazing. 

5.6 Selective weed control 

Paraquat can be used seleotively in applications where this seleotivity 

owes its origins to causes other than physioal location of the herbioide. 

The advantage to the farmer of a single Spraying of a orop, without the need 

for careful looation of the herbicide, is apparent. Paraquat can be used 

against certain weeds with some seleotivity, but against others, such as 

(56) W.R. Boon (op. cit., see above note 39), 788. 

M A R An B t 
IIJ~2f!:.JAlayg~i;s0~ull!lt~ure!a:E!!.I'L....JiS~OU,!t.t~h~A~WJ=-::t:::ral::=;i=a 

(58) 

•• OSS, I d ow Paraqua ••• , .. • - - - -
(February, 196~), 258-260. 

M.A. Ross and P.C. Cocks, "Grazing is vital in pasture over sowing," 
J. of Agriculture. South AUltra!ia (April 1964) 288-291. 
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grassy weedB amid lucerne, selectivity cou1d only be achieved by carefUl 

application of the herbicide at a time when the preferred crop was cWJ:III8.Dt. 

Success therefore depended on care:fu1 timing of application. The advantage 

to the farmer of using paraquat for selective weed control was thus not 

very clearly diBcernible, particu1arly when other herbicides were available 

which were chemically Belective. The advantage was further reduced by 

canplexity of adminiBtration. 

5.7 Aquatic weed control 

The advantages conferred by using paraquat for aquatic weed control 

include rapid action, and the possibility of using water treated in this 

way for irrigation 48 hours after treatment, without danger of damaging 

the cropB irrigated. Low toxicity to fish, a further property of paraquat, 

would repreBent an advantaee to those concerned vi th preservation of wild 

life. The eaBe of Bpraying, lack of special times at which application waB 

necesBary, and general ability to kill all green plants allowed paraquat to 

be demonBtrated easily to farmers, and for them to conduct their own experi

mentB with it without disturbing their nozma.l routine, or making a large 

in! tial experiment. 

6. Factors af'fect 

In examining the relative advant&Bt' :from using paraquat peroeived by 

the farmer, it has been olear that different applications required very dif

ferent properties. A further differenoe between applications iB the extent 

to which the farmers in each oase were affected by other influenoes, which 

helped to alter their criteria in such a way as to make paraquat more or 

leBB Bui table. 

Th" clearest influenoe on fa1'lllers was that of advisory or legislative 

bOdieB which pe:cnitted orJbrbad the use of paraquat and oompetitive products 
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for specific purposes. This was particu1arly important in the development 

of paraquat's first application, to control weeds in M8lBJRD rubber estates, 

for the herbicide traditionally used,sodium arsenite, was threatened with 

banning because of its danger to animals. The Mal8¥8D estate manager thus 

had an incentive to use paraquat even though it lacked residual activity, 

a property which wou1d otherwise have been demanded. The importance of 

this legislation may be compared with a similar decision made in 1959 by 

the Association of British Manufacturers of Agricultural Chemicals (ABMAC) 

to abandon sodium arsenite for use against potato haulm. For both diquat 

and paraquat the decision to invest in a manufacturing plant was based on 

market forecasts which relied heavily on the demand established by abandon

ing sodium arsenite. In paraquat' s case, the impact of legislation was 

still more important, for it was the Malayan trip made by Jeater in 1959 

that reopened interest in paraquat, and justified subsequent research. 

For both paraquat and diquat, prohibition of an existing herbicide, or the 

threat of prohibition allowed the new product a clear market, without the 

problem of displacing a rival. 

The spread of both diquat and paraquat was affeoted by legislation in 

different countries requiring registration of agricu1 tural ohemicals. In 

Israel, for instanoe, paraquat oou1d be registered for general weed killing 

only, for non-crop usage; in Belgium and Italy, aquatio weed oontrol 'was 

a use particu1ar1y specified, whereas in Sweden all uses exoept aquatios 

were pe:m1tted. The requirements demanded in the trials by the various 

registration authorities differed, as the apparently oonf1ioting results m1gbt 

suggest. The properties demanded by the registration authorities were very 

different from those of fa1'lll8rs, and oonoentmted largely on the need for 

carei'ul control of residuss and of any barIIIful side-effects from paraquat. 
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for specific purposes. This was particul.arly important in the development 

of paraquat's first application, to control weede in Malayan rubber estates, 

for the herbicide traditionally used,sodium arsenite, was threatened with 

banning because of its danger to animals. The Malayan estate manager thus 

had an incentive to use paraquat even though it lacked residual. activity, 

a property which woul.d otherwise have been demanded. The importance of 

this legislation may be compared with a similar decision made in 1959 by 

the Association of British Manufacturers of Agricul.tural Chemicals (ABMAC) 

to abandon sod! um arsenite for use against potato haulm. For both diquat 

and paraquat the decision to invest in a manufacturing plant was based on 

market forecasts which relied heavily on the demand established by abandon

ing sodium arsenite. In paraquat's case, the impact of legislation was 

still more important, for it was the Malayan trip made by Jeater in 1959 

that reopened interest in paraquat, and justified subsequent research, 

For both paraquat and diquat, prohibition of an existing herbicide, or the 

threat of prohibition allowed the new product a clear market, without the 

problem of displacing a rival. 

The spread of both diquat and paraquat was affected by legislation in 

different countries requiring registration of agricul.tural chemicals. In 

Israel, for instance, paraquat coul.d be registered for general weed killing 

only, for non-crop usage; in Belgium and Italy, aquatiC weed control was 

a use particul.arly specified, whereas in SWeden all uses except aquatics 

were pe:cn1tted. The requirements demanded in the trials by the various 

registration authorities differed, as the apparently conflicting resul.ts might 

suggest. The properties demanded by the registration authorities were very 

different from those of fa1'lll8rs, and concentmted largely on thB need for 

careful control of residues and of any harmfUl side-effects from paraquat. 
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A further influential factor in paraquat's development was the 

attitude adopted by those responsible for advising farmers on the use of 

new agricultural techniques. llthough Boon bad discussed with the Director 

of the British National Agricultural Advisory Service (RAAS) the use of 

~quat for pasture renovation. the reaction of at least some BAAS advisers 

was not particularly favourable. In part this may be ascribed to the fact 

that many NAAS officers had come to look upon themeel ves as advisers in 

fam management rather than as agronomists advising on special problems in 

isolation. Consequently, a number was reluctant to reoQllllll8nd reseeding of 

difficult underproducti ve pastures (59). This attitude clearly differed 

from country to country. In Australia and New Zealand, enthusiastic devel-

opment work was done by members of their FB%m Advisory Services. A further 

factor influencing the rate of adoption of paraquat was the f'raming and 

interpretation of existing regu1ations gove:rn1ng grants. In Britain, for 

instance, the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food awarded a grant of 

£5 per acre for any grass field over three years old which was ploughed and 

put into a new crop. Applications for this grant made by farmers who had 

used a paraquat and direct drilling technique in place of ploughiDg were 

rejected by the Ministry, at least 101 tially (60). 

The willingness of farmers to experiment w1 th paraquat depended in 

some applications on the availability of suitable equipment. For inter-

row weed control, machinery bad to be developed with accurate sprq control. 

For direct drilling a sui table drill had to be designed, and for applioation 

amid trees an applicator yielding adequate protection was required. III 

this machinery was designed at Plant Proteotion, where a machinery section 

was specially cOlllllissioned for this purpose. Its aims were quite s1mply to 

ensure that the development of applications for paraquat was not held back 

by lack of sui table equipment. 

(59) Development COIIIIIittee Minutes, ~ 31, 1962 and Hq 5. 1964. 

(60) Development COIIIIIittee MinUtes, January 26, 1965. 
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1.:.. Criteria of acceptance 

From examining the development of paraquat, it has become clear 

that its success depended on its advantsps being recognised not by 

one, but by many, protagonists. It is possible to enumerate these, and 

to examine the criteria which they used to judge the innovation. Table 

3.4 shows in a simplified form the protagonist, the action they took and 

the criteria which they used to judge their success or failure. 

It is at once clear that the criteria used to judge the usef'ulness 

of the bipyridyls differed radically according to the protagonist involved. 

To the Blackley chemist responsible for submitting K8483 and Ks606 for 

test the criterion was simple, and completely chemical: was the compound 

in the Dyestuffs specimen collection a quaternary 8IIIIIOnium salt? To the 

biologist concerned with testing the submitted compound the criterion was 

as simple, but completely biological.: did the compound exhibit biological 

activity? Other protagonists had more complex criteria. The chemists 

devising routes which could be used to manufacture the bipyridyls had to 

jud8e success against more complicated standards: the prooess ID\1Bt be 

chemically and teolmologically feasible; it ID\1Bt produce a chemical which 

was biologically as active as those tested in earlier trials; the process 

must be economically justified. The actual tests used to assess whether 

these standards had been met involved ohemistry, engineering, biolOQ and 

economics, with eaoh discipline oontributing to the end deoision. Other 

protagonists, such as the registration authorities, had standards which 

were different yet again. The innovation, that is the sucoessfUl developaent 

of the bipyridyls to the point where they were ooameroially suco
essfUl

, 

depended on each of these oriteria being adequately met. 

It is worth observing that not all these ori teri& were easily oompat

ible. The machinery development department at Jealotts Bill, for instanoe, 
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riBbed to see the applicators it had developed produced by a wide range 

of manufacturers so that everything possible was done to promote paraquat 

sales. Any individual machinery manufacturer, however, was conoel.'ned with 

his profit, and not necessarily vi th making application machinery freely 

available. Similarly, use of paraquat as a herbicide before ploughing 

(stubble cleaning) made ploughing easier, and hence the task of those 

promoting ploughless farming more difficult. 

Many potential conflicts were averted because of organisational liaison. 

Thus :Boon was able to persuade colleagues in other ICI Divisions to undertake 

work on routes to the bipyridyls, without any of the conflict between supp

lier and buyer which might have occurred. General Chemicals Division of 

IeI was particularly active in its pursuit of a route to 4,4' - bipyridyl, 

and this must be ascribed not only to the activity of those in charge of 

the research, but also to the willingness of those sanctioning research and 

new plant to support the subsidiary company, Plant Protection Ltd. Tbe work 

performed to analyse the toxicology of the bipyridyls was done at lCI' s 

Industrial Hygiene Research Laboratory; the developaent of machinery was 

achieved within Plant Protection itself. 

In all these examples, organisational rather than commercial justif

ications for undertaking work were prominent. 

8. Discussion 

The discovery and developoent of the bipyridyls, dooumented in the 

previous pages, were widely spread in time I the innOvation may be traced 

back to the first testing of K.848} in 1954; it is continuing todaQ'. 
Yet 

such a tracing of events, usef'ul though it is as an illustration of the 

extended time period oovered by the innovation, may be misleading if it 
Per ~sts that the innovation may be attributed to any one inVention. 
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the initial recognition o£ usef'ul. properties wou1d have been f'ru1t1ess 

bad subsequent effort not been devoted to investigating the observation. 

Without subsequent invention of new processes to lII&IlUf"acture diquat and 

paraquat, without the deve10pment of new mach1 nery to apply the herbicides, 

and without the discovery of new markets £or compounds with uniqus and un

usual properties, the recognition would have been in vain. At this staee 

in the discussion, two points ~ be advanced. First, the complex inter

play of events comprising the innovation suggests strongly that BD3 division 

of the innovation into invention and subsequent deve10pment is di££iou1t 

to achieve, and wou1d be mis1eading were it accomplished. Much more illum

inating is an account of innovation which empbaeizes the number, and different 

types, of protagonists involved, and the various criteria by which they 

jud8ed the project, or that part of it with which they were concerned. A 

second point which may be raised may be £rsmed as a question: 'Why was so 

much effort devoted to supporting the first recognition?'. One answer to such 

a question may be sought in the personalities of those involved:'th1nga 

happen because people make them happen' is one answer. Bu..t it ~ be argued 

that this answer merely draws attention to the question o£ why peop1e deter

mined to achieve a certain SOal. In the bipyridyls' deve10pment, the con£id

ence of Boon and his co11eagwts in the eventual sucoess o£ the compounds 

discovered may indeed have been the DIOst significant oontribution to their 

success, since it justified, as it also oooaaioned, the intense e££ort devoted 

to solving the many prob1ems. It is as impOrtant, however, to observe that 

this confidence was based on long experienoe of the herbicide business. 

It is hard to imagine that the bipyridy1s, even had their herbicida1 aotivity 

been observed, lI'ou1d have been developed in an orsazUsation which knew less 

about the business area. The disooverer wou1d then have been in DO position 

to know the true value of what had been discovered, or to appreoiate the 
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tests that shoul.d be used to assess the discovery. The original dis-

covery of paraquat may in part be described as "accidental", and to the 

extent that biochemical activity was first observed in the course of a 

control experiment to test whether a detergent possessed biological 

activity there is some truth in this claim. The claim pa1ls in signif

icance with the importance of the organisation within which the chance 

observation was made. The knowledge of the market for herbicides, present 

and future, actual and potential, enabled the testere to rapidly assess 

the opportunity, and to be confident in their decision. The interplay 

between recognition and development, the need for not one but several 

inventions, and the involvement of many protagonists all reduce the import

ance of "accident", and increase that of being in a position to recognise 

opportuni ty. 



ProtBBODist 

lUackle;y chemist 

PPL (i) biologist 

(U) chemist 

(Ui) chemist 

(iv) chemist 

(v) biologist 

Dyestuffsl 
B.O.C. chemists 
G.C. 

Dyestuffs 1!oard 

G.C. l!oard 

PPL (i) aaleaDBn 

(U) engineers 

Tab1e 3.4 

Those involved in bipyridyls discovery and development 

Action 

Pick K8483 for test 

Recognise activity 

Attempts to a;ynthesize K8483 

Devise analytic methods 

Fomulate K8483 

Test K8483 in the field 

Devise workable route 

Sanction ca,i tal investment 

Sanction capital investment 

Market 'Reglone' and 'Gramoxone I 

Design application machinery 

Criteria 

Quaterns.r;y ammonium salt 

Action on test plants 

Reasonable ;yield; prospects of 
cost reduction 

Accuracy better than 1 ppm 

Good storage; eaB1 and auccesstul use 

Action on test plants under differerent 
conditions; cost 

Chemically feasible, teclmologically 
achievable; econanically attractive 

Profitable investment 

Profitable investment; help aubsidiar;y 

Profit; bring about 'ploughless flU'llling'? 

Aid to sales of bipyridyls 



Registration authorities 

Machinery manufacturers 

Famers 

Advisers 
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(i) allow bipyridyls for specific uses 

(ii) prohibit competitive products 

Manufacture application machinery 
under licence 

Buy or refuse to buy bipyridyls 

Advise for or against bipyridyls 

Toxicology of residues; 
safety to users; safety to 
consumers; safety to environment; 
biological efficiency of product 

Profit from sales of machinery 

Efficiency, advantage, ease 
to experiment, compatibility 

I'am ma.naeement ; agroDOlllY 
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Chapter 4 

The phthalocyanine pisments - their discovery and development 

,. Introduction 

To understand the significance of the phthalocyanine pigments, 

which were introduced into coamercial use in 1935, it is important to know 

sOIIIethiyg of the background, history and technology of colouring 888nts • 

The paragraphs which follow set out to provide such inf01'lll8.tion, and may 

conveniently be avoided by the reader with a knowledge of dyes and pi8m
ents

, 

who could with advantB88 move to the section describing the discovery of 

phthalocyanine. 

'.1 Farly synthetic dyes 

It has always been one of man's desires to colour materials, and natural 

colouring agents have long been used. Today, however, very few natural dyes 

are of any significance, and the overwhelming majority are derived by known 

chemical steps from raw materials, principally those obtained from coal tar. 

Traditionally, the synthetic dye industry is traced back to the historio 

action of W.H. Perkin, who not only in 1856, synthesised a purple substanoe 

by the treatment of aniline with sulphurio aoid and potassium dichrOmate f' but 

also the next year established a factory for its manufacture. '!'bis was foll-

owed by sustained creative effort, during which ~ new dyes were disoovered 

both in Britain and, more partioularly, in Ge1'lll8llY. Between 1856 and 1914, 

there were three main lines of developDltnt. First was the discovery of dyes 

based on triphenylmethane, of which Violet Imperial, disoovered in 1860, 

1a an example (I). 



(1) 
~ \ 
~ 

\ \ AQ 6
C --QIIH. 

(i) c. 
~ 

This was closely followed by the azo dyes, in which category falls the dye-

stuff known as 'Bismarck Brown', invented in 1863, whose structure is also 

shown (H). Third came the development of the so-called vat dyee, whioh was 

inaugurated by the discovery of synthetic indigo (Ill) in 1897 (1). 

o H 

()C;r{O 
H 0 

(m) 

1.2 Classification of dYes. and the properties required 

The previous examples show the ways by which dyes ma¥ be classified I 

that is, according to their chemical structure, or to their method of applic

ation. In the former way, dyes may be characterised as anthraquinone 

(containing the anthraquinone structure ~ 
()yV 

o 
or one related to it), n1 troso (such as, for example, Colour Index Mordant 

N.OH Green 4 1005) 

(Cf 
(1) P.D. Welham, 'The Early History of the Synthetio Dye Industry, The 

Chemical History', J. of the Sooiety of DYers and 9olourists, 

li, (1963), 98-105. 
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or by a number of other chemical groups (2). In the second way, dyestuffs 

may be characterised according to their uses, and in particular according 

to the methods used to apply them to the substrate that must be coloured. 

The description of indigo as a vat dye is an example of this convention, and 

described the process by which the dye is applied from an aqueous medium as 

a leuco compound or vat obtained by reduction of the original dye; the dye 

is regenerated by oxidation of the vat (3). Dyes may also be characterised 

according to the method of application into, for example, reactive dyes, 

basic dyes, basic dyes or pigments. This last category differs from other 

dyestuffs in that pigments are normally inert, stable coloured substances, 

insoluble in water, which are incorporated into an article during manufact~, 

either dispersed throughout it, or spread on its surface as a paint. 

In general, a dyestuff is required to colour an article which may then 

be subjected to a variety of operations. During textile manufacture, a fibre 

may be washed, boiled, bleached with hypochlorite, or milled in acid or al

kaline conditions. During use it must withstand washing, and the effects of 

perspiration; it must not fade in sunlight, and should not stain. Tests are 

designed to measure how effectively a dyestuff withstands these conditions. 

The effectiveness, as may be expected, differs between different cl.asses 01' 

dyestuffs: triphenyl methane derivatives, for instance, combine brilliant 

shades with great susceptibility to light; sulphur dyes are distinguished by 

their wash fastness for ootton; vat dyes are recognised by clear bright 

shades (4). 

1 .3 The early 20th centurY develoJ!D!nt 01' dyes 

In Britain, the earl.y 20th century development of dyestuffs l.asged behind 

that in Germany. The first world war, when Ge1'llllLD supplies ware no lonse
r 

(2) See, for eJC8:llll>le, E.N. Abrabart, Ples and their intemediates, 

(Oxford, 1968), 15-21. 

(3) See, again, note 2, 34-}9. 

(4) colour
', "...,. Ind, (19}5), 547-552 • 

C.J.T. Cronshaw, 'In quest of ---- -
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a~lable, showed how far behind Britain had fallen, and stimulated a 

renewed British effort. The success of this effort, and the developments 

in dyestuffs in the 1920' s, 1118¥ be understood from an offioial goverament 

report published in 1930: "During recent years five outstanding developments 

in dyestuffs have taken place, namely, Naphthol Ice colours, Caledon Jade 

Green, ])uraIlol colours, Indigo sol products, and Soledon colours, and of these 

three are British discoveries covered by British patents" (5). The five 

dyestuffs mentioned are worth attention, since by considering them it is 

possible to discern where the greatest contemporary advances in dyestuffs 

were seen in 1930 to have occurred. Table 4.1 sets out some details of these 

dyestuffs. 

Table 4.1 

Dyes tuff Chemical 

~ C8.teSOrx 

Naphthol Ice Azo 

Caledon Jade Anthra-
Green quinone 

Duranol Anthr-
quinone 

Indigosol Indigold 

Soledon Anthra-
quinone 

Important dyestuffs developed 
in the 1920's 

Application Inventor 

Azo ',rinther, Lasha and 
Zitscher in 1912. 

Vat Davies, Fraser-
Thompson &0 Thomas of 
Scottish n,es in 1920. 

Disperse Baddiley &0 Shepherdson 
in 1923 

Vat Bader &0 Sunder in 1921 

Vat Soottish n,es 
chemists 

were distinguished in different WlQ's I 
The three British developments 

Caledon Jade Green by great brillianoe of shade and general fastness, nuranol 

by good light fastness for acetate fibres; Sole don by good liBb
t 

fastness for 

wool. Two of the three were vat dyes. The sisn!fioanoe of these sucoess
es 

on the shaping of subsequent research targets will beoome olear when the dis-

covery of phthalocyanlne is examined. 

(5) Report of the n,estuffs Industry Development c()IIIIIittee to the Board 

of Trade, AUBWIt, 1930· 
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&.. PhthalocYanine 

Phthalocyanine pigJDents have two claims to a position of importanoe among 

colouring agents. The first is that to the user of colouring aeents , they 

represented an important advance on any available before their introduction 

in 1935. They are exceptionally fast to heat and to light, absolutely 

resistant to aqueous alkalis and acids, insoluble in most solvents, and possess 

high tinctorial value and brilliance of shade. They have found a multitude 

of uses: pri nting inks, artist colours, paints, lacquers, enamels, coated 

textiles, paper, linoleum and plastics have all been coloured with phthal.o

cyanine pigments. Various types of phthalocyanine are used. The basio structure 

is now mown to be: 

)( • _t..L Cl.t..M. 

Where the metal atom is copper, the phthalocyaniDe thus fomed is partioularly 

valuable, since it is close to an ideal blue, absorbing almost completely the 

red and yellow parts of the speotrum, and reflecting blue and green bands onl.y. 

This property makes copper phthalocyanlne particularly suited for the provision 

of blue for three-tone printing. 

The second claim of the phthalOOyanines is on the student of invention, 

for their discovery is often quoted as a prime example of the invention whioh 

occurs as a result of happy ooinoidenoe between ohaIloe event and &cute obser

vation, perhaps only matched by the aocidental disoovery of mauve by Per1t1n 

in 1856. It is therefore valuable to examine the early history of this 

industrially important chemioal, remote in time thoUBh this may appear, to 
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to what extent a chance event was responsible £or the advent o£ a new 

colouring agent, and to examine the other £actors which contributed to its 

developnent • 

2.1 The discovery o£ phtha1ocyani,ne 

The discovery o£ phthalocyanine which led to the elucidation o£ struct

ure and to the development o£ colouring spnts was made, in 1928, at the 

Grangemouth works o£ what is now the DyestU££s Division o£ Imperial Chemical 

Industries Ltd. At the time, the works was the principal lII&DUf"acturing site 

of Scottish Dyes Ltd., a company which had been £oxmed to supply dyestU££s to 

its parent textile company, a£ter the £1rst world war had cut o££ Gexman 

sources of dyes. The dyestU££s were manU£actured at Carlisle (the or1g1nal. 

site), and at Grangemouth. In 1924, all dyestU££s and intexmediates made at 

these two sites were together worth £24,000, and the principal products 

included Caledon Jade Green, Caledon Blue R.e., and phthalic a.nhydride (6). 

It was at Grangemouth that the key discovery o£ phthalocyan1ne was made. 

Among the products manU£actured at Grangemouth was phthal1m1de, and it was 

noticed that this contained impurities, which are said to have caused oomplaints 

from the Blackley dyestU££s works to which the phtha11m1de was supplied. The 

reason for these impurities was investigated. 

The investigation £ollowed a simple course. It had been observed that 

the impurities _ the phthal1m1de was described as "0£ in£erior quality and 

dP...rk and green in colour" _ occurred when there was rust in the pot.. A 

series of experiments using rusted and cleaned pots was made, and the deoision 

based on the report was quite straight £orward I "Phthal1m1de ••• is to be 

manufactured in enamelled pans", thus avoid.1nB the danger o£ rusting (7). 

(6) S.W. Dunworth. 'Early Years o£ Scottish Dyes at Carlisle and GrazlS8IIIOut~' 
private oommunioation. 

(7) P.F. Bangham, DyestU££s Division Report R.1.1367, (1928). 
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The background to the investiption is clear f'rom the first report made 

by S.W. Dunworth, the works anal.yst. This is worth quoting in some detaill 

"The manufacture of phthal1m1de is carried out by passing 8DIIIOIlia 

gas from cylinders of anhydrous 8IIIIlOnia into molten phthaJ.1c anhydride. 

The reaction was carried out in an iron vessel which. was not enamelled. 

It was found that several batches were contaminated with small quan

tities (up to 1~) of a greenish bl.ack impurity. Ths presenoe of this 

was attributed to the presence of impurity in the phtbal.ic anhydride. 

This supposition proved to be very unlikel.y and further investigation 

of the process made it appear that the most probable cause of the 

formation of the green impurity was the presence of metal.l.ic iron in 

contact with the reaction mixture. There were al.so indications that 

the amount of green impurity was increased when the mel.t was stirred 

so that air had free access ••• " (8). 

The conclusion drawn by Dunworth from his anal.ysis of the impurity did 

much more, however, than to suggest how the reaction coul.d be control.l.ed to 

avoid forming it. Instead, Dunworth concl.udedl 

"The bl.ue * product found as an iJDpuri ty in phthal.1m1de made in an 

unenamelled iron pan is a new vat dyestuff containing about 12f!, of iron 

and 17~ of nitrosen • The iron appears to be an essential. constituent of 

the dyestuff. An empirical foxmula such as 

might represent this substance" (9). 

Also in May 1928 (the application date is May 16), a patent was filed 

in the names of Dunworth's col.leagueS A.G. DandridBe, B.A.E. Drescher, and 

(8) S.W. Dunworth, 'The investigation of a bl.ue product obtained in the 
manufacture of phthal.1m1de', May 1928. 

(9) S.W. Dunworth, (aee above, note 8). 

* An indicatioo of its sbade oan be gained f'rOIII the fact that D\mWOrtl1 had " 
originall.y written "green", which he then croaaed out and subati tuted "blue • 
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J. Thomas relating to "Improvements in and relating to the manufacture 

and use of colouring materials" in which it was claimed that" ••• we have 

found what is apparently a new class of dyestuffs can be prepared by passing 

8IIIDOnia into phthaliC anhydride in the presence of a suitable metal ••• " (10). 

The patent, and Dunworth' s reported analysis, mark the point where what 

was seen as an impurity began the transfoxmation to a colouring agent. The 

~scovery, as described, seems a simple example of chance invention. 

It is worth pausing, however, to consider whether this chance observation 

might have been made before, and if so why the invention was not made earlier. 

It is known that the observation of what is now known to be a phthalocysn1ne 

had been made before. In 1907, Braun and Tcherniac reported that molten 

~cyanobenzamide contained small quantities of a substance of dark blue 

colour, which proved insoluble in alcohol (11). In 1927, de Diesbach and 

von der Weid had published reports of experiments which had resulted in the 

formation of a blue compound. In the first of these, £-dibromobenzene, copper 

cyanide and pyridine were heated together to yield an indigo blue product, 

insoluble in ether and stable to heat. A second experiment, involving the 

heating of phthaloni trile, copper bromine and pyridine at refiux tempera't1lre, 

yielded the same substance, to which de Diesbach and von der Weid ascribed 

the formula C26H1SN6Cu. Their account ends with the statement, ''Retenus par 
\ / 

d'autres travaux, nous serions heureux si des collegues plus specialises dens 

tetude des sels complexes voulaient bien eelaircir la constitution et les causes 

de la stabilit~ de ces nouveaux produits" (12). 

In addition to these two reports which appeared before the work of 

Dunworth and Drescher (but of which the Gra.rJB8lllCluth workers had no knoWledse), 

( 10) 

(11 ~ 

( 12) 

B.P.322,169. 

A. Braun and J Tcherniac -Uber die Producte der Einwirkung von 
Acetanhydrid a;u. Phthalam1d" Chem1.cM Berio!lte, !Q" (1907), 2709-

1
4. 

H. de Diesbach and E. von der Weid, '~lques .el. oomplexe. de. 
o-d1nitriles aveo le ouivre et la pyrid1ne', !J!lv.Chem.Aot

u .l2. 
"('1927), 886-888 • 
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there are other accounts, subsequently published, which suggest that 

phthalocyanines had been formed before. The announcement of the phthalo

cyanine pigments' cODlllercial production in 1935, for instance, was the 

occasion for a report of the accidental discovery, in Manchester Uni versi ty 

in 1901, of the nickel member of the phthalocyanine group. The author of 

the report, H.H. Gray, was preparing indigo from phthaliC acid when his 

nickel spatula dropped into the flask. At the end of the experiment, the 

spatula was found to be covered in a dark blue substance, which "a few 

experiments showed ••• was insoluble in all the usual solvents", and the 

work was stopped (13). There must have been many opportunities for observing 

phthalocyanine, for it can be easily formed by merely heating phthalo~trile 

in a glass tube, and phthaloni trile had been known to and used by chemists 

since 1890. It has even been claimed that phthalocyanine's "right to exist 

is almost declamatory!" (14). 

It is important therefore to examine the circumstances which were dif

ferent in the recognition of the blue compound at Graneemouth, and distinguished 

the successful innovation from the observations made previously, which proved 

sterile. 

There were two features which distinguished the recognition by Soottish 

Dyes of the significance of phthalocyanine. First, the observation was made 

within a dyestuffs works, where the importance of a new oolouring aeent 
was 

well known. This circumstanoe at onoe distinguishes the observation _de at 

Grangemouth from those made by Tcherniac and :Braun and by de Diesbach and 

Von der Weid, all of whom were not partioularly oonoerned with dyestuffs. 

It does hot however distinguish the disoovery from that _de by GrIQ' iD 1901, 

for he was working in a laboratory oonoerned with ~stuffs, and oonsidered 

expliCitly whether the produot of his experimental aooident oould be the 

(13) H.H. Gray, oorrespondenoe, Cbamy. Ind., (1935), 469. 

(14) C.J.T. Cronshaw, 'PhthalooyaniD8S', Dldeavour, .1 (1942), 19. 
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basis for a new blue dyestuf'f'. To explain why GrIQ" f'a1led, it is 

necessary to consider the second distinguishing f'eature which characterised 

the Grangemouth discovery. This is the analysis of' the phthalocyanine. 

The analysis made by Dunworth, which he reported in May 1928, went beyond 

Gray's report that phthalocyanine was insoluble in most solvents. And 

in one important respect Dunworth went f'urther than de Diesbach and von 

der Weid, for in addition to discovering the empirical f'o:t'lllUla, he ascert-

ained that phthalocyanine could be used as a vat dyestuf'f', with soap 

fastness. The patent f'iled by Dunworth's colleagues Dandridse, Drescher 

and Thomas gave examples of' the iron, copper and nickel phthalocyanines, 

which shows that the initial observation bad been investigated more thorough

ly than had been done by earlier observers. In June 1929, Drescher published 

as an appendix to Dunworth's analysis of' the impurity a report on ~s of' 

synthesising the product in some quantity. The route eventually adopted 

was based on passing ammonia through phthalic anhydride or phthal1m1de 

in the presence of' a suf'f'iciently active metal or metallic salt. Various 

dil)asic acids, including succinimide, were tried, but only phthal1m1de 

yielded the blue-green product; of' the metals tried - iron, zinc and 

copper _ only iron gave an appreciable yield; of' the varioUS bases tried, 

ammonia was the only one to work well, though aniline also gave a small yield. 

In all, Drescher experimented with some 27 possible processes, and with those 

that yielded the impurity he tested the product as a dyestuf'f' with cotton, 

rayon and wool (1 5) • 

The combination of' recognition of' the possible use f'or a new pisme
nt

, 

and of the analysis and investigation started by l)UnWOrth and Drescher, meant 

that the chance observation previously made became the starting point of' an 

innovation. 

(15) H.A.E.Drescher, n,yestuf'f's Division Heport, B.1879, (1929). 
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b.,2 The organisation in which phtbalocxan1ne was developed 

Dunworth's analysis did not go any i'urther than that perfo:med by 

the Swiss workers. Clearly, his identification of the usei'ulness of the 

canpound was crucial, but his work still left the actual structure of the 

molecule unelucidated. The elucidation of the structure was to be perfo:DDed 

elsewhere. 

To understand how this came abou~, it is necessary to appreciate the 

organisation within which the discovery was made. Scottish Dyes, which em

ployed Drescher and Dunworth, became part of British Dyestuffs corporation 

soon after the initial discovery at Grangemouth of the phtbalocyanine. In 

1926, British Dyestuffs Corporation bad been one of the four founding fi:ans 

which merged to fonn Imperial Chemica1 Industries. Tbe discovery made at 

Grangemouth was thus developed by a larpr organisation than that in which 

the first observation was made. 

The invention might have been lost within the larpr organisation of 

the British Dyestuffs Corporation (soon to be known as the Dyestuffs Division 

of IeI) had there not been an appropriate institution or group to receive it. 

Such a group existed in the Dyestuffs Group Research cOIIIIIIittee. 

This body had its first meeting on MIq' 14, 1929. It comprised various 

representatives of ICI Dyestuffs Division, and was chaired by the chai1'lllBD 

of Dyestuffs Division, C.J .T. Cronshaw. This cOIIIIIIittee included, in addition 

to various Dyestuffs Division employees, Professor J.F. TbOrpB, Professor 

of Organic Science at the Roya1 Collep of Science, and Professor R. Roblnson 

and Professor I.M. Beilbron, both Professors of Organic Chemistry at Liverpool 

University. The purpose of the CQIIIDlttee, which met monthly, vas to ensure 

that Dyestuffs Division benefitted froIII advances in academic chemistry, and 

to maintain contact between universities and industry tor their mutual benetit. 
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At the first meeting of the COIIIIli ttee, Cronshaw listed the problems 

encountered by D.r-estUffs Divisionsl the azo section had physical problems, 

and needed components for blue dyes; the aniline section was characterised 

by empirical manufacture with low yields; anthraquinone and vat dyes lacked 

a good red, and some dark shades (16). 

The Colllllittee did much more, however, than concern itself with existing 

problems and its importance within Dyestuffs Division may be inferred from the 

fact that Cronshaw though sufficiently highly of it to act as ita Obail.'Dl8Z1. 

The Committee's justification was stated at a later meeting by Cronshaw, 

speaking as both Committee and Dyestuffs Division chaiman, when he said: 

"it was intended to pin our faith in future to the exploitation of our own 

inventions and discoveries, and only to imitate competition products when 

c~rcial consideration made it imperative" (17). The Graosamouth dis-

covery was thus received within a sympathetic and even enthusiastic environ-

ment (18). 

It might have proved difficult to effect the transfer from Scottish 

Dyes to Dyestuffs Division, and to translate the invention from Gransemo
uth 

to Blackley, the organisational and research centre of Dyestuffs Division, 

had it not been for the personal interest in phthalocyanine shown by Dr. J. 

Thomas, the Managing Director of Scottish Dyes. Thomas was an able chemist, 

who combined his post as Managing Director of Scottish Dyes with continued int-

erest in science. 

(16) Minutes of Discussion, Dyestuffs Group Researoh COIIIDittee (DGRC) r 

14th May, 1929. 

(17) DGRC Minutes, 14th May, 1929. 

( 18) DGRC Minutes, 1st october, 1929. f th Dyestuffs Group Research 
I t is indicative of the enquiring atmosphere 0 tha: Dr Miohels of AlllBterdsm 
COIIIIIi ttee that it was at one of their meetingS • physioal chemistry, 
University gave an account of his wrk on hi~Pr:=ry wes discussed. Among 
and the practical bearing of this on industr t 0 are later was to be 
those present was H.W. Perrin, who just unde~"":~/:t1on of et~lene. 
prominent among those responsible for ths po...,-- s 
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This may be inferred f'ram the fact that his name appears on the first 

patent, with those of Drescher and Dandridge, and also from his academic 

record: he, alone among the men responsible for the early development 

of phthalocyanine, possessed a second degree. He had earlier been one 

of the discoverers of Caledon Jade Green, as an anthraquinone vat dye-

stuff. 

Thomas moved from Grangemouth to Blackley in 1929, and by so moving, 

ensured that the invention in whose birth he had participated would be 

nurtured in the new environment oB Blackley. Thomas drew Cronshaw' s 

attention to the Grangemouth discovery by sending him a copy of Drescher's 

report on synthetic routes. At the first meeting of the Dyestuffs Group 

Research Committee, Thomas drew its attention "to a blue pisment which he 

had obtained by heating phthalic anhydride with aDIIIOnia (or aDIIIOnium 

sulphide) and iron", and it was agreed that Professor Thorpe would invest

igate its constitution. Within the coaaittee, Thomas maintained his interest: 

at the fourth meeting, Thorpe and Thomas were made jointly responsible for 

ensuring that the provisional patent application was as wide as possible 

(19). There is evidence showing Thomas's continued interest: a chemist 

who was involved in the development work to transfo%lll the discovery into a 

colouring agent with sui table physical properties recalls that he was first 

introduced to the phthalocyanlnes when Drs. Cronshaw and 'l.'hoIDas brought 

samples to the laboratory in which he was working (20). Thomas also ~d, 
with Thorpe and Linstead, among the inventors of the second route to 

phthalocyanlne compounds, via ~cyanobenzamide. Thomas's champiOnship of 

the invention was particularly important since it maintained the impetus 

that had been started at Grangemouth, but which miSbt have ended with the 

death of Drescher, who was killed in a motor cycle accident on August 12, 

1929. 

(19) DGRC Minutes, 1st October, 1929. 

(20) A.C. Stewart, private o()lllllUJlication. 
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Drescher perfo1'Dled much of the early work investigating phthalo-

cyanine, particularly routes for its synthesis. He bad a reputation as a most 

able chemist, with numerous patents on anthroquinone topics to his name. 

His death removed an active research worker, whose enthusiasm might have 

been expected to ensure that the project received attention. 

2.3 Initial developaent of phthaloCY!Z1ine 

The continued survival of the invention made at Gransemouth thus 

depended on the combination of a sympathetic organisation, and the COlllll

itted support of a senior member of that organisation. The importance of 

these factors become apparent when the problems encouatered in phthalo

c~e's initial development are considered. 

The initial problem was associated with the identification of 

pthalocyanine as a vat dyestuff. ~t Grangemouth, the invention bad been 

described, and treated, as a vat dyestuff. Dunworth, for instance, tested 

it only by vatting. The patent claimsl "The dyestuff ••• fo1'DlB a practically 

colourless vat. When cotton or other fibres are impregnated with this sol

ution and subsequently exposed to the air, they are dyed blue shades of 

good fastness". Thomas's first report of the discovery to the Dyestuffs 

Group Research Committee included the phraSel "The pisment contains iron, 

and behaves exactly like a vat dye" (21). Such an emphasis on vat dye-

stuffs is in no way surprising, when one oonsiders the developments whioh 

had previously occurred in the dyeetuffs industry, and is even more under

standable when one coneidere that the two previOUB dieooveries made at 

Scottish Dyes were both vat dyeetuffs. 

The result of this identification of phthalooyanine as a vat dyestuff 

may be traced through various meetingB of the Dyestuffs Group Research 

(21) B.P. 322, 1691 ~C Minutes 14th MIQ', 1929. 
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Drescher performed much of the early work: investigating phthalo-

cyanine, particularly routes for its synthesis. He had a reputation as a most 

able chemist, with numerous patents on anthroquinone topics to his name. 

His death removed an active research worker, whose enthusiasm might have 

been expected to ensure that the project received attention. 

2.3 Ini tia1 deve10pnent of phthalocyapine 

The continued survival of the invention made at Grangemouth thus 

depended on the combination of a sympathetic organisation, and the comm

itted support of a senior member of that organisation. The importance of 

these factors become apparent when the problems encountered in phthalo

cyanine's initial development are considered. 

The initial problem was associated with the identification of 

pthalocyanine as a vat dyestuff. At Grangemouth, the invention had been 

described, and treated, as a vat dyestuff. Dunworth, for instance, tested 

it only by vatting. The patent claims: "The dyestuff ••• forms a practically 

colourless vat. When cotton or other fibres are impregnated with this sol

ution and subsequently exposed to the air, they are dyed blue shades of 

good fastness". Thomas's first report of the discovery to the Dyestuffs 

Group Research Committee included the phrase: "The pisment contains iron, 

and behaves exactly like a vat dye" (21). Such an emphasis on vat dye-

stuffs is in no way surprising, when one considers the developments which 

had previously occurred in the dyestuffs industry, and is even more under

standable when one considers that the two previous discoveries made at 

Scottish D,yes were both vat dyestuffs. 

The result of this identification of phtha100yanine as a vat dyestuff 

may be traced through various meetings of the D,yestuffs Group Research 

(21) B.P. 322,169; DGRC Minutes 14th May, 1929. 
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committee. At the fifth meeting. in November 1929. it was reported that: 

"It is difficult to obtain a good yield of the iron compound from phtba

limide. and the product is not homoseneous. Only 11 per cent of it has 

vatting properties". At the next meeting. in December. it was reported that 

a vat dye was in fact obtainable; in February 1930. it was reported that 

the yield of the dye on reoxidation with air was unsatisfactory. and in 

March it was decided that since the vat dyestuff was too sensitive and 

fugitive for practical purposes. attention should now concentrate on the 

pigment. which could quite easily be purified (22). Between May 1929. 

when the phthalocyanine was first discussed in tls Dyestuffs Group Research 

COIIIIIi ttee, and March 19 ~O the tarset for the discovery thus chansed from 

being a vat dyestuff, to being a pi8lD8nt. The problems presented by this 

change were considerable: a pi8lD8nt ccnil.d be used to colour a manmade fibre 

like rayon (the only synthetic fibre of any importance then in existence) 

simply by incorporating it in the viscose bath before extrusion through 

spinnerets, but it could not be used to colour natural fibres by conventional 

dyeing methods. FOr a substance like the phthalocyan1nes. completely in-

soluble in water, the problem was foxmidable. 

In addition to the problems presented by the change from a dyestuff to a 

pigment, there remained other problems. The structure of the compound had 

to be elucidated; manufacturing routes had to be devised. to investlp,te other 

methods of making the compound and others closely related to it. The compound 

obtained by various manufacturing routes had to be transfo~d into suitable 

Physical form for use as a colouring 8B9nt; the colouring of different 

substrates had to be investigated. Each of these problems was complex. and 

their solution demanded contributions from a range of individuals and 

institutions. 

(22) DGRC Minutes 12th November, 1929; 10 December. 1929, 2 Februar,y. 1930, 

and 11th March. 1930· 
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Two observations may be made: first, the chance discovery so alertly 

pursued at Grangemouth might well have loundered without the strength of the 

support i t received from Blackley, particularly when it was discovered that 

its uses were restricted to those as a pigment; second, the way in which 

these inter-related problems were tackled was to have a marked influence 

on the speed with which the invention was transfoxmed into a coamercial 

product. 

3. Analysis of phthalocyanlne 

The first problem to be tackled was the elucidation of pbthalocyanine's 

structure, and this was to show both the magnitude of the problems that 

remained after the initial invention, and also the consequence of subor-

dinating work on other problems to this aim. At the request of the Dyestuffs 

Group Research Committee, Professor Tbcrpe undertook to study the compound's 

structure, and this work was soon taken on by R.P. Linstead at Imperial 

College, "as it appeared that the substance might prove of academiC interest" 

(23). Linstead and Thorpe reported their f'indings to the coamittee either 

verbally or in writing, and the committee played an active part in disouesing 

their conclusions. 

The announoement to the outside world of the new pigment was made by 

Linstead at the 1933 meeting of the British Assooiation. Linstead, who had 

given the pigment the name "pbthalOcyanine", showed that its fundamental 

unit (I) resembeled that of porphyrin (11), the basis for the naturally 

occurring pigments of the ohlorophyll and haemin group (24) • 

(23) R.P. Linstead, 'Phthaloo~es. Part I. A new type of synthetio oolouring 
matters', J.Chem.So~, (1934) 1016 and DGRC ~utes 8th May 1931. 

(24) 
R.P. Linstead, 'The pbthalooyaninesl a new 01ae8 of synthetio(OOlOurs) " 
R~rt or Briti& ........ 1gQ tor tjI! ....... - 9' Spi- 19'" 
46 466. . 
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The actual analytic techniques used, and the detailed evidence to 

support the final deduction of the structure of phthalocyanine, were pub

lished in 1933 in a series of papers by Linstead and his co-workers, A.R. 

Lowe and C.E. Dent, and their analysis based on organic chemistry was CCll

finned the next year by J .M. Robertson' s X-ray study of both the metal

free phthalocyanine and three metal deri vati ves (25). 

The time that elapsed between the work being undertaken by Linstead 

and his co-workers, two research students, and his final elucidation of 

the structure may be explained by the difficulty of his task. The great 

stability and resistance to solvents displayed by phthalocyan1nes made them 

difficult to characterise. They could not be crystallised f'rom the usual 

media nor sublimed in high vacuo. Nor was it possible to dete1'lDine their 

homogeneity by ascertaining melting points, since they only decomposed 

without melting at a dull red heat. Difficulties in obtaining pure samples 

led to the belief that the basic unit of phthalocyanine contained oxygen. 

In May 1930 Linstead suggested with some conviction that the basic unit was: 

OH 

o)N 
NH 

wrdch linked up by a condensation reaction to form chainS and rings. In 

June 1931, the basic structure of the manganese oompound was "confil:lDSd" 

as R
6
0Mg, where R _ C H N ; in February 1932, Linstead still believed that 

842 
the oxygen atom was an essential part of the structure (26). It was not 

until 1933 that the struoture was suocessfully identified. 

The difficulties experienoed by L1nstead and his oolleagueS show the 

very considerable problems enoountered by those wishing to elucidate 

R.P. Linstead et al., 'Phthalooyanines, Parts 1-6', J. Chem. 800"L, 
(1934), 1016, ;err;; 1022, 1027, 1031, 1033 and J.M.,RObertso

n
, 

'An X-ray study of the struoture of phthalooyaninBs , ~.C_.8g2.., 
(1935), 615. 
DGRC Minutes 8th April, 1930 and 4th July, 1930· 
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phthalocyanine 's structure. It took the concentrated effor of Linstead, 

aided by at least two research students, from 1930 to 1933 to examine 

the structure of phthalocyanlne and to deduce its composition. Confinn

ation of the structure required X-ray crystallography. When this 

is considered, it is not surprising that the earlier discoverers of 

phthalocyanine should have been unable to identii'y it analytically. The 

successful innovation would have been held back without the technical exper

tise required for phthalocyanine's identification, just as de Diesbach 

and von der Weid had been unable to advance in 1927. 

,1 Interaction between anal sis and the devis 
of manufactur routes: 

In the course of deducing phthalocyanine' s structure, L1nstead and his 

colleagues had to produce quantities of phthalocyanine. It was natural, 

therefore, for them to consider and devise new ways of synthesising phthalo-

eyanine compounds. The devising of these routes, and scme of the imPlications, 

may be traced from the patents which were obtained to describe them. These 

are summarised in Table 4.2, and shown in Figure 4.1. 

The first route was that which led to the original discovery: aDDOnia 

was reacted with phthaliC anhYdride or phthal1m1de in the presence of a 

metal. The disadvantages of this route were apparent. It involved the 

reaction between a molten substance, the solid metal, and a gas (ammonia), 

and control to give a good yield was difficult. In November 1929 Thorpe 

reported that a new route had been devised, using g,-cyanobenzami
de

, which 

when heated with a suitable metal yielded the metal pbthalocyanine. 

The consequences of the chanB8 in manufacturing route, althoUgh not 

fully appreciated at the time, were considerable. The original route had 

produced three kinds of pbthalOCyanine, the iron, nickel and copper 

compounds. The patent speoifioation gave an analysis of the copper pbthalo

eyanine, showing that it oontained 10.27 per cent copper, and an example of 

the use of oopper pbthalooyanine as a blue dyestuff was also cited (27). 

(27) B.P. 322,169. 
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The next patent, describing the production or phtha10cyanine compounds 

by a route based on g.-cyanobenzamlde, was filed by Thorpe, Llnstead and 

Thomas in 1931. The phthalocyanine coaapou1ids considered had altered. 

The metals that were mentioned as being particularly sui table ror the 

production of phtha10cyanine were iron, magnesium, nickel, cobalt, lead 

and antimony. Copper was mentioned only as one of a group comprising 

magnesium, copper, cerium, tin, lead, antimony, bismuth, chromium, moly

bdenum, tungsten, manganese, iron, cobalt and nickel. MaBnesium was 

claimed to be particularly interesting, since it lost the magnesium on 

treatment, with a strong acid to give the metal-free phtha10cyanlne (28). 

A further patent, almost exactly comtemporaneous with that describing the 

process based on ~cyanobenzamide, extended the original patent to cover 

magnesium and antimony. Both these were of interest as they would yiel.d 

the metal-free compound (29). Thus the work conducted in 1930 and 1931 

drew attention away from the copper compound which had been the subject of 

earlier workers' attention, and which was eventuall.y to prove the basis 

of a new col.ouring agent of great industrial. importance. 

The following-uP of the manufacturing route to phtha10cyanine compounds 

from ~cyanobenzamide resulted in littl.e attention being paid to the copper 

ccmpounds. In January 1931 it was reported that good yields were gained 

with iron, nickel. and magnesium and their oxides, whil.e poor yields were 

obtained from copper and copper compounds. In February, 1931, Linstead 

reported that the most useful metals to be used in the process based on 

.Q.-cyanobenzamide were iron, nickel, cobalt, magnesium and antimony (30). 

These were the basis for the metals mentioned in the subsequent patent. 

(28) B.P. 389,842. 

(29) B.P. 390,149. 

(30) OORC Minutes, 1, February, 1931. 
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The concentration on those metals which produced phthalocyan1.ne 

compounds most readily with .Q,-cyanobenzamide continued in 19~2. In 

Feb~,1932, Linstead considered the intermediate phthalonitrile 

but it appears that this was temporarily abandoned "when it gave no 

pigments with the reagents (Mg, MgO, Fe, etc.) which gave an iDlDediate 

reaction with cyanobenzamide" (31). It is perhaps surprising that Linstead's 

consideration of phthalonitrile did not lead him to consider the work of 

de Diesbach and von der Weid, reported in the British chemical journals in 

1928, which showed among other experiments that phthalonitrile and pyridine, 

when heated with copper cyanide, would yield a blue product which IIIIq now 

be identified as a phthalocyanine. It is clear that Professor Heilbron 

and Dr. Irving drew Linstead' s attention to the de Diesbach reference in 

September 1932 through the Dyestuffs Group Research Coamittee, and it was 

only later in 19~2 that Linstead returned to investigate phthalOnitrile (~2). 

The attention paid to de Diesbach and von der Weid's paper had the 

important effect of renewing interest in the copper phthalocyanine. Whereas 

phthalocyanines produced via ~cyanobenzamide were best made with magnesium 

the route via phthaloni trile favoured copper phthalocyanine. The patent 

covering the process (application date November 16, 19~2) initially raised 

the copper phthalocyanine to a position of importance; the complete 

specification stressed the copper compound, and stated that I " a particular-

ly satisfactory pigment is that obtainable from phthalonitrile and copper (~~). 

It thus took until November 19~2 for the ICI workers to reinvestigate 

the copper phthalocyanine, even thoush it was one which Drescher had synthe

sised early in 1928, and which, it may now be seen, was that synthesised by 

de Diesbach and von der Weid in 1927· 

(31) R.P. Linstead, Dyestuffs Division Report X.204 (19~2). 
(32) R.P. Linstead and A.R. Love, Dyestuffs Division Report x.261 (19~2). 

(33) B.P. 410,814. 
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There seems some doubt in the minds o£ L1natead and his co-workers 

on the signi£icance o£ the earlier disclosure o£ de Diesbach. L1natead 

and Lowe in the published work on the phthalOD1trile route re£er onl7 to 

de Diesbach' s report o£ the reaction based on .2,-dibromobenzene, and in 

March 1934 in an ICI meeting it was minuted, apparently in ignorance o£ 

the fact that the £ull experiments per£o:z:med by de Diesbach included a 

synthesiS involving phthalonitrile, that"Heilbron and Irving drew the 

inference that phthalonitrile was convertible into phthalocyanine" (~). 

By the time the £ull patent was published in May 19~ the situation had 

been clari£ied, £or the fUll patent re£ers to all the experimental work 

of de Diesbach and von der Weid, and limits the patent claim to avoid &a7 

conflict with their route based on phthalonitrile, cuproua bromide and 

pyridine. 

The length o£ time £or the full report o£ de Diesbach and von der 

Weid's work to be appreciated is itsel£ indicative o£ the absence o£ 

concentrated e££ort on the copper phthalocyanine. ThroUBhout it appears 

that the choice o£ phthalocyanine compound to investiSate was dictated mainly 

by the synthetic preparation chosen, rather than the desire £or speoi£ic 

compounds leading to the choice o£ synthetic preparation most £avouring 

the chosen compound. The result o£ this was to detraot attention f'roIIl the 

c pper phthalocyanine, whose properties were the most suited £or the use o£ 

compound as a plpent, and whose properties had been noted, in III8.IlY ~s 

accurately, by Dunworth and Dresoher in 1928. 

It is not altogether olear when attention beoame conoentrated on the 

copper phthalocyanine. As late as June 19~, L!nstead, reporting to the 

D.G.R.C., conoluded that the metal phthalocyanines to be oonsidered in 

detail should be those containing sodium, JII8BIlesium, beryllium, copper, 

iron or nickel. Copper, while included, was not given a:n;y prominence. 

(34) W.A. Silvester, D;estU££s Division Report B. 1427 (1935). 
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Others, within IeI, however, seem to bave identified the importance of 

the copper compound some time before this. A research prograume started 

in March 1933 to make phtbalocyan1ne f'rom phtbaloni trile named only one 

metal phthalocyanine, that being the copper compound. By December 1934 

attention bad been concentrated sufficiently on the copper compound to 

justify a crash programme to produce phtbaloni trile. A report was published 

on January 10, 1935, even though all parameters had not been investigated, 

because "phtbaloni trile in bulk was required for experimental trials · in 

the manufacture of Monolite Fast Blue B (copper phtbalocyanine)". The 

decision to manufac-t:ure and sell copper phtbalocyanine was made on June 4, 

1935 (35). 

Elsewhere, othelS bad also reoogrUsed the attractiveness of copper 

phthalocyanine. The Ge:anan chemical fim, I.G. Farben, who produced copper 

phthalocyanine not significantly (if at all) later than I.C.I., started work 

on the copper phtbalocyanlne in the last quarter of 1933. The unusual prop

erties of the copper compound _ its great stablli ty, and resistanoe to heat, 

acid and alkali _ and the struoture of the phtbalocyanines bad been dis

closed by Linstead, and quite widely reported. in the chemical press in 

September 1933. It does not seem unreasonable to sumise tbat Ge:rm&n 

workers recognised the signifioanoe of de Diesbach and von der Weid's earlier 

disclosure. The phtbalooyanine structure and fonuul.a bad already been dis

closed in the 1932 patent, and oould be oompared without difficulty with 

de Diesbach and von der Weid's work. I.G. Farben was in a position to reoes

nise that a cccnpound with exciting properties, patented by an international 

rival, could be made cheaply by a route which had already been disolosed. 

That this route fomed the copper phthalooyanine undoubtedly helped them 

concentrate their efforts most effectively (36). 

(35) I.D.G. 1148, 4 June 1935· 

(36) W.A. Silvester (see above, note 34). 
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h ManufacturiM routes to phthalocyanine compounds 

The significance of the lack of attention paid to the copper compound, 

and of the devising of routes for phthalocyanine as part of the analytic 

work, becomes clear when the actual manufacturing processes used are con

sidered. Neither of the processes adc;>pted, by lel in the U.K. and by 1.G. 

Farben in Gel.'lll8ZlY . respectively, was based on the patents taken out by lel 

between 1928 and 1932. The process chosen by each differed, as each fixm 

was in a different patent position. In Gexmsny 1.G. Farben operated a process 

that was a direct developnent of the observations of de Diesbach and von der 

Weid, and was based on the reaction of phthalonitrile, whose process was 

developed so that a continuous baking of phthaloni trile and cuprous chloride 

was possible (;7). In the U.K., the initial process operated was based on 

heating phthaloni trile in tr8o¥s with copper bronze or cuprous chloride, and 

thus followed the patent of Heilbron, lrving, Linstead and Thorpe of 1932. 

It is significant that, because the implicati ons. of de Diesbach and von der 

Weid's disclosure had not been fully appreciated when the patent was filed in 

1932, it was necessary in the full specification to specifically exe1ude their 

process, to avoid the patent being opposed by the British Patent Office 

Examiner as already covered by the prior art (;a). lel' s situation was thus 

that although it had patented its own process, it was unable to prevent a:DY 

other manufacturer from using de Diesbach and von der Weid I s process, or 

from developing it in ways not covered by lel's patent. 

In these circumstances, it was clearly beneficial to lel to establish 

an improved and patented process, particu1arly designed for the copper com

POund. A completely new route was devised, in which phthalocyanine was 

produced by heating phthalic anhYdride, urea and a substance which cou1d 

yield copper. The reaction involved was not fully ~derstood. 

(37) B.l.O.S. 260, ;;,36• 

(38) See B.P. 410,814. 
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It may be represented by the equations 

yet it was fOWld to be impossible to use an amount of urea which corres

ponded to this equation, and the reaction was successf'ul only when an 

excess of urea was used. The process was discovered by an ICI chemist, 

M. Wyler, in 1935, and was developed for production purposes (39). 

The process was attractive mainly on account of the low cost of phthalic 

anhydride and the lower temperature required. In the initial report o.f the 

research, Wyler estimated that t~e urea process would produce phthalocyanine 

at a very considerable cost advantage over that based on phthalonitrile. 

The advant~s stressed were "preparation from cheap intexmediates iJIIDed

iately available in large supplies, instead of the necessity to Iq down 

special plant in order to prepare special inte:mediates, and the ease of 

preparation" • Much cheaper raw materials were used, so that the total cost 

was estimated to be reduced by over 60 per cent (40). The yield was lower 

than that of the phthaloni trile process, but was subsequsntly improved when 

it was observed that the materials of construction affected yield. Sub-

sequent enquiry by Blackley chemists identified molybdenUm compounds as 

powerful catalysts, which allowed the yield to be raised, or the temperature 

further reduced (41). Manufacture of copper phthalocyanine began, at 

Ludwigshafen in Gexmany by I.G. ptarben, ani at Manchester by ICI, in 19}5. 

In studying the way that work was conducted on manufacturing routes, 

it is hard not to feel that at least until lats in 19}2 the project lacked 

clear overall direction. The patenting of phthalocyanines was later char

acterised as having "proceeded by jerks" (42) I there seems to have been 

inadequate collaboration to ensure that statements in journals of the 

( 
~9) v v 1.hrler, T>vsstuffs Division Report B.1879 (19}6). 
/ n.F.S. Choate and n. WJ MJ 

(40) See above, note }9. 
(41) A.R. Lowe, M. Wyler and W.E. HumphreYs, Dyestuffs Division Report 

K.}84 (19}6) 

(42) W.A. Silvester (see above, note }4). 
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academic work were already covered by patent; the significance of 

previous literature reports, in particular that of de Diesbach and von 

der Veid, does not seem to have been appreciated. 

5. The importance of' the D.G.R.C. 

In eeneral , attention seems to have been directed more to the academic 

questions associated with a new chromophore of remarkable properties than 

to the problem of' whether a compound first made in 1928, or one derived 

from it, was worth producing, and if so what would be the best means to 

achieve this. In addition to the specific question of which pthalocysnine 

co~ound to investigate, several reasons for the lack of overall direction 

may be identified. The first is the charaCter of the Dyestuff's Group 

Research Committee, which first took up the Grangemouth disoovery, and to 

which Linstead reported his work. Its composition, with a considerable 

number of academic members, emphasised the more academically interesting 

question of the phthalocyanlne compounds' composition, rather than the 

problems associated with coumercial success. In this context, it is inter-

esting to contrast the composition and actions of the Dyestuffs Group Research 

Committee with the committee which played a role of comparable tmportance in 

the development of' bipyridyls twenty five years later - the Development 

Commi ttee of Plant Protection. The contrast in names - between research 

and development _ characterises the differences. The f01'Dl8r, with its 

considerable number of academic members, was designed as an observation post, 

whose members would be able to note advances in chemistry which threatened 

the existing positions of the Dyestuffs Group, or which provided opportunity 

for these positions to be strengthened. If their activities are considered 

as a screening process, it was both wide mesh and widely targeted. As such, 

it was BUccess1'u.l: the meeting with Michels would, by itself, justify all 

the activities of the coum1ttee. 
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Its weakness, however, arose when the broad screen bad indicated a 

use, and detailed development was required. The minutes of the D.G.R.C. 

provide little indication that the varied and interlockiDg problems of 

development were being systematicall.y tackled. Indeed, it would be sur

prising had this occurred, for the composition of the Coam1ttee did not 

lead itself to this sort of detailed analysis. Whereas Plant Protection's 

Developnent Committee contained representatives of numerous !'unctions and 

departments _ research, development, marketing, patents, and production 

were all represented _ the D.G.R.C. was predominantl.y starfed by men drawn 

from research activities. 

The diff"erence between the development of the bipyridyls and the 

phthalocyanines emerges particularl.y clearl.y from examining the analytic 

work that occurred in each project. The bipyridyl anal.ysis was related closel.y 

to the overall aim of" gaining acceptance of" a herbicide in particular applic

ations. Analytic techniques to identify the presence of diquat in minute 

quantities,for instance, were developed for particular substrates in which 

diquat might exist. Thus the techniques were refined to abstract and quan

tHy diquat present in potatoes, the crop against whose haulm diquat was 

to be used. In contrast, aaalytic work" to discover phthalocyanine's struct

ure, as has been seen, was pursued with such vigour that other parts of the 

prograume were del~ed. The analytic tasks clearly differed greatl.y: for 

phthalocyanine, an unknown structure bad to be elucidated, whereas for 

bipyridyls techniques bad to be evolved to identify and quantify the presenoe 

of very small amounts of a known material. The si.gD1ficant oontrast is not 

that between the type of analysis, bUt that between the relative contribution 

of anal.ysis to the two projects. 

The closest parallel within ~stuffS Division to Plant Protection's 

Development Committee was prObabl.y the Interdepartmental Conference whioh 
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met to consider proposals to manufacture and sell products. In January 

1931, for example, the decision was made to add manufacture and sell 

Monastral Blue GS Paste and Powder, based on the metal-free phthalocyan1ne 

pigment. This was considered by the Interdepartmental Conference, which 

received cOllDllents £rom Operating Department (on costs), 1'rom the Patent 

Section, from Research Department on £orecast changes in technology, and 

from the Marketing Section on the uses that had been developed, and on the 

expected action o£ l.G Farben (43). Wben the decision to invest, produce 

and sell was made, care was taken to ensure that the total situation was 

assessed. The problems arose earlier, where the D.G.R.C. was not sucoeeded 

by a comparable development cOlllDi ttee, whose task should have been to replace 

the broad, wide-mesh screen with ones of diminishing mesh size that were 

increasingly targeted. 

6. Problems of obtaining phthalocyanine in the correct physical £o:rm: 

A second explanation of the time that elapsed before the copper 

phtha1ocyan1ne was made the centre of development wo~k may be found in the 

need to produce the compound in a fo:rm sui table for use as a p18ment. In 

their pure and highly crystalline £o:rm pbthalocyan1ne compounds are of little 

value as pigments. Their use as colouring agents therefore depended on con

verting them to a suitable physical £o:rm. The importance o£ obtaining 

phtha1ocyan1nes in a sui table physical fo:rm can be inferred from comparison 

of the early report on copper phthalocyanine, before much work had been dev

oted to transfo:rming it to a sui table P18mentary fo:rm, and the report reacbed 

in 1935, when the decision was made to manufacture and sell the copper 

phthalocyan1ne. In the £o:rmer, copper phtbalocyanine was obaraCterised as 

very fast to light, acid, alkalis and intercellulose solvents, but as dull 

in shade. 

(43) I.D.C. 1331 S (1931). 
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The latter described copper phthalocyanine as: "a blue pieJDent 

dyestuff possesaing all-round fastness properties ••• and ••• outstanding 

properties". and concluded that advent of copper phthalocyanine meant that 

"the demand for a blue pigment dyestuff instead of being most poor~ served 

is now better served than that for any other oolour" (44). 

The existing pigments, shown in Table<4:3. were clear~ inferior. 

~sian Blue possessed only half the tinctorial strength of copper phthal.

ocyanine, and ultramarine less than one twentieth. 

Table 4.3 Fastness characteristics of blue pigments 

Light Acid 

Copper phthalocyanine E 

Iron Blue E 

Ultramarine Blue E 

Peacock Blue 
p 

E _ excellent G - good 

F = fair P - poor 

Source: see note 44 

E 

E 

p 

p 

Alkali Solvents 
E E 

P E 

G E 

p F 

Heat 
E 

G 

G 

P 

The examinations differed in that the earlier screen examined not only 

the copper, but also the iron. phthalocyanine, but too much should not be 

made of this. The iron phthalocyanine, as reported in the original patent 

for example, was of comparable intensity to the copper phthalocyan1ne. The 

striking difference between the two conclusions is to be found in the fact 

that by 1935 methods of preparing the most suitable physical fol.'lDS had been 

decided. 

For although some work had been done in 1931 and 1932 to devise grinding 

techniquee to reduce crude phthalocyanine to a sui table physical fom, it 

did not prove successful. The prooess used - sand ooaminution - produced 

(44) See Above, note 35. 
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the pigment in such a form that on drying it was even harder and less 

satisfactory than before . (45). It was not until late in 19}4 that this 

problem was tackled systematically, and a process developed to produce 

a powder which could be incorporated in oils. The need not only to 

obtain the correct compound, but also to obtain this compound in the 

correct physical form, complicated the screening process. It was not 

possible to conclude after producing a compound that unsatisfactory 

colouring properties in a test 'indicated definitely that the compound was 

UIlslli table. 

The importance of devising a process to produce the chosen phthalo

cyanine in sui table form was not confined to the need to identify the correct 

compound. There were important economic consideratiCllls as well. In the 

preferred process used, the conversion of crude copper pbthalocyanine to 

a dry, pure powder added nearly 90 per cent to the original cost of pro

ducing copper phthalocyanine. That this problem remained unattended until 

1934 is an indication of the extent to which questions of industria1 and 

cOUllJlercial significance remained unposed, and hence unanswered (46). 

The means adopted to convert the phthalocyanlne into the correct phys

ical form was based on the well-known technique of acid testing. This 1118¥ 

be represented as dissol.v1ng or suspending a dyestuff by flltratiClll. To 

obtain satisfactory copper phthalocyan1ne pisment , it was necessary to 

rapidly dilute the sulphuriC acid, preferably accom.panying this with 

strong agitation. Alternatively, the orig1na1 phtbalocyanine crysta1 coul.d 

be treated with sul.phuric acid to form phtbalocyanine sul.pb&te, to yield 

a micro-crysta11ine pipent after filtration and ~lysis. 

(45) A.S. Gomm and A. stewart, H 1002 D (1935). 

(46) A.S. Goaa and A. stewart (8ee above, note 45). 
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The water-wet paste thus made must underso further operations, 

depending on the end application being considered. To make lakes, the 

water-wet paste is absorbed on extending apnts like alum1n1lDD hydrorlde, 

or barilDD sulphate. To yield a f01'lll which disperses in water to colloidal 

solutions, the paste must be further diluted and dried. To achieve a dry 

powder for dispersal in non-aqueous media, a special method is required 

to ensure that the pigment remains dispersed during the drying process. 

W'i thout this, the piSmBnt on drying becomes hard and gritty, and must be 

ground extensively to break it down into a suitable f01'lll. 

Even after these f01'llls had been obtained, problems occurred. It was 

qui te quickly found, for instance, that in certain media the piBIDB
nt 

obtain

ed from acid-pasting was not stable . Aromatic solvents, contained in IIIIUlY 

paints, lacquers and enamels, were not suitable, since they weakened and 

dulled p~thalocyan1ne I s intense blue shades. To allow phtbalocyan1ne to be 

used in these important applications, more stable fO:t'lllS had to be sought, 

either by grinding in such a wa::r that a more unif01'lll particle size was 

obtained, or by adding a suitable stabiliser (47). 

7. The Conversion of pyment to dyestuff I 

Once a suitable physical f01'lll had been achieved, copper phtbalocyan1ne 

found many uees as a pigment. It could be used in printing inks, where its 

ability to absorb almost all wavelengths in the red region made it partic

ularly suitable as an ink for three tone printing. It could be used in 

paints and enamels, where fastness to light and to limB made it partioularly 

useful as a pigment for plaster. Its great heat atability enabled it to be 

used for plastiCS, whose high extrueion temperatures often made other oolours 

unsuitable. Paper, rubber, linOlelDD, cement and soap oould all be ooloured 

by the pigments. 

(47) A.J. Bailwood and W. Todd, Report B 257} (19}2). 
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But there remained 1arge and important applications for textil.es, 

vhich were difficu1t to col.our with pisments. Some tsxtil.es oou1d be 

coloured in this way. It was possibl.e, for example, to use phthal.ocyanine 

to colour viscose in the mass, for its fastness to both acid and al.kal.i 

allowed it to be incorpoJ7&ted into the l.iquid before its extrusion into 

the caustic bath. This sort of use, however, represented only a amal.l. 

part of the market for col.ouring textiles. The main market remained for 

dyestuffs, whose application to textiles requires that the dye ahou1d 

be soluble at some point in the dyeing process. The probl.ems posed by 

the phthalocyanlnes were severe. A pipent, insoluble in water and organio 

solvents, had to be converted into a foxm temporaril.y sol.uble in water, 

from which it might be appl.ied to a textile, and then bad to be treated in 

such a way that the compound was no longer soluble. This had to be achieved 

vi thout hanli ng the textile and without destroying the ohrolDOphore. The 

ac1)ievement of this target, essential. to the tu1l use of phthal.ocyanine, 

was to take muoh effort, spread over years more than a deoade after Dunworth 

and Drescher' s initial disoovery. 

The success with which this target has been attaclc8d ma;y be recognised 

by the fact that there are now no l.ess than six different olasses of water

soluble phthalocyanine dYes. To chronicl.e the developDSnt of each cl.ass wou1d 

not be a rewarding task. Moreover, such a ohroniol.e wou1d neoesaaril.y be 

incomplete, since more phthal.ooyanine dyes are stil.l being disooveredl between 

1956 and 1965 more than 250 patents rel.ating to one olaas - reacti~ phthal.o

cyanine dyestuffs _ were fil.ed (48). It is, however, worth giving a brier 

account of the first real.l.y sucoesstu1 class or. water-sol.
uble 

phtbaloQ78Dine 

to be discovered sinoe this illustrates the probl.ema involved in bringing 

the innovation to tu1filment. The suooesstu1 0l.as8 - the 1.ngr&in dyes -

was first marketed by IeI in 1941, the ini.ial product having the name 

Alcian Bl.ue e GS. Their disoovery ma;y be traced back to work started in 

(48) G. Booth, eh1mia, ~, 207 (1965), 17. 
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1939, when properties of copper tetra-4-pyridyl phthalocyan1ne, and 

its quaternised derivatives, were examined. It was found that the methyl 

metho~phate deriyati ve was soluble in water, and possessed excellent 

affini ty for cellulosic fibres. This discovery led to investigation of 

other similar compounds: quaternary aDIIIOnium and tertiary sulphonium groups 

were investigated as suitable means of conferring solubility on the 

phthalocyanine molecule. The different 'onium' groups. showed differing 

reactions to changes in the acidity of the medium in which the dye was 

.iJJmersed. The affinity of the dye for cellulosic fibres was increased by 

raising the pH of the dyebath, by the gradual addition of alkaline materials. 

The solubilising power of the groups attached to the phthalocyanine, (whether 

pyridinium or some other) was overcome by this increase in alkalinity. Some 

groups were too stable. and the solubility of the phtbalocyanine persisted 

until conditions had been reached which were unoperable; other groups were 

unstable under normal dyeing conditions. and preCipitated out decomposition 

products before the dyestuff could become attached to the textile. The 

discovery of different groups, and their sensitivity to changes in the pH 

of their surroundin«s. sugsested a new method of dyeing. The temporary 

solubility conferred on the phtbalocyanine by its subatitusnt group could 

be used, and then the dye fixed in the textile by increasing the alka1inity 

of the dyebath , (49). 

Recogni tion of how a dye of this nature might be used concentrated the 

search on finding an 'onium' group which would become insoluble at a 

reasonable pH, and which would not alter the typical bright blue shade of 

phthalocyanine. To achieve temporary solubility tor the phtbalocyanine 

molecule, some way bad to be devised of attaching solubilising groups without 

harming the phtbalocyanlne • 

The details ot the search are well documented. BrieflY. it rJIA"Y be said 

that attention concentrated on the use ot a methylene bridge; etudy ot 

(49) 
N. Haddook 'Al.cian Blue. a new phthalocyanine dyestuff'. Reaearch 1 

1. (1947-48~. 
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'onium' groups attached via a methylene brid8e showed that this could 

most easily be achieved by first preparing ch1oromet~l derivatives of 

p.llthalocyanine. This in tuxn required synthetic preparations to be 

evolved, since phthalocyanine's insolubility in organic solvents prevented 

nomal synthetic routes being used. The 'onium' group was chosen so that 

the original turquoise phthalocyaninB shade was maintained, and so that 

a small increase in pH would split off the solubilising group. A printing 

paste could therefore be fo:rmul.ated so that it was weakly acidic, but would, 

on treatment with heat or steam, become more alkalins. The solubilising 

group is thereby removed, leaving the dye fixed to the textile (50). 

The steps involved in translating the original discovery were thus 

ended when the pigment was obtained in its correct phySical f01'lll. It 

required twelve years from the introduction of the first phthalocyanine to 

the introduction of the first satisfactory phthalocyanine dyestuff. The 

first commercially usetul. vat phthalocyanine dyestuff was patented in 1948, 

twenty years after the first patent describing what was olaimed as a new 

vat dyestuff. 

8. Disoussion 

The history that has been traced in the previOUS pB68s is f'ur1;her 

removed in time from present events than the disCOvery and developDBnt 

of either halothane or the bipyridyl herbicides. Yet the conclusions that 

may be drawn from study of the phthalocyanines have 1mportant imPlications 

for those guiding research today. Some of the more general implications 

are best considered against the experienoe of the other two oase histories I 

these are discussed in Chapter Five. SOIDe speoifio points JIIIQ", however, 

be made illmediately. 

First, any aooount of phthalooyanine' s j,nVention which describes it 

as an example of chance event alone is oonfining itself to a very saaal.l 

part of the totality of events oomprising the innOvation. The ti1118 between 

(50) B. Haddook (see above, note 49), 6B8-6B9 • 
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phtbalocyanine I s discovery and its introduction to the IIBrlcet was 

protracted: the discovery of i\928 did not become a coamercial product 

until 1935 and use as a vat dyestuff did not occur until twenty years 

after the initial discovery. The movement from invention to innovation 

was tortuous: it involved two large chemical companies, academic workers, 

three different manufacturing routes and, to achieve the originally per

ceived target of a dyestuff, several developD8nt projects. The vicissit

udes in phthalocyanine1s fortunes from its discovery to its introduction 

as a pigment, were great: without the receptive organisation of the DGRC, 

without support from Thomas, or without the very oonsiderable expertise 

devoted to process and produot improvement the discovery might easily have 

foundered. Its right to exist may indeed have been deolamatory, yet its 

survival was achieved only by dint of overooming organisational and tech-

nological barriers. 

Not only does an account of phthalooyanine1s invention which oonoen

trates on chance invention tell only part of the tale, but also it fails 

to answer two questions raised by examining the phthalocyanine innovation. 

Why was the discovery of 1928 significant when those made before had been 

abortive? And how did it occur that the c()lllllercial product was broUBb
t 

to the market almost simUltaneously by ICI, responsible for the original 

discovery in 1928, and by I.G. Fa,rben, whose work on phthalooyanines had 

not started until 193;1 There are special features affeoting the answers 

to these questions: technological and soientifio advanoes provided opport

unities for analysiS and eluoidation of complex struotures that were not 

open to earlier workers before Dresoher, J~stead and their oolleagueS. 

The German industrial workers were fortunate in possessing a patent- tree 

route beoause of earlier work. Uniting the answers to these two questions, 

however, is the belief enoapsulated in the remark that tb1ng8 happen because 
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people make them happen. More significantly still, people act because 

they can see the benefit Crom acting. Dunworth and Drescher devoted sOlll8 

considerable work to the impurity beoause they oould see the opportunity 

raised by their disoovery. The ohanoe event was signifioant beoause its 

significance was reoognised, not beoause it was a ohanoe event. 

In similar fashion, I.G. Farben were so suooessful between 1933 and 1935 

because they reoognised the signifioanoe and importanoe of a disoovery made 

elsewhere. The 1933 announoement to the British Assooiation told that a 

remarkable oopper compound had been disoovered, that its basic unit suggested 

close affinity with a natural colouring agent, and that IeI was devoting 

considerable interest to it. The following up of this announoement would 

show that de Diesbaoh had ante-dated a:ny IeI patents. The opportunity thus 

existed to improve the manufacturing route suggested by de Diesbach, without 

being constrained by IeI patents. It is interesting to observe that the 

I.G. Farben chemists, surveying the position anew in 1933, were able to draw 

conclusions whioh had esoaped Linstead and his oo-workers. Disoovery brought 

with it the penalty of a wide range of possibilities, and possibly some pre

conceptions. The oompetitors arriving on the soene later were presented with 

a fuller initial aooount, oould see the importanoe of the work desoribed, 

and were anyway enoouraged, if not forced, to seek alternatives. The I.G. 

Farben chemists oonoentrated so effeotively beoause they reoognised the opport

unity so dramatioally desoribed in 1933. Again, not disoovery, bUt the ability 

to appreoiate the signifioance of disoovery, was the key to the I.G. Farben 

success, as it was to the work at Grangemouth in 1928. 

The importanoe not of disoovery, bUt of reoognising the s1gD1fioano
e 

of discovery, has oonsiderable imPlioations both for models of innovation 

and for the aotual oonduot of research. It suggests that models of innovation 
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which presuppose that discovery is the original input in a linear 

process leading to innovation are incomplete, and m&¥ be seriously mis

leading as a guide to research ma.nagers and thoaeooDductiDg reaearbh aDd 

development. D,yestuffs Division's emphasis on academic contributions 

to their research programme is beat explained by such a model, for through

out the development emphasis was placed on discovery: on discovery of a 

new colouring agent, of its chemical composition, of a new chromophore, 

and of various metals which could be associated with the chromophore. From 

1928 until 19" the emphasis of research was on the creation of new know

ledge, and on the production of new phenomena. That this should be so in 

an organisation in which need and opportunity were both perceived shows 

that there may be a temptation to remain in science, rather than to attempt 

the translation from science to technology, and from new phenomenon to 

new product. The history of phthalocyan1ne suggests strongly that discovery 

does not provide an explanation of successful innovation, and that successfUl 

innovation may be realised by organisations or people other than those res-

ponsible for the initial discovery. 
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Table .2: Process for manufacture of ine as described in tents 

Process Date of patent Patent No. Inventors Orgailisation Details Metals speciall.y 

application 
mentioned 

ADmonia passed into May 16, 1928 322,169 A.G.Dandridge Scottish Dyes Claim to "a new class Fe, Cu, Ni 

phthalic ~ide 
H.A.E. Drescher of dyestuffs", with 

in prescence of a 
J. Thomas 

particular reference 
to vat dyes 

metal 

June 20, 1931 
389,842 J.F.Thorpe Imperial College Product said to be Mg~ Sb (for metal free 

R.P. Linstead Scottish Dyes "intensely coloured PC, 

J.Thomas pigment". Bi, Co Pb, Fe 

AJgmia reacted vi th June 22, 1931 390,149 J.F.'l'horpe Imperial College Use specified as Mg, Sb, 

phtbalic ~de or 
R.p.Linstead pigments 

phtbalimide vi th Mg 
or Sb 

Q-8II1lenedicyanide Bovember 16, 1932 410,814 I.K.Beilbron Liverpool Uni v • Uses as lakes for Cu specially menticned 

'('e.g. phtbalonitrile) 
F.Irving varnishes and inks Cu, Ba, Zn, 

is heated, vith or 
R.p.Linstead Imperial College specified 

vithout agents yielding 
J .F. Thorpe 

"--,,ia 

Copper phtbalocyanine July 10, 1935 464,126 K. Wyler ICI Details given of Cu 

., be III8de b7 heating 
drawing in sulphuric 

a phtbalic ~de 
acid and pasting to I 

vi th urea &I a substance 
fom pigment 

.. 
~ 

If 
yielding copper 

August 14, 1935 461,268 R.P. Linstead Imperial College Green ccmpounds 

C.E. Dent ICI obtained 

Metal balides used June 4, 1936 416,243 A. Rile,. ICI Increased yield or 
lower temperature 

vi th phtbalic 
&I urea 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS AID DISCUSSION 

1 • Introduction: 

In the previous chapters, a model of innovation has been put 

forward and discussed, It was then used to examine three examples of 

innovation. In this chapter, there are two aims: to consider what 

changes the case studies suggest to be made to the model; and to discuss 

how the model can be, and has been, used to recognise and define problems 

encountered by those in a research laboratory. Before attempting either of 

these tasks, it is useful to recapitulate the essential features of the 

model, and to re-emphasize its differences from alternative theories. 

The model adopted was concerned to explain three features charaCterising 

research projects: the length of time between conception and maturity, the 

likelihood of change in perfozmance and in aims during this period, and the 

high probability of failure to produce innORtion. On the one hand, a 

multitude of candidate compounds exist; on the other, at the end of the 

innovative process, solitary survivors emerge to contribute to the cash flow 

of the innovating £11'Dl or fi1'mS. Several questions are suggested by such 

an analysis: what distinguishes the solitary survivor f'rom the IIIIUlY oaaual.

ties? How can one ensure the survival of deserving candidates - and, as 

importantly, the expeditious despatch of those for whCID ProBllos
i

s is unfav

ourable? What are the likely ailments which may prove fatal, and how 1118¥. 

these be diagnosed? What screens exist to distin8Uish between candidates, 

and how can these be used? Before oonsidering the answers to the questions 

postulated, it is helpful to observe that they differ f'rom those raised by 

many other analyses. The latter are frequently oonoerned with problems of 

creativity and of invention, with questions of individual oreativity amid 
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the demands of an organisation, and with the choice of a portfolio of 

projects from a number of conflicting claims made on senior management's 

scarce resources. 

The questions raised by the model . that has been adopted and by other 

models differ clearly because the models themselves differ. The model that 

has been adopted views the protracted innovative process as being drawn-out 

because of the number of protagonists - individuals and organisations -

involved in the elaboration of the invention into an innovation. The number 

of protagonists constituting an innovative chain, and a brief description 

of the different types of organisation which might be involved, are sUlllll8.l.'

ised in Figure 5.1. 

It may be seen that the number of protagonists involved in the innovative 

process is likely to be particularly high for those innovations which start 

at some remove from the eventual end-user. This becomes significant in 

terms of the model, since the model postulates that each organisation or 

individual is likely to be guided by particular and unique criteria, and 

may pursue objectives that differ, perhaps to the point of incompatibility, 

with the objectives of others. The criteria guiding each group may be viewed 

as constituting a screen, through whose mesh a research project must proceed 

in order to survive. A prime responsibility of the or1:ginal research scient

i st is therefore to define and comprehend the screens that his idea must 

pass in order to become an innovation. 

The situation is considerably more complex than the simplified con

ceptual model shown in Figure 5.1 might suggest. Figure 5.2 shows in similar 

form the development of the bipyridyls. From this it may be seen that as well 

as several organisations being involved - Plant Protection Ltd., Dyestuffs 

and General Chemicals Division of lCl, farmers, registration authorities in 
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several counties - in addition some of these organisations embraced 

several disciplines: chemists, biologists, agronomists, f&l.1llers, chemical 

engineers and accountants were required to cOlllllUllicate and to co-operate. 

Because of the varying disciplines involved, the screens adopted in different 

PE,rtS of even the same organisation miBbt differ, even though all were 

united, at least in principle, in aiming at the cOlllDOn corporate goal. 

The model adopted makes provision for these screens not onlY by con

centrating attention on the shape, size and composition of the innovative 

chain or network, but also by identifying five problem areas, where partic

ular difficulties may exist to hinder the innovation, or where potentially 

helpfUl factors may promote the innovation's progress. These are economic, 

technological, organisational, personal and perceptual factors. They are 

related to accounts of diffusion, and to the dete~ts believed to 

characterise the diffusion process. 

The model adopted, whose main features have been briefly recapitulated, 

is easily distinguished from other accounts of innovation. It differs in . 

scale from economic analyses that relate innovation to aggregates: to national 

growth rates, national output, or to industrial concentration, for example. 

It differs in kind from many models which examine innovation in similar detail 

by examining not part of the innovative process, but the process in much 

more of its entirety. Whereas other accounts examine invention alone, or 

concentrate on economic constraints, the model that has been adopted attempts 

to examine the continuing interaction between scientist and oustomer that 

typifies innovation arising from or explicit~ involving industrial scientific 

research. 
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2. Changes to the model: 

Now that the more important features 01' the model original.ly defined 

have been indicated, it is appropriate to consider what changes the case 

studies suggest should be made to the model. Theory having been tested 

against the reality 01' three sets of circumstances, alterations or additions 

may be made to strengthen the theory. 

The first alteration suggested by such a testing ms:y be deduced fran 

contrasting the generalised model shown in FigUre 5. 1 with the specific . 
model shown in Figure 5.2. The obvious difference between the two networks 

is the increased complexity of the specific over the generalised case. This 

elaboration of detail is entirely predictable. 

2.1 RegulatorY authorities. 

other differences are important, though less easily distingUished. The 

first is an addition to the innovative chain. A significant part is pl~d 
by a body not directly involved, yet with considerable influence. Fbr the 

bipyridyls, this is the registering authorities, which approve or reject 

the use of new herbicides. The example is not confined to the bipyridyls. 

In the developDent of halothane, a similar role was perfolDSd by the Medical 

Research Council Report on Non-f18lllll&ble AnaSsthetics. Nor is the influence 

of regu1atory bodies, often government established, confined to innovations 

which are concerned with biological activity. Rather it seems more realistic 

to view the inf'luence of regulatory bodies on biologically active compounds 

as a fore-runner of increasing inf'luence over the end user's choice of 

product or process. The model of innovation must therefore be enl.arged 

by adding a particu1ar screen beyond the end user, established by saDS 

regu1atory body. The screening adopted by this body is likely to be very 

different from that of the end user. Very often, it oonoentrates on one 

parameter, establishing a m1niJDU111 standard: fi8lllll&bility of a fibre, or 
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emission standards for car engines. In addition, the type of measurement 

is likely to be very different. Whereas the end COD81D8r ~ have a 

hierarchy of desires, and be influenced by many factors, including some 

unlikely to be measured easily by objective criteria, the regu1atory body is 

by nature inclined to adopt standardawbich are definable by objective 

test. The definition of testing procedures is often the greater part of the 

specification of standards. The screen erected in this way is consequently 

an abstracted screen, and a compound ~ find different degrees of accept

ability when measured against it and against the screen of the end user. 

This is illustrated by the conflicting conclusions on halothane that emerged 

from the end users, anaesthetists who experimented with the. new anaesthetic, 

and from the regulatory body, the MRC COIIIIIi ttee. The former were heavily 

influenced by the way in which halothane matched their needs, and partic

ularly by the absence of the shock syndrome. The latter, investipting 

scientific phenomena amenable to objective testing, was unable to comment 

upon a matter decided essentially by subjective criteria. The conclusion 

reached by the two thus diverged. In general, the existence of a regu1atory 

body ~ be expected to add an abstracted screen to those possessed by the 

end user. This screen will be at least an addition to those used by the 

end user, and ~ in some cases be in conflict vi th them. 

2.2 Organisational Links 

A second characteristic of the generalised model was the disreeard of 

organisational ties between different protagonists in the innovative system. 

Yet in each of the innovations studied, organisational links were signifi

cant in connecting end user and intermediate supplier. The identification 

of a need, the provision of candidate compounds to satisfy this need, the 

extendsd testing of suitable compounds, the devising of application processes 

and the developDent of manufacturing routes were all predominantly performed 

within one organisation, for each of the innovations. It is therefore 
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important to consider what effect the addition of organisational 11nka 

to the model wUl have. The siBnificance of the organisational 11nka 

in the innovative system is shown in two ways. The firet is negativel 

when organisational links were absent, increased alfficulties were pre

sented to the innovation. In the development of phthalocya.n1nes, the 

work undertaken v.r Linstead was ill-coordinated with the overall industr1a1 

objective of the research programme, and led to de~ in producing the 

required product. In halothane I s development, cl1n1ca1 tria1s that were 

made without very close contact with the earlier research ware less 

favourable than trials conducted by Johnstone, who had the advantage of 

having already studied in some detail the results of tria1s on am1ma1s. 

Both trials were independent, yet the trial conducted by the anaesthetist 

with greater knowledge of the new product yielded results which have been 

confirmed by subsequent eunts. In the development of the bipyric1y'1s, 

there was potential conflict between the firms responsible for the sa1e of 

ancillary equipment, who wished to maximise their profits from equipllent 

sales, and Plant Protection with its desire to maximise bipyric1y'l sales. 

Even when - as here _ the objectives proved compatible, the involvement ot 

s everal organisations is unlikely to avoid dispute over the divisions ot 

profits. Within lars- organisations dispute over transter prices ot products 

between organisationally separate parts are not rare. Similar disputes 

may be even keener when it is no looser possible to claim that a1l protits, 

however divided for internal accounting purposes, will eventua1ly be 

collected centrally within one tirm. The existenoe ot organ1sational 11nka 

in the innovative system thus reduces the energy barrier between ditrerent 

parts ot the ohain (1). 

(-I} See also M.J .Peck, Competition iD the ARp1mp IndUltq. (Cambridse. 
Mass, 1961), 189-202. 
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emission standards for car engines. In addition, the type of measurement 

is likely to be very different. Whereas the end consumer IIIQ' have a 
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important to consider what effect the addition of organisational links 

to the model will have. The significance of the organisational links 

in the innovative system is shown in two ways. The first is negative: 

when organisational links were absent, increased 41fficulties were pre

sented to the innovation. In the development of phthalocyan1nes, the 

work undertaken by Linstead was ill-coordinated with the overall industrial 

objsctive of the research programme, and led to delay in producing the 

required product. In halothane I s development, clinical trials that were 

made without very close contact with the earlier research were less 

favourable than trials conducted by Johnstone, who had the advantage of 

having already studied in some detail the results of trials on amimals. 

Both trials were independent, yet the trial conducted by the anaesthetist 

with greater knowledge of the new product yielded results which have been 

confirmed by subsequent ev.ents. In the development of the bipyridyls, 

there was potential conflict between the firms responsible for the sale of 

ancillary equipment, who wished to maximise their profits from equipment 

sales, and Plant Protection with its desire to maximise bipyridyl sales. 

Even when _ as here _ the objectives proved compatible, the involvement of 

s everal organisations is unlikely to avoid dispute over the divisions of 

profits. Within large organisations dispute over transfer prices of products 

between organisationally separate parts are not rare. Similar disputes 

may be even keener when it is no longer possible to claim that all profits, 

however divided for internal accounting purposes, will eventually be 

collected centrally within one firm. The existence of organisational links 

in the innovative system thus reduces the energy barrier between different 

parts of the chain (1). 

See also M.J.Peck, Competition in the Aluminum IpdUlt;r, (Cambridge, 
Mass, 1961), 189-202. 
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The second iJDportant way in which organisational links show their 

significance is more positive. For, in contrast to the way in which the 

absence of organisational links presented obstacles to the innovation, 

the presence of such links facilitated ~he formation of an innovative chain. 

Again, the case studies illustrate this. The benefits of organisational 

links were particularly important in the bipyridyls' developnent, and 

showed themselves in several fo:t'UIS. First, organisational links were 

important in spreading the risk involved in innovation over several organ

isations, rather than confining it to one. That research on manufacturing 

processes could be developed by Dyestuffs and Hand Divisions meant that 

Plant Protection was not forced to rely on its own much more limited re

sources. Organisatiooal links were particularly strong and influential 

in paraquat's developnent. Plant Protection was a subsidiary of MOnd 

Division. The heavy investment on new processes at Widnes at a time when 

very considerable doubts still existed on the product's eventual commercial 

success can best be explained by the positive desire of the parent organ

isation to protect its subsidiary. The benefits of organisational links 

do not mean that different parts of the same organisation ~ not rely on 

commercial links as well. A siBnificant feature in halothane's developnent 

was the willingness of Phaxmaceuticals Division to purchase halothane from 

Mond at a price that took account of the risk involved in developing a 

process for a product that had yet to establish itself. In this way the 

more enthusiastic member was able to overcome the doubts which existed else

where. The existence of organisational links are in no way incompatible with 

what may be regarded as normal cOlllDercial relationships between Prot880nists 

in the innovative system. 

A second positive advantage accruing from organisational links is 

that a project which a single part of the organisation might regard as 
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involving completely new technology or marketing ~ be translated through 

organisational links. into more familiar business areas. In this context. 

the terms used by Ansoff are helpful (2). Ansoff distinguishes between 

expansion by a firm. which may take the f01'Dl of selling mors of the same 

product in the present markets (market penetration). or mors of the prssent 

products in new markets (market development). or new products in the 

existing markets (product development). and diversification. which involves 

a new product sold to a new market. This is shown most easily in the dia

gram reproduced in figure 5.3. illustrating that diversification occurs 

only when new product is combined with new mission. 

Figure 5.3: Diversification v. expansion 

Product 

Mission Present Raw 

Present Expansion -
Rew 1 Diversification 

For Mond Division alone. the development of halothane would have involved 

diversification - the selling of a new product in a new market. The involvement 

of ~ceuticals Division ensured that. because of their combined skills. 

the project became essentially product development. 

The significance of this change from diversification to expansion is 

not merely a semantic change of oatecorisation. It is possible to dist

inguish several. ways in which diversification may influence the innovative 

system. The f'irst ef'f'ect of' diversification. rather than expansion. is to 

make the design of screens more dif'ficult. This -.y be observed in the 

three case studies. for the project involving the greatest degree of Dew 

( :~) H.I. Ansof'f. Corporate StrategY (Rew York. 1965). 109-110, 128. 
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mission, the blpyridyls, caused most problems associated with the 

design of screens. The bipyridyls, while similar in III8llY ~s to other 

Plant Protection products, had an effect distinctly different from .those 

of other herbicides. The initial screens which were used to test their 

effectiveness concentrated on particular parameters - persistence after 

application, and selectivity between different plants - against which the 

bipyridyls measured poorly. Their perfol.'lllance SBainst these screens caused 

considerable effort to be devoted to altering the bipyridyls' properties 

to make them match the existing target. Yet this approach was unsuccessful, 

and it had to be recognised that the canpounds under test would not satisfy 

the target that had been identified. Success occurred only when the existing 

target was abandoned, and a new mission, suggested by the bipyridyls' . 

properties, was accepted. The acceptance of a new mission required Plant 

Protection to re-examine its screens, and to re-interpret the results obtained. 

The problems of screening encountered by Plant Protection were Para1leled 

neither in the development of halothane, where no new mission was involved, 

nor in that of phthalocyan1ne, which could be assessed by screens previously 

established to test dyestuffs and p1pents already being produced. 

A second consequence of the move from diversification to expansion is 

the increased familiarity of decision-making processes. It is significant 

- that in none of the three innovations was it necessary for managers in 

different parts of ICI to take decisions far removed from their previous 

business experience. MOnd Division, for example, had to consider investing 

in new chemical production, not in deciding the relative merits of different 

anaesthetics or herbicides. The two examples were familiar to differing 

degrees: whereas the fluorine technology involved in halothane production 

was of a type of which there was already much experienoe, the oomplexi ty of 

paraquat manufacture represented a considerable advanoe from MOod's previous 

experience in predani nantly simple moleoules oontaining two or three carbon 
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atoms. In both cases, however, the uncertainty of the total project 

was divided, so that Mond Division management had to make decisions on 

problems in fields that were not totally new. Equally, Plant Protection's 

managers, faced with the weighty decisions on bipyridyl development, were 

able to relate these to their previous business knowledge. The decision 

to accept a lower overall profit tarset for Plant Protection, in order to 

support the research and development expenditure for ~uat, was facil

itated by the familiarity of the decision and of the market to senior 

IJIa.Da8ers • 

It is not only the decision-making processes that are more familiar. 

The principal protagonists are likely to be known. There has been con

siderable emphasis, particularly associated with Schon's identification 

of the part in innovation played by the product champion (3), of the way 

in which the innovation is judged by the character of the man supporting it 

as well as (and perhaps as much as) by the properties of the new idea alone. 

The three case histories illustrate this: Johnstone for halothane, Boon for 

the bipyridyls, and Thomas for the early stages of phthalocya.niDe played 

vital roles as product ohampions. Fer the latter two, the oontacts already 

established within different parts of IeI before they acoepted the respon

sibilities of product champion were important. Other IeI III8.Il8B8rs had 

previously had the opportunity of assessing their judgment, and the arguments 

in favour of the new ideas presented by lIoon and Thomas could be, and were, 

related to previous experience of the produot champions' abilities .. 

A fUrther advantage of organiaational links is obscured by either the 

conoeptual or the realistic model. These show, respeotively, what may oocur 

and what has oocurred in one instance. What oannot be depioted here are the 

(3) D.A. Schon, TeohnolosY and eh'PS' (Oxford, 1967), 115-117. 
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problems encountered in creating the innovative system. Two particu1ar 

problems ~ be 1denti£ied when no organisational links ~te the prot-

agonists. The £irst is the problem o£ the organisation which has recognised 

the need, but does not possess the resources to satis£y this need. In the 

innovations discussed, this problem was overcome by use o£ internal organ

isational in£ormation £lows. Thus Boon was able to identi£y the skills 

in sodium dispersion technolOQ' developed at Widnes, the skills in "hot 

tube" reactions o£ Billingham, and the organic chemical know-how and expertise 

amassed at Blackley; similarly Pharmaceuticals Division was able to identi£y 

Mend Division's skills in £luorine technology; and Mond, having decided 

to examine anaesthetics as an outlet £or its well-developed £1uorine know

ledge, was able without di££icu1 ty to establish working relations with 

Pharmaceuticals Division. In each case, the identi£ication of a development 

partner was greatly £acilitated by organisational pontact. Bad these not 

existed, a very considerable p!'Qblem would have been posed: how was relevant 

technolOQ', or use£ul marketing experience, to be identi£ied? A very con

siderable in£ormation barrier m&¥ occur between any stages in the innovative 

system, and one e££ect o£ organisational links is to reduce the size o£ 

this barrier. Par not only is the organisation in search o£ in£oDDation 

more likely to know where to search, ,but also the quality of the search 

will be di££erent when dealing with other parts o£ the same organisation: 

needs ~ be explained more £reely, con£identiallty becomes a lesser problem, 

and a common £ramework o£ expression makes misunderstandings less likely. 

A second problem enoountered when dif£erent parts o£ the innovative 

chain comprise di££erent organisations is how does the inventing £i11ll assess 

the verdiot on, and the prioe o££ered £or, technology or ideas? A £i11ll 

rejeoting an idea or prooess m&¥ do so from a variety o£ reasons. Some' o£ 

these will be quite pneral, applying to most, 1£ not all, who misht be 
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interested in the invention. But some will be particular to the fi1'Dl 

to which the invention was offered: the idea may not be compatible with 

its existing technology; it may already possess a technique or product 

superior to that proposed. The fi1'Dl ;:hose proposal has been rejected has 

therefore to decide whether the grounds for rejection are individual and 

special, or whether they are general. When an idea is rejected by another 

part of the organisation in which it originated, the reasons for rejection 

may be discussed. The inf01'Dl&tion obtained from the decision is much greater. 

The problem is repeated in slightly altered f01'Dl when an offer is made for 

the invention. Often it is difficult for the inventing organiaation to 

determine whether the price it has been offered is realistic. A positive 

benefit of organisational links is that more inf01'Dled and less guarded 

discussion of prices is possible. 

Of course, it must be made clear that in an ideal situation there would 

be no need for links, since all parts of the innovative chain would be 

united in close co-operation. In one sense, all links are palliatives. Such 

is the nature of innovation, however, that this ideal state is unlikely to 

occur, and hence palliatives must be sought. 

The effect of organisational links may be summarised. Negatively, their 

absence leads to increased difficulties in co-ordinating research and in 

assessing projects. Positively, the effects on a large company are oonsid

erable: the risks may be spread, and the areas of uncertainty d1m1n1shed, 

since various parts of the company ~ each oontribute speoific expertise. 

The movement from diversifioation to expansion (following Ansoff's te1'Dls) 

enables more realistio screens to be adopted, for decision-making to be 

related to previous experienoe, and for the personality and standirlg of the 

produot champion to be judged. Perhaps most important of all, the presence 

of organisational links pe1'Dlits the buildirlg up of an innovative Ohainl the 
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the problems of creating the in! tial cbain and of knn...i~- vb , _w_ ether setbacks 

should be foUBht against or should be allowed to prevail, are reduced by 

organisational links. The in! tial theory made allowance for organisational. 

problems. The experience gained by testing the model against the reality 

of these case histories suggests that organisational links should be 

further emphasised. 

2.3 Txpes of innovation: 

S far, the alterations to the model have not altered its basic fo:mu 

an extra class of protagonist has been added to the innovative chain, and the 

sigliificance of organisational links has been fUrther explored. It is now 

intended to suggest an additional 'feature' which the model as previously 

defined did not include. This is the difference between different types of 

innovation. 

The model as first £o~ated did not differentiate between types of 

innovation - between, for instanoe, produot and prooess innovation. This 

distinction is one OOlllllOnly adopted by writers on innovation, yet the f011ll the 

model assumes suggests that the distinotion ~ not be very helpf'ul.. One 

person's process innovation ~ be another's product innovation; product inno-

vation is likely to involve new equipment, either to manufacture the product 

or to use it; new prooesses are likely to modif'y existing prooesses whioh 

either feed raw materials to, or take £rom, the new prooess. Each of the 

innovations studied oonsiderably altered the prooess to whioh it was applied: 

to use halothane, anaesthetists had to adopt speoial equipment, and had to 

move from open- to olosed- oircuit administration; to use bipyridyls, f&1'Dl8rs 

had to purchase new equipment, varying in oomplexity and oost from a simple 

spray to a direct drilling maohine, and might have to ohanBe f&Dling techniques 

conSiderably, depending on the partioular applioation oonsidered; to use 

phthalooyazU.ne dyestu1'f8, dyers had to learn how to adopt their work to 
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new techniques considerably different from those used in vat dyestuffs. 

Similarly, for each product, the devising of economio ma.nufacturing routes 

was cruoial. Thus the interaction between new produot and new prooess in 

each case was oonsiderable. The distinction often drawn between produot 

and prooess innovation is here deliberately ignored. 

Another distinction, however, seems far more usef'ul. This is based 

on the speoifioation used to define the product. Here it is usef'ul to 

consider the distinction drawn by Woodward between different types of 

product, and to examine the signifioance of this to research and development. 

The distinction was drawn between integral products, measured by engineering 

parameters such as length or diameter, and dimensional products, measured by 

weight, oapaoity or volume (4). Whereas the fo:z:mer are produced as discrete 

items, the latter are made up from small individual components, believed to 

betndistinguishable one from another, and divided into units only for ease 

of transport or application. Chemioal products are typically dimensional 

products, reoognised as such by Woodward. As Woodward's analysis would suggest, 

each of the three new products considered in the case studies was predomin

antly dimensional, rather than integral. Yet each product differed subtly, 

but signi fi 0 ant ly , in the extent to which mechanical properties were import

ant. Halothane was the least oomplex, sinoe the product was defined in 

chemical te1'mS alone, with no specifications other than chemical purity. The 

bipyridyls represented a slightly more oomplex speoificat~on, sinoe it was 

necessary to fo~ate the chemical with wetting agents and other additives 

to ensure that maximum effect was gained. The phthalooyan1nes were still 

more complex, in that their effeotiveness depended critically on physical form, 

(4) J. Woodward, Industrial Organization! theorY and practioe (London 1965), }8 
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particularly on particle size. Although all three compounds, or classes 

of compound, were mechanically simple, the phthalocyan1nes were the only 

class to possess any marked integral feature. 

One b1portant proviso is necessary. The treatment of a product as a 

homogeIl8UB substance may merely be a measure of ignorance which, when res

olved, shows the assumed homogeneity to be false. At one level it was 

possible to treat the 1neectio1de' 'Gammexane' as a dimensinnal product, of 

formula hexachlorobenzene. At another level, the shaping of individual 

molecules ass1.DDed great importance, since the y - isomer is the only fol.'Dl 

to be cOllDDercia11y useful. Similarly, isomers of halothane are unsatisfact

ory anaesthetics. The belief that a product is d1mensi<nal must therefore 

be tempered by qualir,r1ng the scale of analysis. 

The effect of an integral feature on the innovative process was con

siderable. When the compound possessed only dimensional features, screening 

could be conducted against chemical criteria: candidate compounds being 

screened for anaesthetic or herbicidal activity - providing there was no 

doubt connected with the compound's chemical purity - oould be eliminated 

at an early stage. However, negative or unsatisfactory results gained from 

a set of experiments to test a particular phthalooyanine did not pel.'Dli t the 

conclusion to be drawn that the oompound was useless: the absence of useful 

properties might be attributable to the physioal dimensions 'of the oompound 

tested rather than to its ohemical composition. Thus when an integral feature 

influenced the usefulness of a compound which would otherwise be considered 

a dimensional product, the screening of candidate compounds beoame more 

difficult. The abstraction of screens was reduoed, as the suffioienoy of 

any experiment was d1m1nished. 

This may be phrased in a different manner, by saying that integral 

products require more detailed screening because the number of variables 
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is greater than would be the case with dimensional. products. The manuf'ac

turer of PVC fibre, for example, 1118¥ find that the properties of fabrics 

woven from his material are affected by any of four specific stages in 

the fibre's manuf'acture I 

(i) The means of polymerisation IIIfQ' affect the physical properties 

of his PVC , resulting in greater or lesser stezaoegulari ty in 

the polymer ~ 

(11) The shaping of the fibre 1'rom the polymer IIIq affect its mechanical 

properties. 

(11i) The fibre 1118¥ be treated - by, for instance, drawing, shr1nld.ng 

or heat setting - to alter its p~perties. 

(iv) The particular means used to convert fibre to fabric 1118¥ make 

considerable differenoes to the fabric properties. 

Thus there are four stages to which changes in the properties measured in 

the final fabric may be traced. Whereas some fabric properties ~ be 

related, via theory, to physical properties measured at an early stase, othere 

such as handle or drape cannot be so related. 

The consequence for the significance of an unfavourable screening result 

is that, whereas an unfavourable verdict on a screen testing halothane or a 

bipyridyl would cause the compound under test to be abandoned, a similar 

verdict on a fabric would not pem1t the particular chemical compound being 

investigated to be abandoned. The increased number of variables affecting 

integral product. requiEes soreens of greater detail, and of less general

isation. This loss of abstraction is not necessarily haDDf'ul.. In achieving 

closely de1"ined targets, integral products permit an approach much more akin 

to design than to invention. The speoi1"ioation of a researoh target 1"or 

an integral product is likely to be in te:Dlls of meohanical operations - an 

automatic ooupling device 1"or rail trucke is an example - or 01" physioal 
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dimensions - drainpipe compatible with existing drainage systems (5). 

In contrast, the research specifications for dimensional products are much 

more likely to be defined in terms of effects - herbicidal activity, or 

electronic properties - and design is a less clearly defined activity. 

In the process of devising a new integral product, the designer IIIII¥ proceed 

from an acceptable to an improved device by a series of logical steps, in

corporating or rejecting components in the system he is designing. :By 

carefully analysing how individual components fUnction, or by assembling 

together component s to perfo1'Ul a defined task, the researcher aiming at a 

new integral product may achieve his design. The model used in considering 

ways of achieving the final operation is more precise, because it is less 

abstract, than the model that was used by the research chemist synthesising 

candidate anaesthetic or herbicidal compounds. The feedback loop shown in 

Figure 5.2, relaying info:rmation from screener to synthesiser to upgrade the 

model guiding synthesis, is more likely to relay info:rmation on the success 

or failure of individual components used to make up an integral product than 

to suggest chanBes in the model used to select possible solutions to the 

problem. 

The difference between integral and dimensional products has been obser

ved, and the implications of this difference on the screening of potential 

new products considered. In general, the dimensional product IIIII¥ be screened 

by screens of greater abstraction than integral products. This argument ~ 

be extended by considering not just dimensional and integral products, but 

different levels of production, of which five IIIII¥ be distinBUishedl 

(i) ohemioals, defined in ohemioal terms 

(11) materials 

(11i) devioes. 

(iv) manufactured products. 

(v) complets syst .... 

(5) See, for instance, S.A. Gregory, The PeBie Mtthgd. 
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The analysis 01' products, and their assignment to the five levels 

described here, are useful for two purposes. First, it enables the applic

ability 01' the generalised and particular screens to be ju.dgeda abstracted 

screens are most useful in testing chemica1s and materia1s, and least 

applicable to manufactured products and systems, where particular testing 

is required. The second purpose 01' such product cate80risation i8 somewhat 

different. The readiness with which chem1ca1s lend themeel ves to generalised 

screening might suggest that screening is therefore simple. An important 

countervailing effect, however, is the position 01' the chem1ca1 product in 

the innovative chain. Whereas the potent1a1 uses 01' the manuf'actured product 

or system will be well-defined, those 01' the chem1ca1 may be ident1f'ied only 

with considerable difficulty. The identification 01' the innovative chain 

from the chemica1 to the end effects offered may often comprise a dif'f'icult 

task. 

The problems 01' tracing the generalised properties 01' the chem1ca1 forward 

through various production stages to the end effects conf'erred on the even

tual conSl.DDer may be particularly intense when there are interactions between 

the different production levels. The problems which have to be overcome have 

been described by Morton, in the context 01' the electronics industry. He 

argues that whereas it used to be possible to separate different production 

levels, this is no longer possible. For earlier technologies, auoh as the 

production 01' tube valves, there was a vertica1 movement f'rom materia1s to 

devices to components to syst81118, during which "at each interf'ace, the number 

of options was small and new advances were infrequent". For later tech

nologies, the interfaces became more blurred, so that "since the desisD 

and fabrication of transistors depended on the structure of' materia1s at the 

atomic level, overlap in understanding and coupling of' mater1a1a and devioe 

specialists beoame e8sentia1", still more with recent technologies, such 

as the microoircuit "sreater knowledge of' materia1s, processes and device 

structures will be required, yet, at the B8III8 time, even more overlap in 
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understanding and effort between material. and device special.ists wi11 be 

required (6). Morton's argument, which he depicts diagramatical.1y in the 

way shown in Figure 5.4, is readi1y trans1atab1e into te:cns used by the 

mode1 in this thesis. 

Figure 5.4 

Ef'fort 

Tube val.ves 

(after Morton) 

Increasing interaction between 
production 1eve1s in e1ectronics. 

Microcircuits 

K-Material.s 
D-Devices 
C-Components 
S-Systems 

The argument advanced by Morton shows tbst, in at 1east one modern 

techn010gy, the manufacturer of a material. wi11 succeed only if he understands 

a great deal. about the succeeding production 1eve1s lying betwean the material. 

and the eventua1 system in which it finds its use. In te:cns of the mode1 

defined earlier to describe innovation, the feedback f'rom end user, manuf'act-

urer and inte:cnediate manuf'acturer bss become so intense and so comp1ex tbst 

simple screens of a chemical. o:t material. are no 10nser adequate. The inter

action between fabrication processes and the chemical being formed tirStinto 

a materia1, and then into a device, bss grown to the extent tbst screening 

appropriate for dimensional. products is 1ike1y to be insufficient. 

(6) 

Even when the interaotion is not as intense as tbst desoribed by Morton, 

J .A. Morton, "From material.s to ay.tems" in D. A11inson (ed) , 
The R & D Game (Cambridge, Mass. 1969), 242-247. 
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the problem remains of identifying the innovative chain which IIIEq be formed 

to cOJUlect the chemical or physical phenomena demonstrated by the chemical 

under study with the needs which may be satisfied by such phenomena, or 

by some system incorporating the chemical. In short, the problem is that 

of moving from an "interesting phenomenon" to a "use1'ul. property" . Whereas 

the former can be recognised after abstract screens based on scientific 

knowledge, the latter requires close unders:A.nding of the technologies 

which may be relevant. The model of innovation Shown in Figure 5.1 is 

use1'ul. in that it helps the researcher identify his position, perhaps _ 

as with many chemical inventions - several staees removed from the end user; 

and it poses him with the problem of identifying, defining and fo1'Dling the 

chain needed to produce innovation. 

This problem IIIEq be depicted, as in Figure 5.5, by using a simple 

morpholOgical analysis. The body of science lies on one side, the pattern 

of needs on the other: COJUl8oting, and hence separating, the two, across a 

space of differing width, is teohnology (7). The connecting of a specific 

scientific phenomenon with a perceived need is the act of invention. When 

the science and the need are separated, and hence may be linked, only by 

several stages of production the task of the inventor is made more difficult. 

Even when the chain is quite short, invention IIIEq be difficult eJ1OU8h. It 

is interesting to observe that in the innovations described in the three 

case studies, in none of which were chemical effects mediated by processing 

operations, only one candidate compound - halothane - was synthesised del

iberately for the research prograDllle to meet a defined need. The two 

other starting compounds were either made accidentally - as with phthalocyan1ne 

- or already existed - as with diquat. The example of diquat points the 

problem I given the existence iD the Dyestuff Division specimen oolleotion 

For a similar analysis, which however does not emphasise the problem 
desoribed here, see the model proposed in W.B. Gruber and D.G. Marquis 
Factors in the Transfer of Teohpology (Cambridge, Mass. 1969), 5. 
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collection of the bipyridy1 later known as diquat, wb¥ was it not possible 

to suggest its usefUlness as a herbicide? A similar problem is posed by 

phtha1ocyanine: why did de Diesbach and von der Weid not identify the 

usefulness as a colouring aeent of the compound they had synthesised? Even 

with the short innovative chain from chemical to herbicide, or from chemical 

to pigment, the identification of a possible innovative chain is difficult. 

With chemicals which are to be incorporated in integral. products, and with 

chemicals which must undergo several manufacturing processes before demon-

strating their usefUlness, the difficulties are greater. 

SCIENCE 

Figure 5.5 
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The distinotion between integral and dimensional products, and the 

question of how is it possible to create an innovative chain, have thrown 

b1 The screening appropriate for dimensianal 
into prominence certain pro ems. 

products has been shown to be more abstract than that appropriate for inte-

gral products. It has been argued that integral products are more likely 

od Mos
t important of all, the posi ticn of 

to be amenable to design meth s. 
_~~ t b often near the start of a 

the producer of chemicals has been ... ...,wn 0 e 

t 
that the properties observed in 

protracted series of production s tipS, so 

the chemical will be much mediated before desired end effects are achieved. 
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now e a orated suggests that The model of innovation first described and 1 b 

the most important problem facing the research chemist starting f'rom 

new science is the identification of a suitable innovative chain. 

3. Use of the model of innovation within one LaboratofY . 

The conceptual model of innovation first described has been compared 

with the reality observed in the three case studies. The additional comp

lexity, the existence of regulatory bodies, the importance of organisational 

links, and the significance of the difference between dimensional and 

integral products have been identified as additions to and alterations of 

the original model. It is now proposed to show how this model has been 

applied in one research laboratory, both to identif'y problems which might 

otherwise have been unemphasized in the Laboratory, and to suggest soluticns 

to some of these problems • 

sation 
• 1 The Petrochemical and Po 

Fi rst, it is necessary to describe the Laboratory concerned. The 

Petrochemical and Polymer Laboratory is I.C.I.'s Central Research Laboratory. 

It has been active for seven years, and now employs about 115 research 

scientists (Ph. Ds or"E'h.D equivalents">, with supporting staff. Its 

research scientists are predomJ,nantly chemists, although there is a consider

able and growing number of physicists and engineers. The Laboratory has an 

annual budget of more than £1.5 million. The Laboratory was established to 

augment 1.C. I. 's long te1'lD research, and is unaffected by d.elD&nds to improve 

day-to-day operations, although persistent problems experienced by I.C.I. 

Divisions, which are believed to be amenable to the sldlls of the Petro

chemical and polymer Laboratory, are occasionally referred to the Laboratory. 

The Laboratory Director is directly responsible to the General Manager, 

Research and Development, a central I.C.I. senior ma.naser
, who i8 in turn 

responsible to the I.C.I. main board director for research. The manufacturing 
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adopted vary greatly, ranging f'rom prooess and produot improvement for 

prooesses operated, and products manufactured, by I.C.I. Divisions; to 

new prooesses for established products, or new products olosely oonneoted 

wi th existing oompany business; to products and prooesses oompletely new 

to I.C.I. It rtJB¥ even ohoose to work in an area, teohnological or geo

graphioal, whioh I.C.I. has deoided not to enter, intending either to reveree 

I.C.I.'s deoision or to exploit inventions through lioensing. 

A further explanation is required if the full opportuni tes open to, 

and the problems experienoed by, the Laboratory are to be appreoiated. This 

relates to the internal organisation of the Laboratory. This is depioted in 

Figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.7 Internal Laboratory orsanisation. 

Laboratory Direotor 

Polioy Group 

r I 
FabrijtiOn 

I I 
2 research groups I I 

3 research groups I I 
3 researoh groups 

a polioy group oomprising the Direotor and three 
The Laboratory has 

oolleagues whioh oontrols the aotivities of eight research groups, divided 

into three research areasl oatalysis, polymers and polymer fabrication. 

Eaoh 
The raison dl~tre behind 

of the eight research groups has a manager. 

researoh groups vary. 
Sometimes their existenoe rtJB¥ be related to an area 

of soienoe _ as, for example, eleotrolytio oatalysis -
sometimes to a type 

of produot - as oomposite materials. Different groups have ties, some strong 
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and some weak, with I.C.I. Divisions, each o£ which is based on tech-

nological skills serving particular markets. The Fibres and Films Group 

has strong links with I.C . I. Fibres Ltd., and with I.C.I.'s interests invol

ved in producing £ilms; the groups concerned with polymerisation have 

strong links with Plastics Division, whose main business is the polymerisation 

o£ monomers. 

The choice o£ research targets within the Laboratory is not heavily 

constrained. Indeed, the control system used in the Laboratory was del

iberately established in such a way that individual research scientists 

should have considerable 1n£luenee over the choice o£ research. The control 

system in theory is based on a common document, the research expenditure 

memorandum (RE2ot), which is prepared by the individual research scientist or 

scientists who wish to work on a programme. This is discussed with the 

scientist's group manager, and then submitted to the Policy Group. The 

control system is thus based on the concept o£ a £low o£ ideas being submitted 

by research scientists, £rom which the members o£ the Policy Group choose 

those to which they wish to allocate their scarce resouroes. This allocation, 

however, may be constrained to an extent that is not at once apparentl to 

allocate resouroes implies that more ideas are subaitted than can be supported 

by the available resources. Similarly, to prevent the work load in di££erent 

groups £rom varying too much, the existing division o£ personnel between 

groups must be considered when allocating resources. 

The creation o£ ideas, and their assessment, thus starts with the 

individual research scientist. The consequences o£ this are several. Firet, 

because o£ the scienti£ic background and expertise o£ research scientists 

in the Laboratory, they tend to de£1ne the research targets and opport1mi tes 

in scienti£ic teDms. A second oonsequenoe o£ the £low o£ ideas from research 

scientists to the Polioy Group is that many o£ the ideas submitted are based 

on the aotivity o£ one or two researoh soientists, 

or request large research teams. Beoause o£ the individual origins o£ 
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research proposals, the proposals themselves are rarely addressed at 

problems where needs are identified, or where a combination of differing 

skills are required. In tenDs of the science-needs interface depicted in 

Figure 5.5, the movement is from far left to right, from science towards 

needs. 

The movement rrom science to need must include several decision points. 

Once a phenomenon has been observed, it must be examined to identify its 

potential utility, if any. If possible uses are identified, the solution 

suggested by the phenomenon under study must be compared with other possible 

ways of satisfying the needs being studied. The last decision point comp

rises a group of questions, designed to examine the ability of the Laboratory, 

or of another part of I.C.I., to successfully exploit the idea under study: 

can I.C.I. Manufacture and sell the product? Is it possible to license? 

Should the Laboratory merely publish the results of its work, and take no 

further steps? Overall, the process ~ be depicted as a flow-sheet of 

activity, all of which is triggered by the observation of a phenomenon 

believed to be new. This is shown in Figure 5.8. 

Figure 5.8: Flow sheet of decisions to progress 
a research project in the Petrochemical 
and polymer Laboratory. 

(see overp888) 
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3.2 How the model o£ innovation is usefUl 

The objectives and organisation o£ the Petrochemical and Polymer 

Laboratory have been described. It is now necessary to identify whether, 

and i£ so where, the model o£ innovation adopted in this thesis is helpfUl, 

and what sort o£ help it provides. 

The £irst point at which the model provides help is at the decision 

point when the possible usef'ulness o£ a phenomenon is under s~. For the 

model, with its emphasis on the need to create an innovative chain, and to 

recognise one's own position in that chain, concentrates attention upon this 

decision point in a ~ which other models o£ innovation do not. The model 

o£ innovation adopted in this thesis has stressed the need £or those at an 

early point in the innovative oha1n to understand the aspirations and crit

eria o£ those concerned with later stases in the innovative chain; it has 

examined the problems and d1££icul ties round in moving £rom a chemical comp

ound to a £unctioning system; and it has d1££erentiated between the types 

o£ research product, identifying particular problems with integral products. 

Each o£ these £eatures o£ the model draws attention to the problem o£ identi

fying uses £or an observed phenomenon. It should be noted that the model 

does not sugsest answers to this problem, but merely identi£ies it as a 

problem, and as a decision point at which a research idea may easily be halted 

because o£ inadequate soreening. 

For in comparison with the resources devoted to creating nsw phenomena 

the attention devoted to considering where these phenomena may be usefUl 

is small. The identi£ication o£ industries and applioations where particular 

phenomena may be usefUl depends heavily on the experienoe and imagination 

o£ those making the assesSlllant. Indeed, it may be claimed that the deoision 

that a particular compound has no value is a judBeJDent &S much on the know-
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ledge and determination of those assessing it as on the properties 

possessed by the compound. Ezamples of failure to forsee uses, like 

undetected murders, cannot be described. Yet the examples already des

cribed of diquat and of phthalocyan1ne show that the detection of utility 

is often delayed. Nor are these isolated instances within the chemical 

industry. It took some t!Ye years from the first synthesis of polyethylene 

to the moment when it was suggested that its dielectric properties should 

be measured to discover whether - as is now well-known - it mdght provide 

an adequate substitute for gutta-percha. An even mors striking example is 

provided by Gammexane - y - hexachlorobenzene - which, when first tested as a 

repellent, was rejected since it did not repel the wirewo1'DlS 88&inst which 

it was tested, but rather killed flies in the laboratory environment. 

Successful identification of this property, and hence of the use of the com

pound as an insecticide, had to wait a f'urther two years (8). In both 

instances, no mediating operations were required to process the original 

compound; yet both suffered considerable delay before a bridge was estab

lished between the science-based phenomenon and a potential use. - Polyethy

lene 's history is particularly rewarding of study, since not only was there 

considerable delay between the discovery of the waxy polymer and the identif

ication of where it might be useful, but also gutta-percha, the first use 

identified, now comprises only a small part of the total uses of polyethene. 

The original linking of science and need which led to the gutta-peroha 

substitute was repeated by the identification of many uses for a bulk polymer. 

Yet polythene's influence on research ~t has been more to emphasise 

the importance of basic research, of the sort which led to polythene's first 

being made, rather than to streElII the importance of the "use-recosnition" 

step, whioh occurred not once, but several times, in polythene's development. 

Indeed, the attention paid within the Petrochemical and Polymer Laboratory 

(8) M.W. Perrin, 'The story of polythene', Research (March 1953), 111-118. 
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to "phenomena-generation" relative to "use-recognition" ~ be directly 

linked to a belief" that inventions of" polythene's signif"icance will occur 

only if sci~nce is manipulated to produce mutations. In its effect on 

research management the polythene syndrome has been a powerf'ul influence. 

The problem of moving from a scientific phenomenon to a need satis

fied by some system to which the phenomenon contributes ~ be identified 

as particularly important in two parts of the Laboratory. The first circ~ 

stance occurs when the contribution of the phenomenon to satisfying a need 

can be evaluated only as part of a much larger system. Here the diffic

ulty of constructing an innovative chain is great: for a product which is 

to find its use, only after one or more fabrication operations, in a complex 

system used in an industry - perhaps as an enabling invention, probably as 

one component among several - the problem of "use-recognition" is great. 

Groups within the Laboratory whose products are of this type are thus par

ticularly ~erable to inadequate attention being paid to identifYing uses 

for the research ideas. The second circumstance in which the identification 

of needs likely to be satisfied by the research idea is especially difficult 

is when the group within the Laboratory has no counterpart in I.C.I. The 

organisational links that were seen to be so significant in the case studies 

provide no help. The cost of acquiring inf"ormation with which to assess the 

idea is thus higher, and the probability of wasted resources is inoreased, 

either because ideas are inadequately assessed before rejection, or because 

it takes longer to acquire information to reject unpromising projects. 

The model of innovation adopted in this thesis stresses the innovative 

chain. The first use of the model within the Petrochemical and Po~r 

Laboratory was to indicate the importanoe of a problem - that of "use-

recogni tion" _ neglected by traditional models of innovation. The model 
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adopted does not in itself" solve the problem of moving from soienoe to 

need. Rather the model has oalled attention to this problem, hitherto 

neglected by the implioit models of innovation extant in the Laboratory. 

There are obvious implications for resource allocation and for reoruitment 

within the Laboratory. 

The seoond use to whioh the model has been put has been to aid the 

assessment of new teohnologies or teohnological oomponents against existing 

systems, materials or devioes. To acoomplish this, as shall shortly be 

described, it has been neoessary to oonsider questions contained in the 

second and third decision boxes shown in figure 5.8., that is to oonsider 

whether the product was superior to competitive products, and to examine 

whether and how I.C.I. mi8ht exploit it profitably. This use of the model 

of innovation adopted in this thesis has been aohieved by two _ana. The 

first is by adapting, for individual projeots, the generalised oonoept of 

an innovative ohain to a particular example and to the individual oiroum-

stanoes of a partioular projeot. The seoond _ana adopted has been to 0011-

vert the generalised oonoept of the innovative chain into a more speoifio, 

but still generalised, cheok-list of questions apposite to innovative 

projeots. ~ oombining the two approaches, it has been possible to examine 

research projeots both w1 th developing knowledge of. the particular environ

ment in whioh the innovation must survive, and also by judging the oompleteness 

of the innovative ohain against the touchstone of questions that experience 

suggests to be important. 

The firet approaoh, the constructing of an innovative chain, is best 

illustrated by oonsidering the evolution of knowledge about a speoifio projeot. 

In the interests of oonfidentiality, details of the projeot must neoessarily 

be suppressed. It is possible however to indicate that the research programme 

was aimed at produoing a photosensitive film, using a novel photosensitive 
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material. Thie material was to be applied as a coating to standard film 

base, and the coated material then required several subsequent operations 

before a complete film in a form suitable for receiving images was pro

duced. The eventual use for the film was for a novel COIIIUIDl1cation system, 

which competed with other systems. 

The original model of innovation is shown in figure 5.1. The Laboratory's 

position in the example indicated above can be seen to be that of raw material 

supplier, in that the invention related to a new coating material, but did 

not originally include a developed process to produce a complete film. 

The generalised model could be converted into a specific innovative chain 

by identifYing the subsequent operations required to convert the chemical 

into a film that could be used. The various st888s identified are displ~d 

in figure 5.9. From this diagram, various points emerpl 

(i) The contribution of the chemical to be used as a coating material 

can be seen to be only a small part of the total technology needed 

to produce a complete film. 

(11) Those operations, and the complementary products, within the 

control of IeI may be identified. 

(iii) The possible points of sale can be identified, and each may be 

considered against the resources required to achieve it. The 

resources required, including marketing capability, may be 

compared with the valus added. 

(iv) The innovative chain allows the properties required in the initial 

photosensitive chemical to be defined I the exposure characteris

tics, development time, and mechanical properties required are 

brought to the researoh ohemist's attention. 

(v) The co-operation needed from other fi11ll8 (here shown as "other 

operations performed on film") may be seen, and filmS capable of 

doing these identified. 
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(vi) The criteria by which the product will be judged at each stase 

may be identUied, and the advantases (and drawbacks) of the 

proposed innovation recognised. 

(vii) The industrial organisation of the innovative chain may be anal

ysed, to show which fi1'lDB must be involved, and which fi1'lDB may 

view the innovation as a threat. 

The analysis possible based on even a simplified innovative chain of 

the sort shown in figure 5.9 is thus considerable. To show how such an 

analysis guides research it is helpfUl to describe the main decisions 

that arose from the analysis of the photosensitive film project. These are 

indicated below. It is not claimed that these decisions would not have been 

made in the absence of the analysis shown. Rather it is believed that the 

analysis clarified a complex situation, and facilitated decision-maktng. 

(i) Consideration of the costs, and likely prices, attainable for 

chemical and film sold separately showed clearly that the oash 

flow achieved from separate sales would be very much less than 

that accruing from sale of subbed, coated and slit film. It was 

therefore decided to aim at selling a completed film. This required 

research facilities not available within the Petrochemical and 

Polymer Laboratory, and necessitated the setting up of a project 

team drawn from several parts of ICI. 

(ii) The need to know the criteria used by the fiDD which exposed and 

developed the film made it necessary to gain detailed knowledge 

about these operations. This proved to be a complex job, demanding 

considerable resouroes. 

(iii) Exsmination of the advantages offered by the film system to the 

end-user indioa.ted two broad possibilities, the one a minor cost 

reduction, the .econd a technical advantage. Whereas the fo:aaer 

would be siSnificant to the fiDD responsible 
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exposing the film, it was unlikely to have ~ effect OD the 

cost of the final film to the end- user, nor to persuade the 

end-user to adopt the cOlllllUDication 87stem using the novel film 

rather than a totally different 87stem. In contrast, the 

technical advantaee offered by the novel film was likely to 

increase the competitiveness of the cOlllllUDication 87stem incor

porating it. To gain int01'lll&tion OD exposure and developnent 

operations, an early approach was needed to the fil:m responsible 

for these operations and an early decision on price was nscessary. 

The analysis, whose skeletal arguments have been indicated, 

facilitated this. 

In coming to a decision OD pricing policy, an add! tional ~is was 

use1'ul.. This added to the simple innovative chain intormation OD a series 

of cost centres, so that the contribution of each operation to the final 

cost of an exposed and developed film could be identified. At the same time, 

a comparable analysis was made of oost centres both for the existing film 

used, and for other oompeting novel films. J".raD these analyses, it was 

possible to answer both the question of how the new film system would satisf)r 

the demands of the ProtllBOnists in the innovative cba1n, and also how the 

film being developed in the Petrochemioal and Polymer Laboratory ocmpared 

with oompetitive 87st8lll8. 

Examination of the various films that were, or might beoome, available 

showed important factors that were not disoernible trom the analysis of the 

Petrochemioal and Polymer film. It disolosed, for example, that one other 

competitive film could oompete OD oost with the proposed film, but that 

the competitive film would not be able to use existing equip!l8nt for the 

film exposure. The fi1'lll responsible for exposing and developing whatever 

film would be used would therefore risk more by using the oompetitive film, 

whioh would require speoial equip!l8nt appropriate to that film alone, than 
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than by using the £1lm from the Petrochemical and Poqmer Laboratory which 

could be processed on existing equipaent. Examination of the cost 

centres for existing and proposed films disclosed that the developer 

costs for the Petrochemical and Polymer Laboratory film would severely 

affect its competitiveness. This presented a clear research target. 

The example of the potential new film has been used to illustrate how 

systematic and developing analysis of the innovative chain concentrates 

attention on research targets of importance. Two points should be made. 

First, it is not claimed that the approach adopted necessarily makes the 

research scientist tackle problems that would otherwise be neglected. 

Indeed, all the decisions here described would have to have been made at 

some staee as research progressed. Rather it is believed that the use of 

the innovative chain ensured that probl.ems were identified soon rather than 

late; and that attention was soon attracted to important research targets. 

Second, the simple form of the innovative chain shown makes it eaSJ' to miss 

some potential advantages, and some problems. In the example oonsidered, 

the times and duration of events were not examined at first, and this res-

ulted in a failure to predict the full requirements for the photosensitive 

coating material. Only after detailed examination of the production proc

esses depicted on figuP8 5.9 as "expose" and "develop" was it possible to 

define the total pattern of properties required in' the film. It is worth 

emphasizing that the systematic analysis, of which the first steps lave 

been described, is an examination that leads throulb repeated cyoles. The 

organisational chain shown in figure 5.9 led to a oost analysis, which in 

turn identified further important research targets, and important centres of 

uncertainty. 

The evolving innovative system, an example of 'which has been desoribed 

above, is the lndtial analysis,tram wbioh detailed enquiries ~ follow. 
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One danger discovered in defining the innovative chain is that insufficient 

detail may be achieveds the very simplicity of the systems approach des

cribed above m8¥ deceive the research scientist into believing he has 

adequately defined the system at a time when important 1nfo~tion is still 

lacking. It is important to repeat the conclusion of others who have 

examined similar approaches: the necessary knowledge of the technology 

and business, present and future, of other Prot860nists in the innovative 

chain is difficult to obtain, and requires considerable resources (9). 

The danger described above is the reason for the second means adopted 

to answer the questions of how competitive is the new idea, and how misht 

it be exploited. The second means adopted was the devising of a series of 

checklists, to act as an aide memoi:te. The specific innovative chain for 

any new idea m8¥ thus be supplemented with a list of questions, which the 

experience of several innovations susgests m8¥ be relevant. By checking 

the innovative chain against these questions, a wider frame of reference is 

provided, and points omitted in the initial analysis m8¥ be added. The 

checklist, with comments where necessary to define the relevance and context 

of the questions, is shown below. 

A. The Product s 

Question 

i) What need does it satisfy? 
Is this an existing need? 
If a new need, why has it arisen? 

If an existing need, how is it 
satisfied at present? 

How else might the need 
be satisfied? 
Is there anything unsatisfaotory 
with present produots? 
What are the partioular 
advantages of present produots? 

COIIIII8nt 

e.g. need for improved blue dye 

New technology, price chaQses, 
inoome oha.rlBes, organisational 
oha.rlBe 

Can be satisfied by oompletely 
different teolmologys of. 
paraquat with ploughing. 
Technioal perfoxmanoe , oost, 
oost fluctuation, variations in 
supply, diffioul t to use, relia
bility of single supplier, 
labour availability. 

See M.P. Cantley, "Long-range planning in chemical industry", 
N w Rprbgp' for Ob.ht" 'Dd !Pdu.try 1 P tb. 1990' I 
~ndon 1970 , 167. 
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11) At what price does the existing 
product sell? 
Can the marginal cost of the 
existing product be estimated? 
Is product demand price elastic? 
What could affect the relative 
prices of the new and existing 
products? 

Bow is price measured? 

111) What stases are there in 
manufacturing the product? 

iv) 

What stages are there in 
distributing the product? 
What are the possible points 
of sale? 
For each, what skills and 
resources are required? 

Retail, wholesale, bulk 
discounts. 

Raw material costs, impOrt 
levies, purchase tax, labour 
charges, transport costs, 
economies of scale. 

£/ton, or £/operation; see :B 1i 
for further questions. 

raw material, semi-fabricated 
articles, completely fabricated 
article. 
Merchants, retailers, etc. 

Complementary products, 
production lmowhow, merchand
ising skills, distributive net-. 
work. 

Bow long does the product last 
before it must be repurchased? 
Bow long is the product expected 
to last before it is superseded? 
Is it liable to seasonal variations? 
When is it bought? 
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B. The Customer: 

~stion 

i) 1Nho are possible customers? 
How are they identified? 

How are they contacted? 

Is the person whose needs will be 
satisfied by the product the _only 
person to be identified, contacted 
and satisfied? 

Who actually decides to purchase 
the product? 
Who else is involved? 

What advantages and disadvantages 
exist for each organisation? 

ii) How does the customer define his needs? 
What parameters does he use? 

Hi) 

iV) 

Do the product advantages match his 
needs as he defines them? 
Does he define his needs explicitly? 
Will the cuatomer need educating to 
use the process? 

Can the customer experiment with 
the new product or process? 
How much is he risking by using 
the new product? 
How much is he risking by not 
using the new product? 
Is the product compatible with 
existing processes? 

How many customers are there? 
Do any or many have 10~te1'Dl contracts? 

COIIIII8nt 

see A Hi) 
e.g. Profession, geographical 
area, use of existing product 
or process. 

e.g. Existing selling organ
isation, advertising,via 
merchants. 

Government regulations, labour 
practices, equipment suppliers, 
raw material suppliers. 
Profit margin, market share, 
new teohnology, new organisaticn 

Relative advantage can be shown 
in these te1'Dl8. 

Effects of time on product 
Change criteria of choice; some 
organisational change ~ be 
necessary: new technology. 

Is existing equipment easily 
adjusted? Is much capital 
required? New product ~ only 
contribute a small property to 
overall system. Competitor's 
action, considerable effect on 
total system. 
New production skills ~ be 
needed; equipment may be writ
ten off; new design or tecbn108L 
skills may be needed. 

Will product demand be affected by 
customer income? 
What markets are the customers supplying? 
A:re cu.tCll8JfS 'products suecessfUl? 

What part of the product life 
cycle has been reached? 
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C. Competition: 

Question 

i) \lbo are existing competitors? 
\lbo could become competitors? 

\lhat advantage does the product 
possess over competitors? 
\lhat could competitors do to 
strengthen their position? 

11) Are there complementary products 
offered by competitors? 
Are there technical services offered 
by competitors? 
\lhat delivery and credit te1'1llS 
are offered? 

iii) Are there patented advantages? 
Is there know-how? 

COIIID8nt 

Raw material suppliers, inter
mediate suppliers, equipment and 
machinery ma.nu£acturers, end
users integrating vertically. 

Price reduction, quantity dis~ 
count, quality improvement, 
technical service, reallocation 
of purchases. 

Define product ranee 
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By using these checklists, the research scientist may guard against the 

danger o£ super£iciality in his analysis o£ the innovative chain. In the 

example o£ the new photosensitive £ilm, particular points that were raised 

included the problems o£ cost fluctuations in the existing product, which 

used a raw material liable to large price variation; the correct parameter 

against which to measure cost, and the problems associated with agreeing 

this parameter with the customer; the importance o£ compatibility between 

the new and existing £1lm; and the advantages o££ered to the customer's 

customer by the new £ilm. 

There still remains a danger o£ super£iciali ty. For clearly it is 

impossible to construct a comprehensive and useful checklist o£ questions 

£or an activity as unprogrammed as innovation. The questions listed above 

are intended to reduce the danger o£ superliciali ty when a particular inn0-

vative chain is being investigated. The checklist is there£ore an aid to, 

but cannot be a substitute £or, the systematic enquiry into an innovative 

chain. 
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4. Conclusionsz 

The purpose of this chapter has been two-fold. First, to e:mmine 

and modify the original simple model of innovation in light of experience 

gained from the three case studies; and second, to e:mmine the utility of 

the model in one environment, tI. particular research Laboratory in the 

chemical industry. The second purpose may be viewed as the justification 

of the model. The ideas proposed in this thesis cannot be rigorously 

proved. What can be shown, however, is that the application of these ideas 

is helpful to practising research scientists. Obviously, albeit unfortunat-

ely for the author, it is not feasible to conduct control experiments to 

show how research projects would fare without the application of the ideas 

developed in this thesis. What is claimed, however, is that the model of 

innovation has led to changes in the way in which research in one Laboratory 

is pursued. In particular: 

i) It has resulted in more attention being paid to the problems of 

identifying the utility of new phenomena, and hence to less 

resources being devoted to the generation of new knowledge and 

phenomena. 

ii) It has shown that the problems of identifying usefulness is 

particularly severe for research groups aiming to produce new 

integral products, or for those which have weak organisational 

links with ICI. 

iii) It has led to a systems approach to innovation whioh faoilitates 

research, by identifying important problems quickly. 

i v) It has provided a checklist of questions, to ensure that important 

problems are not neglected. 

The model has thus had both overall sisn1ficance for the Laboratory -

effects i)and ii ) above - and has aided the assessment of individual projects 

_ effects 11i) and iV). A f'urther effect, not predicted when this research 
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began, has resulted from the explicit definition of a simple model of 

innovation. This has been the discussion occasioned by this definition. 

For it has -forced research management and research scientists to make 

explicit the theories of innovation which lay behind their previous patterns 

of behaviour and work practices; and it has caused a more searching comparison 

of the effectiveness and usefUlness of these theories. 
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